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SECTION 1
DESIGN TRADE-OFF COMPARISON
1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During the course of She theoretical and experimental portions of this study
program (which are described elsewhere in this report) various digital tele-
vision conlpression techniq,_es were evaluated. As determinations were _,ade
of the most suitable techniques to be combined into the final compressed dig-
........ its1 TV system, design Stlldies were initiated to arrive at estinmtes of relia-
bility, size, weight, and input power for a prototype equipment version of:the
spacecraft portion of this system. To provide the necessary input data for
these estimates, digital logic and anal.og functional block diagrams were con-
ceived, preliminary circuit designs were established,, and componen: types and
quantitieswere estimated. ' : : =
S
I"0 provide standards ol comparison for the compressed digital TV equipment,
-" similar design studies were conducted on:noncoded anal0g TV, straight PCM
5-
.TV (four-bitencoding) and.Standard analog TV (analog TV camera with six-bit
•encoding of the camera Video signal and with PCM video e-tput).
-= Two b_:_ichardware !mp[ementation techniques were considered. These Were:
(I) the exclusive use of rnlniature d_screte parts _all solid state-e.':cept_forthe
vidicon camera tu_e), and (2)the use of semiconductor integrated circuits com-
=bined with discrete pz rts where necessary, thus termed hybrid SC.IC circuits.
In total,_e_ightseparat_ equipment configurations'were Studied.
Based on the parts (and SCIC circuit)counts obtained on each cor_fignrati0n,and
on the latestavailable part and dircuit failure r_te data, reliabilityanalys_s
were performed-to obtain,the estimated mean_time-between-failure (MTBF) for
....each spacecraft equipment design. MTBFWs based on mid-1963 and projected
l?64"failure-rate estimates were obtained. _
Table 1-1 summarizes the results of these studies. The comparison of the corn-
"" :pressed digitalTV estirrmteswith chose o'fthe standard analog TV equipment are
of particular interest and importance, since the video data compression ratios
achievable, typically three to one, are measured relative to standard analbg TV
(see Section 2 for a detailed'discussion of da_a :ompressg.on). Note that the com-
pressed digital TV system achieves this information-bandwidth reduction, With
='" the attendant savings in video transmitter power and ,yeight, and still permits
reductions in spacecraft TV equipment size, weight, and input power relative to
the standard analog TV' design. " -'
,
, -t,
i "" Table l-l,;%Isoco'ntains columns Of data on a "Straight PCM TV" and on a "Non-
coded Analog ,TV." Altho_gh these systems appear to offer terminal equipment
t i-1
J
_.',_v_'+.-,-,._..-_-':,_,z_'_.,_._W.._.,- _i_.._-'._C,.._-_._,_,b_:_,TS-:;.-';"_.:'_'_f_..-_._'_,:;'_.__:- - w =..................- --,_-_-,_,
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power and reliabili_- advantages relative to '*Compressed Digital .TV'* and to
"Standard Analog TV," they would both require more tranEmitter power and
weight thar_ the "Comp.'esued Digital TV." The "Straight I_CM TT" utilizes
a parametric value of four bits per picture element instead of the approximate-
ly two bits per uicture ._lement of the ':Compressed Digital TV," Therefore,
it will require approximately twice the bandwidth and twice the transmitter
power. The "Nortcoded Analo_ TV _' will require some analog form of modu-
lation (otherwise it becomes the "Standard Analog TV _' system. ) This analog
form of modulation win probably be some variant of the F/vl technique such as
frequency-cornpresaive-feedback FM cr straight F M utilizing a phase-locked
loop as a threshold-improving receiver. The efficiency of these analog modu-
lation systems in power and bandwidth requirements relative to optimum PCIVl
techniques for transmission of a given quality video signal has not been experi-
mentally determined as yet. Theoretically,_ orthogonal systems s_ch as Digi-
lock, coherent _nd possibly noncoherent phase modulation require 5 to 10 db
less signal-to-noise ratio (and hence less transmitter power) for a given trans-
mission bandwidth-to-bit rate r;cio than do the FM, Fk( phase-locked, and
Enloe FM feedback systems. Therefore, it can be assumed, until proven other-
wise, that the apparent advantage of the "Noncoded Analog TV" shown in Table
I-I is largely, if not completel_r, nullified by the increased transmitter require-
ments. -
: Table I-Z presents est{rrmted savings in spacecraft prime power and weight_
achieved by using the compres_eddigital TV system in place of the standard
analog TV system under the conditions specified in Appen_lix II of the RFG.
I. I. 0 Compressed Digital Television System Design
L
: i.l. i SPacecraft Equipment
1.1._1.1 Summary ot Equipment Operation
An over-aU diagram of the compressed digital spacecraft equipment i_ shown in
Figure 1.1-1. Summaries of the principal functions of each system unit are pre-
sented below.
*Keenan, R. K.; Mannex, H. R.: "Spacecraft Communications Systems,"
Space,Aeronautics, Part Z, Aerospvce Electronics, November, 196Z.
$$ The above estimates of spacecraft weight savings are conservativ,_ since the
reduced prime power requirements were not cDneidered as contributing to re-
ductions in the weight of the prime power source. Presently there are insuffi-
cient data available on specific mission profiles, video equipment operating
duty cycles; and spr.cecraft prime power source characteristics, to permit
meaningful estimates to be made in this area.
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t. TV Camera
a. Generates the basic analog video signals.
_. Shapes video frequency response characteristic and provides
necessary signal amplification to permit coupling of the signal
to the Roberts encoder.
c. Re,.esl:ablishes _he DC components of video signal by a clamping
technique.
d. Incorporates automatic gain control (AGC) to maintain a uniform
peak video output level with variations in scene brightness.
2. Camera Sweep Generators and Deflection Amplifiers
a. Generates variable-length horizontal and modified-vertical stair-
st_p scanning waveforms as a function of sweep-advance pulses
from the -qystem synchronizer.
: b. Furnishes line and _rame syn,z (blanking) pulses to the synchro-
nizer to achieve proper line and frame' synchronization of the
compressed video data.
3. System Synchronizer
a. Serves as the timing reference for all time-dependent system
functions.
b. Controls the TV camera beam dwell th_ne on each target elerr,ent
as a function of the "fullness" of the bit storage register in the
Huffman encoder.
4. Roberts Encoder
a. Generates a pseudo-random sequence of variable amplitudes
occurring at the ele£nent scanning rate of the camera.
b. Performs an analog addition of these level8 to the basic video
data (to "randomize" the transitions between video quantization
levels).
5. Sam pl_ and Hold
Discretely samples the camera analog video signal level associated
with each scanned element, and holds each sampled level constant
during the video quantlzing process.
I-4
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: 6. (_antizer
I Quantizes the video (plus pseudo-random noise signal) to the desired
digita', bit level,
: 7. PE Encoder
Converts the PCM signal from the quantizer unit into previous ele-
ment (PE) and not-previous-element (1-PE) signals. These signals
have the proper format for optimum encoding.
8. Huffman Encoder
a. Optimally encodes the PE and (1-PE) signals to produce a serial
Huffman pulse train of minimum constant bit rate for transmission
to the ground station.
b. Generates sweep advance sync signals as new data are required
in the Huffman shift register.
1.1. I. 2 System Design Concepts and Operating Parameters
One unique feature ef the system is that an asynchronous digital camera scan is
employed to facilitate Huffman encoding of the video data without employing a
buffer store prior to tre, nsmission of the Huffman bit train. To accomplish this,
the Huffman encoder generates control signals which are fed back to the synchro-
nizer; these control siLnals allow the synchronizer to generate "sweep advance"
signals only when new data are required by the Huffman coder.
The system is designed for a resolution of 256 x 256 elements and 3-bit quantiza-
tion following Robert_ encoding. Although the use of an actual Huffman code!
would depend on picture statistics, a "flat distribution" code is assumed in this
system design for the sake of best performance in the face of unknown picture
statietics_ The assumed code is as follows:
I,
Previous element 1
Intensitylevel 0 OlI1
Intensity level 1 01 I0
Intensity level ?. 0101
Intensitylevel 3 0100
intensity level 4 O011
Intensitylevel 5 0010
Intensity level 6 O00l
Intensitylevel 7 00001
Horizontal sync 000001
Vertical sync 000000
I-5
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T} _ constant output bit rate of the Huffman encoder is set by the synchronizer
a# _wo megabits per second. With a total of 256 x Z56 _ 65, 5U0 elements per
TV frame, and an average of two data bits required per elemen_ (based on the
three-to-one compression ratio) the average TV frame rat.e approximates 15
frames per second.
1. 1. 1.3 TV Camera Operation
Figure 1. I-Z illustrates a two-feed-back-loop automatic gain control {AGC)
camera unit employing a s]ow-scan type all-electrostatic vidicon tube. The
two loops allow for a very wide signal dynamic range in conjunction with gain
stability. A signal from the vidicon target is amplified in the low-noise video
preamplifier. If the ernplified signal is greater than the preset threshold of
the high-level AGCthr_shold circuit, then the amplifiers and detector circuits
in the high-level AGC circuits act to reduce the Loop 1 gain. From the video
preamplifier, the signal is fed to the gain-controlled video amplifier where sig-
nal clamping, frequency shaping, and additional signal amplification are per-
formed. The Loop Z gain is controlled by the amplifiers and detector oz the
i low-levelAGC circuits. Thus, the video output signal is a function of both
Loop 1 and Loop Z gains. For small target signals, the output of the video pre-
L amplifier will be too small to pass through the high-level AGC threshold c_.rcuit.
Thus, only Loop Z will control the video output amplitude.
The camera control circuits contain circuits and adjustments for the several
vidicon operating potentials including electrical focus, beam, and target.
1.1.1.4 Camera Sweep Generators and Deflection Amplifiers
Figure 1.1-3 is a block diagram of the camera sweep generator;_ and deflection
amplifiers. Sweep advance pulses from the system synchronizer are fed to the
horizontal binary counter chain, which consists of eight binary counter circuits.
The eight binary counter outputs are fed to the eight horizon'_al analog gates and
to the horizontal sync generator. Also, the reference voltuge is applied to the
horizontal gate circuits. Each horizontal analog gate is associated with one
input of the sweep ladder, and an analog gate either grounds or provides the
reference voltage to its associated ladder input. Thu._, as the binary counter
chain counts down, the output of the ladder increases by equal increments in
synchronization with the sweep advance pulses. Horizontal deflection amplifiers
aze required to convert the single-ended sweep ladder output to the push-pull
high voltages required by the vidicon deflection plates. Essentially, the hori-
zontal sync generator is an eight-inpuL "OR" circuit with an inverted output
which is used to sweep advance the vertical sweep and also to provide blanking
to the system synchronlzer.
Operation of the vertical sweep generation circuits is quite similar to those
employed in horizontal sweep generation. One circuit addition is the scan
1965015243-017
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SWEEP LADDER DEFLECTION
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REFERENCE _ HORIZONTAL
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_ 8LINES ,P_ HORIZONTAL 1
...... SYNC GENERATOR 0
BLANKING "/O
[ SYNCHRONIZER
SWEEP ADVANCE ..]HORIZONTAL
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I  LV   CA  TOVE TCAVERTICAL _R DEFLECTIONSWEEPLA_DER AMPL,FIERS DEFLECT,ONPLAT_
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GENERATOR 0 VERTICAL $YNC TO
] ROBEI_ TS ENCODER
ENDOF_INEI"--"_ VERTIC.,_I
BINARY COUNTER 1
CHAIN J
FIGURE t. i-3 CAMERA SWEEP GENERATOR AND
DEFLECTION AMPLIFIERS
_L_ _,_
modulator which generates pulses in synchronization with the sweep advance
pulses from the system synchroni_er. They are combined wit., the vertical
i sweep waveform in the adder circuit shown in front of the vertical deflection
amplifiers. In conjunction with the sample and hold circuit, they p3rmit uni-
_ form can',era signal generation at varying scanning rates. A separate reference
voltage supply is provided for the vertical analog gates so that interaction of the
two sweeps will be kept to a minimum.
1. 1.1.5 Synchronizer Operation
Figure 1.1-4 is a functional block diaarvrn of the synchronizer unit. The 16-
megacycle clock frequency is divided by eight in the three-stage binary counter
circuit. The five following "AND" gates produce the pulse tra",ns identified as
B0, B 1, B5, B 6 and B_; the time relationships of these pulse trains are as
shown in Figure 1, I-5. / B0 is applied as a shift pulse directly to the Huffman
code shift register, thus establishing the PCM bit rate oi two megabits per sec-
ond. B 1 is utilized as the sweep advance pulse to the horizontal staircase gen-
erator; logic circuits are employed to inhibit this output excep_ :lhen new data
are required by the Huffman coder, This condition is defined by the presence
of a "0" gate from the coder or by a "1" gate from £he coder during the sync
_ code readout interval.
Horizontal and vertical sync code gates are created by setting fllp-flop No. 1
with the "end of line" gate from the horizontal stairc_se generator and combin-
ing the flip-flop output with horizontal and vertical b!anking gates from the sweep
generators.
B5, B 6 and B 7 are combined to produce the "ADD" gate. This gate serves as
the Huffman register transfer pulse after passing through logic gates which
inhibit it except when the register is empty. B0 is utilized as the sample gate
and logic is" included to place this output in proper sequence with the sweep ad-
vance pulse. B0 is also used, in conjunction with the proper logic, as the PE
gate, which is used to transfer video data to the PE encoder storage register.
!__ I.I.I. 6 Roberts Encoder Operation
The Roberts encoder Is shown in Figure I.I-6. This is an N-stage shiftreg-
ister which is reset by the vertical synchronizing pulse. The input to the reg-
ister is determined by a modulo two adder connected to the appropriate stages.
The resulting pseudo-random binary sequence is then decoded in the digital-,
to-analog ladder to generate a pseudo-random four-bit amplitude sequence that
is added to the video signal before encoding.
I-7
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I. I. I. 7 Sample and Hold
Figure I. I-7 is a diagram o_ the Sample and Hold Circuitry. This circuit ts neces-
sary to prevent the video level from changing during the enc, oding time. During
the application of the sample pul:se, the sample gate acts as closed switch. This
charges the holding capacitor to the video voltage present during the sampling
time. At the end of the sample pulse, the sample gate opens. The },91ding ca-
paci_or voltage remain8 essentially unchanged, assumin_ a high inpd •. imped-
ance in the amplifier stage, until the next sample pulse charges or discharges
the holding capacitor to the new video level corresponding to the next scanned
element.
1.1.1.8 _antizer Operation
This unit (shown in Figure 1. i-8) utilizes seven parallel decision circuits to
produce one "hot" wire out of eight; the hot wire indicates the intensity level of
the signal from the sample and hold unit. The eight output wires are routed to
the PE encoder. •
1.1, 1.9 PE Encoder Operation
The PE encoder is shown in Figure 1.1-9. APE gate transfers the incoming
hot line into the appropriate flip-flop in the eight stage register. When the next
element is generate d, it is compared with the stored element in the comparison
gates. If they are equal, the output PE line is hot. H not, the appropriate level
line ._s enabled by the {1-PE) gate. The register reset gate clears the store.
The PE gate then reads in the present element and the cycle repea_s.
1.1.1.10 Huffman Encoder Operation
This unit is shown in Figure 1. 1-10. The "O1_ _f gates at the input of the unit
route the incoming hot line to the appropriate shift register stages. These inter-
connections are determined by the specific Huffma-_ code used. The transfer gate
shifts this parallel Huffman word into the register. Each Huffman word has been
modified by the addition of a "1" to the end.
The ._iuffman word is shifted out serially by the shift 2ulses. Two tfAND" gates
are used to recognize the two states of interest of the shift register; namely,
.... _ when th_re is one bit rema._.ning and when there are no bits _emaining. When
all Huffman bits have been shifted out the additional "1" remains in the last
register and all other registers contain "0 _. This condition is r_-.cognized by
• th,- "0 _ gate. The "1" gate recognizes when the shift register contains only one
Huffman bit. This condition is identified by a "1 tg in the second stage and "0"
in all higher stages.
- 1-3
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1. 1, Z Ground Equipment
1. 1.2. I Summary of Equipment Operation
Figure 1.1-1 1 is an overall di&gram of the compressed digital ground equipment.
The principal flmction of each system unit is summarized below:
1, Huffman Decoder
a. Converts the received serial Huffman pulse train back to the PE
_nd (1-PE) signal format.
b. Generates necessary system timing pulses (sweep advance, dis-
play pulse, (I-PE) shift pulse, and vertical and horizontal syn-
chronization pulses).
Z. Video Di_ital'to-Analo_ Converter
Converts the Huffman output into the original analog video plus pseudo-
random noise signal. This process includes PE decoding.
i 3. Roberts Decoder
a. Generates a pseudo-random sequence of ..ariable amplitude, which
is synchronized with and identical to that produced in the Roberts
encoder.
b. Performs analog subtraction of this sequence from the combined
video plus pseudo-random noise (effectivelyincreasing the number
of quantizing levels, thus reducing contouring effects in the dis-
- played image).
4. D i.s play Deflection
a. Uses element, line, and frame synchrov- _ing pulses from the Huff-
man Decoder to generate variable-length horizontal and vertical
stairstep vcaveforms synchronized with the camera scan waveforms.
5. Display
a. Displays the final low-fr_tme-rate anal)g video signal.
b. Incorporates special erasure techniques to minimize brightness
flicker effects normally associated with low-frame-rate TV sys-
tems. (Assumes multimode Tonotron display. )
1-9
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c. Operates in an asynchronous scan mode to eiiminate the .need
for a buffer store.
I.I.Z.g Design Concept
The entire ground stationoperates asynchronously. The system receives only
the serial Huffman bits, at a constant rate, and four synchronous timing wave-
forms (which are asst_rnedto be generated in the ground video telenletry re-
ceiving equipment). These • lveforms are shown in Figure I.l-lZ.
1. 1. Z. 3 Huffman Decoder Operation
Figure 1. 1-13 is a diagram of the Huffman decoder. The input to this unit con-
sists of the four waveforms shown in Figure 1.1-1Z plus the serial Huffman bit
stream. The first Huffman b-t applied to the flip-flops can set only FF 1 or FF 2.
Ai! others are not enabled because the flip-flops preceding them are set to
"one's." H the first bit is "one," FF 1 is set and this enables the PE hot line.
If the first bit is a "zero, " FF 2 is set, which enables FF 3 and FF 4. H the sec-
ond bit is a "one," FF 3 is set, enabling FF 5 and FF 6. This sequential decoding
! continues unti]one of the hot lines is enabled.
The coincidence of an enabled hot line and pulse R resets all flip-flops to "zero"
to ready the decoder for the next word.
The Huffman decoder also generates a sweep-advance pulse used to advance the
sweep counters and to shift the Roberts register, a vertical synchronization
pulse used to reset the vertical counter and the Roberts register, and a hori-
zontal synchronization pulse ueed to reset the horizontal counter.
A (1-PE) shift pulse is gener-ted to read new data into the digital-to-analog con-
verter. A display pulse is also generated to display the video for the proper
length of time on the CRT face.
1.1.2.4 Digital-to-Analc_,_ Converter Operation
This section is shown in Figure 1.1-14. The incoming hot line is converted to
a binary code in a matrix and read into a three-stage reg,_ai _ by the (1-PE)
shift pulse. This level will remain stored until the occurrence of another level
which is not PE, thus decoding the PE signal.
The stored binary level is converted to an analog signal by a conventional re-
sistive ladder.
i-I0
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1. 1. Z. 5 Roberts Decoder Operation
The Roberts Decoder is shown in Figure I. 1-15. A pseudo-random sequence
: generator identical to the one in the spacecraft equipment generates an .;.dentical
sequence. The start of both generator sequences is synchronized with _.he verti-
: cal blanking pulse. These binary data are convertefi to an analog waveform and
subtracted from the video signal.
1.1.2.6 Display and Sweep Circuit O_eration
The display sweep is generated by counti._g the sweep-advance pulses in a binary
counter and converting this count to an ana_g-_weep voltage. It is necessary to
reset "_he sweep counters with the vertical and horizontal synchroniza'_ion pulses
to ensure synchronization of the display raster w_th the spacecraft camera scan.
The display incorporates circuitry which transforms the analog video signal into
constant-width, amplitude-modulated pulses, and then dis_.lays these pulses at
the appropriate element scan times.
i
1. Z STANDARD ANALOG TV SYSTEM
: The "standard analog Tv" considered in this study is by Manned Spacecraft
: Center definition_' an analog TV Camera whose output feeds a 6 bit analog to
digital converter. Thus, the. complexity of the defined system is somewhat more
than one would:expect for an ordinary analog TV system. Figure 1. Z-I is a
block diagram_bf both the spacecraft and ground equipments.
1.2.1 Spacecraft Equipment :
The camera tube, camera control, video amplifier, automatic gain control, and
the sample-and-hold blocks .are essentiatly identical to those corresponding blocks
in the compressed digital TV. The quantizer is a high-speed, parallel analog-
to-digital converter with a six-line outpttt. These si_ parallel !ines are fedto
the PCM output unit. The synchronizer provides a system clock, sample pulse
for _he sample and hold, sweep advance pulses for the sweep generator circuits,
and gating and synchronizing signals for the i_CM output unit. These synchroniz-
ing signals, and the quantized video signals are serialized in the PCM output unit
and fed to the PCM link. Horizontal and vertical sweep generators and sweep
"i amphLiers ar_e conventional analog sawtooth scan circuits,
1. _-. 2 Ground Equipment
Serial information from the PCM link ,is decoded into synchroniza_ion_and video
digital signals in the PCM decoder. The synchronization sigma is sent to the
• h_rizontal and vertical sweep generator circuits. The digital-to-analog con-
_JaragraphsiI-B and II-C of RFP (See Appendix A) Telecon: Knight/Engert and
Stanwood, 6-12-63; Follow_up: Bi:Weekly Technical Report No. 1 _, 6-19-63.
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!
verter performs the inverse operation of the spaceborne analog-to-digital con-
i verter. Deflection amplifiers drive the deflection plates or coils of the displaytube and the display control suppl es other vol ages required to reproduce the
ivnages received from the camera system.
!
1.3 NONCODED ANALOG AND STRAIGHT PCM TV EQUIPMENT DESIGNS
_i As in the case of the two previously discussed systems, logic and block dia-
grams were prepared on the spacecraft portions of both the above designs to
accomplish the required circuit design and reliability studies.
To permit direct equipment comparisons, the TV-camera scanning parameters
selected were the same as those used for the compressed digital and standard
I- analog systems; that is,
I Horizontal resolution = 256 lines
Vertical resolution = 256 lines
I Frame rate = 15per second
Since the previously discussed standard analog system is essentially a compositeof the noncod d analog and straight PCz_/Isystems, itwould b duplicative to in-
clude design details inthis section.
[
I.4 CIRCUIT DESIGN STUDIES
Currently, it is both possible and practicable to implement a system design in a
number of ways using solid-state active devices in conjunction with either diffused
_; or more conventional passive devices. The limitations of the various electronicdevices are well understood in all areas with th- possible exception of particle
radiation, particularly protons. For low-power circuits, a wide variety of form
I[ factors for the various electronic devices is available. Also, most circuits maybe implemented in several different ways. Thus, the implementation of any sys-
tem design is quite readily made to favor any prime requirement, i. e., size,
I weight, reliability, etc.
Initial logic design (digital system design) usually is made without consideration
I of circuit implementation. Thus, a literal circuit implementation of an initiallogic desig n stands little chance of functioning properly. Initial logic designs
are intended to verify that a system concept is practical and to give some idea of
I the relative magnitude of the system. The logic designs generated in the MSC
study are initial and are not intended to be optimum insofar as a particular cir-
cuit implementation of the logic designs is concerned.|
I i -12
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A complete logic-design-circuit-design loop, required in the creation of func-
tioning equipment, is beyond the scope of the MSC study. However, it is of in-
terest to comprehend the limiting equipment parameters of several of the TV
systems considered. Thus, the criteria of high reliability, minimum size, and
reasonable cost were established as a basis for the circuit selection.
For highest reliability, without retorting to redundancy techniques, miniature
discrete parts were considered for the c':rcuits of the several TV systems esti-
mated. Miniature parts in this instance mean small transistor cases, small
glass diodes, standard-size metal film resistors, and small-size capacitors.
For minimum-size, hybrid semiconductor integrated circuits were considered
for the several TV systems estimated. It was necessary to use hybrid semi-
::onductor integrated circuit_ instead of total semiconductor integrated circuits
(SCIC), since:, in some of the subsystems, either speed or high voltage require-
ments obviated SCIC circuits. There are a number of manufacturers of SCIC's.
The estimates in this study were made primarily around Westinghouse SCIC's
since these units are representative of available logic elements and also since
: Westinghouse has the widest available line of analog ell'cults. One penalty of
using Westinghouse's circuits in place of, for example, Texas Instruments is
that the latter company's circuits require less volume.
Hybrid thin film circuits are certainly applicable to building the considered TV
systems. This approach would fall between the two estimated approaches in
terms of equipment size. It may be logically and quite strongly argued that
hybrid thin film circuits are more reliable than hybrid SCIC's. Actually, neither
appreach can be supported on the basis of extensive reliability testirg, but there
is rr,ore reliability history available on the SCIC's than on thin films. On this
basis, the SCIC approach was selected for this study. Should one of the con-
sidered TV systems be implemented in the future, hybrid thin film should strong-
ly be considered and not elimi_,ated on the basis of the estimates a,ppearing in
this study.
Reasonable cost is considered only insofar as not using quad redundancy tech-
niques in the logic circuit_. The cost of quad redundancy is more than just a
factor of four for several reasons: First, transistor specifications for quad
circuits generally have to be more constraining than for single circuits; second,
fan-out and speed of quad circuits are degenerated; third, on a per-function
basis, quad circuits require more pov_er than the single circuits; fourth, build-
ing and testing of quad circuits are time consuming and the testing is particularly
difficult.
Table 1-3 is a tabulation of the parts estimate for both implementation approaches
estimated for the four considered TV systems.
The volumes of various parts shown in Table 1-4 were used in the estimates of
Table 1-3. The TO-5 transistor-case volume was used for SCIC DC's, F.F.'s
] aad NAND's. It should be noted that the volumes given allow for projectingleads
f:om the parts. Power estimates u._:ed are given in Table 1-5. ResistOr power
I-i3
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TABLE 1-4
VOLUME ALLOI, VED FOR PARTS ESTI_ATE
Item Volume (cubic inches)
SCIC amplifier 0. 004
TO-18 transistor case 0.0Z
TO-5 transistor case 0.04
Diode 0. 005
Resistor 0. 014
Capacitor 0.03
Potentiometer 0. 2
Cr]¢ stal 0.2
Vidicon 13.0
; TABLE 1-5
POWER ALLOWED FOR PARTS ESTIMATE
Item Power (milliwatts)
SCIC Amplifier 36
SCIC Binary Counter 75
SCIC Flip-Flop 24
SCIC NAND 10
Amplifier Transistor 60
High-Speed Switching Transistor 63
Low-Speed Switching Transistor 10
Diode 1
Vidicon Fiiament 1000
1-15
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is considered in the transistor power allowed exceFt in the few cases where
resistors are used without transistors. In these cases, the resistor power iscon idered separately.
Table I-3 data re.l.ate only to actual parts, power, and volume. To arrive at arealistic prototype equipment estimate, correction factors were applied to the
Tabl.e 1-3 data. These correction factors were arrived at on the basis of pre-
vious experience. For example, consider volume. A known high-reliabilitydiscrete-parts circvit module consists of 16 TO-size transistors, 16 glass
diodes, and 32 resistors. Using allowed volumes in Table 1-3, the estimated
parts volume i.5 0. 85 cubic inch. However, the measured volume of the mod-ule is Z. 5 cubic inches. Thus; a multiplication factor of three is required to
get equipr.mnt volume. In addition, the vidicon volume was added. Also, power
[ were:C°rrecti°ns andweightcomputationswere made onallunits. The factorsused
Ii 1. Power--Prototype power equals two timesparts power,
2.. Volume--Prototype volume equals three timesparts volume plus vidicon volume.
_! 3. Weight--Prototype we'ight equals 0.5 ounce percubic inch for electronic parts and vidicon plus
one ounce per cubic inch for the power supply.|-
|- Table 1-6 is a compilation of summary data from Table 1-3 and prototype data
derived from applying the foregoing factors.[
1.5 INFLUENCE OF EQUIPMENT DESIGN ON SPACECRAFT PRIME POWER
AND WEIGHT
The results of the preceding circuit design study show that the compressed dig-
I italTV equipment is smaller and lighter and requires less input power than a
comparab]e standard analog TV design. Also, ithas been pointed out that the
three-to-one reduction in information bandwidth _tffordedby the compression
I results in in video transmitter and weight. To deter-
techniques savings power
mine the total savings in spacecraft prime power and weight, itis firstneces-
saly to estimate the weights and efficienciesof the associated video transmitters
I operating required output power
at their levels.
Table 1-7 presents estimates of weights, efficiencies and input-output power
I for video transmitters at the 2.. 3 kmc frequency specifiedlevels
four operating
in Appendix II of the RFQ. For defined Condition 1, it is assumed here for
comparison purposes that the s_andard analog TV system will require the speci-
I fled transmitter average output power watt.,_, equivalent
of Z5 Under conditions
J 1 1-16
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(equal receiver input signa]-to-no_se ratio and equal TV scanning parameters,
etc.) the compressed digital TV system, achieving a three-to-one bandwidth com-pression, will require approximately eight watts of r.f. power. For Condition Z,
assuming that the standard analog TV system requires the specified 1,000 watts
transmitter output power, the corresponding figure for the compressed digital TV
system is 330 watts.
_- Under *.he assumed conditions, the compressed digital TV system, comps.red tothe standard analog TV system, achieves the following total savings in pacecraf
prime power and 9pacccraft equipment weight.
I- Condition 1 (assumi,,g discrete parts design).
I (a) Spacecraft prime power saving = TV equipment power saving + v_deo-trans-mitter power saving g 40 + 90 = 130 watts.
i (b) Spacecraft weight _aving = TV equipment weight saving + video-transmitterweight saving _ 3 + 5 = 8 lb.*
- Condition Z (assuming discrete parts design)
Is) Spac._craft prime power saving L-_ 40 + Z000 = Z, 040 watts.
[
| (b) Spacecraft ,,:,_ight saving _ 3 + 25 = Z8 lb.*
_A_-mentioned in the Executive Summary (Paragraph 1.0), these estimates of
I" s_acecraft-equipment weight sa_tng do not include any reduction in the weight of
I. the prime power source permitteu by the reduced prime power requirement. In
an actual system, some reduction should be forthcoming; however, this is very
much a function of the prime power source characteristics, the length of themission, the operating duty cycle of the video transmitting equipment, and the
nature of the other spacecraft equipment loads.
If the video equipment operation im intermittent, it is possible that a time-sharing
arrangement with other spacecraft equipment could be arrived at, such that the
video equipment would not require a significant increase in prime sovrce power
capacity. Under these conditions, it would only be necessary to assure that suf-
ficient additional energy were available from the prime source to accommoda_,_
I the total requirements of the video equipment. In the case of solar-powere_
energy
and nuciear-powered sources, their sizes are dictated primarily by total power re
quirements rather than total energy requirement3.!
It i_ certainly beyond the scope of this study program to attempt to define overall
spacecraft equipment and operational requirements. Rather, the above discussion
I is included to show that the _etermination of spacecraft weight savingsonly total
achiew.ble by use of video data compression techniques is considerably influenced
k:, _Jther s_stem considerations.
I 1-18
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I.6 PACKAGING CONCEPTS AND CONSIDERATIONS
An optimum spacecraft electronic package can only be designed with detailed in-
formation of the number and type c_rcuits, expected mechanical stresses, re-
stricting component sizes, maximum dimensions, and many other inputs. It is
not the purpose of this study to give th_ deta]_Is of a mechanical design. However,
it is of interest to consider some of the fuctors that would influence an optimum
package design of the compressed digital TV and standard analog TV using both
hybrid SCIC and discrete parts approaches.
The TV systems considered may be divided logically h,_.othree functional units:
camera and video, digit_l, and power supply. It is reasonable to consider the
camera and video uD_.tas a separate entity connected via a cable to an electronic
package containing the d_gital and power supply units. The vidicon tube and its
shielding restrict tne minimum dimensions of the camera and video unit to a width
of two inches and a length of eight inches. Only the power supply imposes dimen-
slonzl limits on the other electronic package, since it is approximately cubic in
form factor. With allowance for the foregoing din_ensional limit_ and the calcu-
lated protctyne equipment volume plus 10g0 for structure, the dimensions of the
packages shown in Figure I.6-i were derived. It.is 8nticipated that the digital
unit end power supply unit may be easily separated to facilitate replacement of a
defective unit. The construction lends itself to shielding against RFI and radia-
tion, urethane foam potting, nlinimum connectors and connections, welded sub-
modules, tension-membered cover, and flexibility in using the camera _ o sepa-
rate location from the other electronics.
Any desired optics may be externally attached to the camera unit. The drawings
of Figure I. 6-1 do not include optics.
The details of the modular construction would depend upon the equipment relia-
bility and znainta[nability requirements. For instance, if standby redundancy is
desired, replaceable plug-in modules would be preferred with the portion of the
equipment that exhibits the highest probability of failure (i.e. , the analog circuits)
grouped in one r_.placeable module.
The usc of either soldered or welded construction would be satisfactory. However,
fr,r optimum reliability, welding is preferred since the ccw,ponent parts are sub-
jected to less thermal stress during production. This is not meant to imply that
a welded connection is more reliable than a soldered one. Conversely, if the nec-
essary precautions are taken to protect parts from thermal stress during solder-
ing, a soldered assembly can equal or even surpass the reliability of welded con-
struction since less stringent process controls are required for solder)ng.
I
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1.7 EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY STUDIES
I.7. 1 Introduction
The reliabilityanalyses were made frc_i part counts of each of the eight space-
craft equipment configurations previously discussed. No detailed stress analyses
were Ferformed.
All available sources of failure rates were investigated in an effort ,':oarriv-e at-
rea I-lstic, up-to-date estimates. Among these sources investigated were Minute-
man Failure Rate Goals. RADC Reliability Notebook: Martin Company F_ilure
Rates, and vendor .test data. Vendor test data were the only available sources
f Jr integrated circuits.
After evaluatiqn of each individual failure rate source and the application of EMR's
own-experience with high-reDability parts, failure rates were derived for mid-
1963 and rnid-1964. Th'ese failure ratesare listed in Table 1-8. The mean-time-
bet/veen-failur' e (MT]3F) of each systemwas calculated,using these derived failure
i _ rates. • , ; ;
L , .
_ 1-. 7. Z Analysis of Integrated Circuits _ _ ":'
- Most of the vendor data available on integrated circuits were published in late
196Z and included the results of _esting during that year. The failure rates that
_were achie_,ed at the end of 196Z varied considerably from vendor to _endor..After
" _ evaluation of e_[ch failure rate and the test data, several reasc::_'s can be givenfor
-' these variances.
: Because of the newnes,_ of_integrated cir, cuits, relatively'little test time wa.s ac- :.. ,.
cumulated and the samples were too small'to obtain a failure rate comparable to ..,
• d_,scretcparts w_th a high degree of _onfidence. ,
j . , -
o ' _ome publishe d failure rates were much lower than the average and werd" backed
.... up-by considerably more test hours than the average. The analysis of these test
dat_ i, egeal_d that_the failure rates were-misleading. The total test time from '"
• _which the failure rates were derived was actually the total unit t£_t time multiplied
-by thle number of equivalefit discrete parts which would h&ve been nec._ssary'to per -
form the'-same.function _s was perfogmed by the integrated circuit,
: _ -,,_, ._ ,.
i_ <F0r:cxampie, if an integrated cir_cuit perfr, rmed a logical f_nction_hat requ[red:_
i • Z0 _ discrete p.arts_ the_to_ai_"inu tuber of un'{t test hours was multiplL.d by _20_ This
. , - j ,
i .... _tdtal nurnbez _f hours is actually'_the, totaL, equlyalent di_cretepart test time,- How-
l. _ °:eve_:,_the!desi.gn,,of .theint_grated Circuit._• ,dlctated_,._ that only_ .the entire circuit_ be " _, ,"
• _ _rnonitored during test,, and a failure of an e_luivalent_• _ discrete part is not nec_es-, ,_
? _'_ _sarilv refleeted_inp_-rf-ormance. THerefore,. the flata ug_.d to dei, ive the failur_
__ -_ _ate'uer_unit comurised the total equivalent part,test time and-the total circuit,,,:,_-
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failures. The calculated failure rate is then a ,neaningless number and was not
considered in the estimated failure rates used in this analysis.
The integrated circuit failure rates used in this analysis were derived by statis-
tically projecting the actual failure rates achieve _ in 1962 to mid-1963 and mid-
1964. A significant improvement in reliability from mid-1963 to mid-I964 is
expected, and the failure rates used fo_" mid-1964a;'e based on the assumption
that integrated circuits will be available on a mass-productlon basis by 1964.
Because of the limited amount of test data available on integrated circuits, the
failure rates should be considered a relative number to be used for comparing
the four systerus and should not be considered a precise numerical estimate of
reliabihty.
1.7.3 Analysis of Discrete [-'arts
The failure rates derived for discrete parts were taken from several sources
which are widely used in aero:_pace applications. In addition to these published
failure rates, consideration v'as given to EMR's pas_ experience with components
in high reliability programs.
, The failure rates derived for mid-] 963 were statistically projected to mid-1964.
These numerical estimates for mid-1964 were based on the assumption that the
present reliability improvement trend will continue through mid-1964. An im-
provement of. about Z:I was predicted.
1.7.4 Reliability Analysis Discussion
The MTBF of each system w_ s calculated by taking the reciprocal of the summa-
tion of the individual part and fi_.tegrated circuit failure ;ares. It is stressed that
the Lotal equipment failure rates for the discrete part designs are based on the
assumption that a f_.ilure of any one part causes total equipment failure. The
failure rates for the integrated circuits are derived from failure rates of entire
circuits. {A failure is defined as either catastrophic or an out-of-tolerance condi-
tion). In many cases a discrete part could also drift out of tolerance without caus-
ing a circuit failure. To make a more realistic comparison of discrete vs SCI_
designs, a detailed parts application study would be required.
Because of the unavailability of statistically valid vidicon tube reliability informa-
; tion, it was not included in the reliability estimates. The same vidicon would be
i used in each syqtem, so the omission of this part from the analysis does not affect
the corupe.risons between systems. Based on the performance of vidicon_ employed
I -in the TI]LOS satellite series, acceptable reliability should be achievable with a
:I generally similar pick-up device in the MSC camera equipment.
: 1-ZZ
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Redundancy and other reiiabiittyimprovement measures were not considered in
I the equ:--ment for this study. Ifhigher reliabilityshould be desired in operationalhardware, these reliabilityenhancement ineac,lres should be considered.
I 1.7.5 System Comparisons and Discussion of Results
i Table 1-9 lists the calculated failure rates for each equipment design on a func-tionalblocklevel, Both mid-1963 and projected mid-1964 estimet are included.
The reciprocal of the total failure rate for each equipment, expressed as MTBF,
. is presented as a histogram in Figure 1, 7-i.
From these data, it is concluded that the exclusive use of discrete parts will re-
suit in higher equipment reliability. Using the mid-1963 failure rates the ratioof predicted MTBF of designs using discrete perts to designs using hybrid inte-
grated circuitry is on the order of three to one. Using the projected f.iilure rates
for mid-1964, the reliabilityof hybrid integrated circuits begins approaching dis-crete circuit reliabi ty. However, ifintegrated circuits do not re,_cha mass-
production basis by 1964 and a substantialnumber of te::thours are not accumu-
lated, the expected improvement in reliabilityfrom mid-1963 to _nid-1964 may:lotbe achi ved.
Comparing the spacecraft TV equipment on the baqis of simi]az design approaches,itis concluded that there are no signIficantreliabilitydifferences between com-
pressed digitalTV, standard analog TV and straight PCM TV. As would be ex-
pected, noncoded analog TV, because of its greater simplicity, is the most re-
. liable equipmen t.
[
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SECTION Z
CODING TECHNIQUES
Z. 0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this section the field of picture compression is broken down into four consti-
tuent parts (I) general consideratior,.s of philosophy of coding, definitions of
pictures to be coded, grade of pictorial rendition, and special bibliography;
(Z) types of redundancy elimination such as those involving element-to-element
line-to-line, frame-to-frame and other correlations; (3) optimum encoding of
the reduced redundancy source, including a consideration of the effects of error,
and (4) a brief conside_ ation of the storage requirements generated by the fore-
going coding systems.
The redundancy reduction and optimum encoding effort cot.tinned throughout the
course of this study; however, since the major output ofth!.s study is a system
recommendation, that coding system (Roberts with PEC) which was decided
upon during the midterm of thi_ study has received the majority of the investi-
gation effort. Nevertheless, the relative position of seven different video coding
systems can now be summarized. This summary takes the form of Table Z. 0-1.
The recommended system (Roberts with PEC) is seen from Table Z. 0-1 to yietd
an expected power saving of about 3.7 db relative to stra-ght PCM and an ex-
pected bandwidth saving of about 3:1, also relative to straight PCM. For these
]:enefits one must pay the price of median (five out of eight) relative complexity
and a picture qaalit_, judged acceptable. Systems exist with greater complexity
and greater savings, but detailed knowledge of them is less complete. Relatively
simpler systems exist that do not offer quite the expected savings. The expected
trade-off between relative comple-dty and compression savings does indeed
occur. Compression ratios of two to six can be forecast with reasonable
certainty.
Two systems exist which are relatively farther out in development and yet
which offer the potential of large (_" 6:1) compressions. These are split-band
and area encoding. One is terrpted to add run-length encoding to this list
since its potential compression is greater than 6:1, but actual video statistics
on run-lengths have been disappointing and the split-band system itself makes
use of a form of run-length encoding of the high band.
Ira.summary, currently foreseeable systems can be expected to yield experi-
mental picture compressions of 3:1 by the end of 1963. Future systems probably
can exhibit compressions of about 6:1 by the end of 1964, if study and develop-
ment proceed at the current pace.
Z. 1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Z-I
i
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Z. 1. I GeneraIRemarks on Coding
Bandwidth reduction cf a digital video source by coding is extremely d_.sirable
and is also feasible under certa.;n conditions. The coding techniques should
take advantage of the signal redundancy or cleverly degrade the information in
: such a manner that the obser_,er does not notice the degradation. The position
taken in the coding analysis is a unified viewpoint which regards the television
system as an information source in the Shannon sense. The redundancy elimina-
tion techniques which are considered result in the original information source
being changed into a new source, the entropy of which hopefully becomes less than
that of the origianl source. To measure the effectiveness of this approach.
statistics are required on both the original and the rnodified sources. The
statistics will vary depending upon both the coding technique _nd the basic
pictorialcontent as modified by the televlsion sensor. %'he redundancy redacing
techniques to I e discussed will be classified as wither information-preserving or
information-de stroying technique s.
Information-preserving techniques are completely reversible processes as far
as the encoder and decoder are concerned and the only error introduced in the
i system, assuming a noiseless channel, is the quantizing error in the digital con-
verier. The efficiency of an inf_rmation-p_reserving technique that utilizes
redundancy elimination depends upon the statistics of the digital source.
Statistics are necessary to determine the correlation between adjacent elements,
successive adjacent elements along a line, adjacent elements between successive
lines, adjacent elements in an area, and adjacent elements between successive
frames. The statistics that'are required to calculate these correlations are the
first-order and second-order probabilities p{i,j). Although it is possible to obtain
the remaining statistics from these probabilities, certain other probabilities can
be defined and measured on EDITS that will be extremely useful for analyzing some
coding techniques. Fc-" instance, the previous element probability is defined as
the probability that a picture element is at the same intensity level as the immedi-
ately preceding one. This probability, designated PE {pre,_ious element probability)
is necessary to determine the efficiency or previous-element coding (PEC) tech-
nique s.
Extending the previous-element probability concept to many successive picture
elements requires obtaining the transition-probability distribution pi(j), the prob-
ability that a given picture element is at level j given that the immediately pre-
ceding picture element is at level i. Thi3 probability enables the efficiency of a
ccding technique that uses the correlation between many successive elements,
such as run-length coding, _o be determined.
To evaluate the efficiency of coding techniques tha_ utilize line-to-line correlation,
it is necessary to determine the statistical relationship between adjacent picture
elements on successive lines; that is,
i P (y+ l ,j
1 y,i x=k
elements the probability that an element in the kth position of line y + I is at level
j, given that the element on line y is at level i. This probability wiil be used in acoding tec nique that -itilizes previou -line correlation such as the previous line-
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previou.,_ element (PEPL) coding techn-'que. Although the correlation between
successive elements along a line or between lines is high, the correlation between
elements in an area is even higher. Hence, it would be necessary to determine
the area correlation to evaluate an area coding technique.
T The final statistic necessary to evaluate the eificiency of the information-preserving
techniques is the correlation between succes_;ve frames. Given the probability
that an element at point x, y is at level j; that is,
Px, y, f, 1 (x,y),(f+ 1},j
i
A system tha_ woul.¢: utilize the majority of the statistics mentioned would be an
elastic system that on a short-term basis, matches the coding technique to the
i source statistics. Th_s would then be an optimum information-preserving codingtechnique.
i
Although the statistics are not as well defined for the information-destroying tech-
niques, the addition of certain information-preserving coding schemes would
enable the over-all efficiency of the techniques to be improved. For example,
Roberg's technique of nonlinear amplification with the addition and subtraction of
pseudo-random noise use_ the physiological aspects of the viewer and the picture
redundancy to obtain an efficient digital system. However, it is possible to apply
I of the information-preserving coding techniques to Robert's video source in
any
expectation of imps e,.dng the e:ficiency.
Another information-destroying technique is delta modulation which uses the
correlation between successive elements indirectly. Since the correlation
between successive elements is high, only the difference between adjacent
r_ eler,_ents is to be transmitted in adelta system° The efficiency of this system
could also be improved by statistically determining the correlation between
the delta approximation of the original and the. origi:"d itself. Possibly this
correlation would lead to an increase in efficiency; '_bat ._s, by applying an
information-preserving technique to a delta-modulation source the over-all
system efficiency could be improved. Other in_.orraation destroying techniques
could utilize information-preserveing coding tech._,iques. One of these is the
.M split-band coding system in which the original v:-_eo signal is separated into its
low and high spectral components. Both compo_e..uts may be regarded as infor-
mation sources possessing both statisti'cs and rec,ndancy to be removed by an
information-preserving coding technique.
Statistics will enable an evaluation of each coding technique; howevel', to compare
the many different coding techniques it is necessary to compare all techniques on
a common basis. For example, the average number of bits per element {coded
entropy) is one common parameter that could be used since compression is
related to the coded entropy; however, the compression also must be relative to
some basic video system with a basic number of bits per element. With the
statistics specified it is possible to apply optimum coding to all the previously'
mentioned coding techniques. An optimum coding technique with the prefix
Z-4
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property that is quite efficient i; the Huffman code. The Huffma,_ code depends
directly upon the statistics of the source. Should the source statistics vary, the
Huffman code should change to re:-nain optimum. Therefore, it is necessary to
determine a Huffman cGde that is optimum for a specified set of source statistics
i and near optimum if the source statistics should change. Such a code can be
: determined and the resulting c.=.de fortunately simplifies the error analysis
considerably. The combination oI parameter reduction, redundancy eliminations
and efficie _t (Huffman) ceding results in an extremely efficient digital tele,rision
system.
Z. 1.Z Definition of Scenes
For a typical manned spacecraft mission it is possible to classify the events or
scenes that may be viewed with a television sensor into four categories. These
are:
1. Interior scenes in the spacecraft
Z. Exterior scenes of the spacecraft
3. Discovery or exploration scenes
4. Standard scenes or test patterns
_ For each category some typical or expected scenes that may be encountered are
i given below, The first ca*.egcry may include scenes such as (1) a full-face view
of a control panel, (Z) an oblique view of a control panel with an operator, (3} a
wide-angle view of the cabin, (4) a close-up Gf a crew member, (5) a view of
systems within the spacecraft, (6) a'vlew of experime1_ts performed, and (7)
microscopic views.
In the second category of scenes s_me possible views are _1) an exterior view of
'_e spacecraft. (Z} monitoring of a reactor on a boom, (3) antenna and sensing
_quipment orientation, (4) damage assessment of th,. spacecraft, (5) monitoring
of repairs _o exterior of spacecIaft, and (6} rendezvnus o_.eratio)*s.
The third category may contain scenes such as (1) planetary approach, (Z) orbital
recom-,alssan:e, (3)A°e-entry, (4)landing, (5)countryside surveitlance, and
(6) crew member exploring the planet.
The scenes for the fourth categ-_ry are the standard test patterns for adjustment
and elignment. However, this category will also contain "standard" scenes used
by previous investigators in determining system performance. Included in this
latter classification will be typical scenes such as the "MIT Girl" and "crowc_"
pictures and the Bell Laboratory standard scenes.
h-_ view of the vast number of scenes that could be processed, several scenes from
each category were chosen for the analysis. Included in these were interior
scenes of an existing spacecraft, mockups oi proposed spacecraft, exterior view
of a spacecraft, planetary scenes, and several standard scenes. These _ere
Z-5
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processed on EDITS in the form of either positive print% positlve transparenciess
or live scenes. The nomenclature and classification of the scenes are summarize_i
in Table 2.1. Z-1. - :
= Table ?. I. Z- 1
SCENES FOR STX_!STICAL AND SUBJECTIV-_ ANALYSr_S
Scene C_tegory = : Description Type
; I I Apollo I = Positive transparency
: Z = l Apollo Z Positive tr_,sparency
: 3 , I :- Cooper I POsitive transparency
: _ [ 1 Cooper 2 Positive transparency
; : : -5 [ 1 Cooper 3 :: Positive print :
6 [ 1 Laboratory scene Live : :
i- 7 : I Z Celescope Positive print =: : 8 : 3 E._,ission nebula Positive print : :9 " 3 :' _,q_on : Half-tone reproduction
!O 4 [ T_se --hart Positive print
I1 4 [ Girl Positive print
These scenes are shown in the ph0tographic section of 6. Z and the results cf the
subjective and statistical analysis are given in Section _, 2.
Z. I. 3 Grade of Service
Ln g_nera! a "grade" is a sirnplifL_d designation representing a more detailed
specification. For instance, a syst_'-n or object rpay be specified by n para-
meters p]., P2 ..... Pi' Pn" If all the pargmeters Pi'i k, are held fixed ancl
( <
paranieter Pk is allowed to take on values Vk_mi n = Vk: Vk_max, then this range of
paramet, ic values may be. broken up into G reg':ons and each system whose kth
parameter falls within a particular region G-is said to be a "grade j" system.
I J
Another grading systen_ is conceptua.ly posslble where a value trade-off among
the parameters Pn is iustifiable. Let such system value V be a function V" S S
(PI' PZ ..... pn ) of the n system parameters and _et it also be restricted in
< V -_<V . T},i¢ range may be divided into G regions also
range Vs_mi n = s s-nnax
and a system k who,.;e,system value Vsk fails within region G. is also said to beJ
_."grade j" system. Finally, it is emphasized, that a "9rade" is a simpliflcation
and that if the original parar...;_ers are available then there is "_,ittleuse in
specifying a system grade. Nevertheless, the concept of a shnplified _yste_n
grade is useful whe:_ it is necessary to designate in an approximate manne_"
man,y systeID_ which are to be considered simultaneously.
Z-6
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With resoect to-dig;_taltelevision, a syetem is def,_ned largely by specifying scan
resolution R,- quantiiation Q ap.d Ira.,ne rate F. There exists no simple system-
value function Vsx,'hlch relates trade-0ffs between R, Q and F. Therefore, the
approach has been taken here to "grade" a system on the basis of individual
grades for each of tn_ parameters R, Q and F. The basis for starting the grading
.= system is approximately commercial standards: P. = 51Z lines per picture,
Q= 6 bits, and _'--- 30 frames per second. These three parametric values are
given the grade A and u e system is gra£ed AAA, which is possibly more familiar
"_1 _ .: Another r'ne, rather arbitrarily chosen, but bornei_ concept than - -6-30
out approximately in experiments on EDITS, is that a [actor of two degradation
is recui.red to be a ":really notice_bld' degradatior_ Thus, grade B is Z56-1:ne
[ resolution, or 4 bits quantiz_t'en or 15 frames oer second. Normally if 6 b.:ts
! is taken for grade A qaantization; then 5 bits should constitute grade B. However,
there appears to be a just barely noticeable difference in five- and six-bit quan-
tization so that actually four-bit quantization is about one-half the noticeably
maximum £1uantizatien. Grade C is IZ8-1ine resolution or 3 bits quantization or
7.5 frames per second. Note that these grades AAt= through CCC could apply
to systems of arbitrary R, Q, and F if the definition were made that a system
parameter grade is deterr_i:,.ed by that grade point parameter value to which it
40.,, 5, _is closer. For instaDce, a system with R : -n Q = . = 10 would be a grade
A.AC system. The parameters R, Q and F have not been carried below 1Z8, 3,
and 7.5. respectively, as these are considered to oe approximately the lowest
usable values for any system which claims to be a moving-target, half-tone
;. television system, For certain special pictorial cases (e. g,, sun spots) involving
• high-brightness, high-contrast detail, two-bit quantization may suffice. However,
for general pictorial material this quantization is so coarse as to cause loss of
resolution because the: optics/camera system modulation transfer function falls
below a small fraction of the quantization interval.
Table Z. 1.3-i lists the Z7 conceptual digital television systems from grade AAA
through CCC. Although there exists no useful system value function V theres
certainly exists a meaningful syste:_ cost function C given byS
c = RZQF, (1)
S
_* econd
where R. Q and F are _s defined previously. The units of C are b._s per sS
and, given an appropriate signa[-to-no_se ratio, represent the communication
channel capacity necessary to trar:smit the requisite picture grade. This is
tabul "_.din Column 5. This system cost. function C is for an uncompressed
system. Another system cost function C , listed is Column ? and given by
Equation Z, is defined for a compressed _Cgital TV system.
C - RZQF (Z)
sc C
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I_, Q and F are as before and C is the "average" compression of the system.
Within certain assumptions G can be defined by
Q
- G =pC+ (Q+ i) _I - PE) ' (3)
where Q is quantization and PE is the probability that a picture element is like
its previous neighboring picture element to within one quantization level. It can
be readily appreciated that for a given picture-optics-camera combination PG
will be a function of both O. and R with the expected relation being that a dearease
in PE should result from either a decrease in R or an increase in O or both in
combination. Algebraic simplification of Equation 3 results in
-- O
C : 1 + (I - PE) Q {4)
Combining Equations 4 and Z gives
Gsc : RZF [i+ (I - PE)Q]. {5_..
Considering PE f,nction_lly, Equation 5 becomes
with the function PE (R, Q) being experimentally measux'ed on EDITS (see Table
Z. 1. 3-Z for an "averagc picture, that labeled "Cooper Z" in Section 6. Z.
Table Z. 1.3-Z
PE MEASUREMENTS ON THE PICTURE "COOPER g" FOR. VARIOUS
R AND Q VALUES
R2 16,384 65,536 ,-62,144
R 128 256 512
6 5,680 27, g00 IZ0,480
4 I0,800 50, _5C 2ZI, 570
3 IZ,840 57, Z50 Z41,980
Number of elements per frame like th,zir previous neighboring
element.
Z-9
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The function PE(&, O) is tabulated In Column 6 of Table Z. I. 3-I and the resulting
C is _bulated in Column 7.
SC
L
Another compression function C may be defined. C is the "over-all compression"
O D
-i of the given system plus its PE encoding "::hen its C is compared to the C of the
SC S
AAA system. In this definition "cernpression" is considered to come about by
informa%-on degradation in combination with true "scientific, " or bits-per-element
type compression. C is given byO
E C 47,185, 9Z0
o = C (7)
SC
I This fun¢;tion is tabulated in Column 8 of Table Z. !. 3-I. Values of C as
range
O
high as -)3Z.8; and it is .justpossible that for some restricted uses a CCC television
I system n%ay be adequate a£ a saving of Z3Z. 8 to 1 over a stra_.gi:tAAA system. It! is c b_; emphasize again the C does not represent true compression in the
O
scientific sense. Any compression claims in excess of about six to one should bemm
[_ very closely scrutinized to ensure that such claims are not including picture-
parameter deg._'adation as part of the compression claims.
_I Column 9 of Table 2. I. 3-i lists a few comments which speculate on the areas of
possible utility for some of the graded TV systems, It is seen that the system
recommended to MSC is the "median" or BBB system. The zesoluticn and frame
l rate of this system are not far from those of the Apollo Z78-iine, 10-frame-per-
llm
se zoner system.
I It is interesting to place the Z7 graded TV systems of Table 2. i.3-1 irLdecr,_asing
order C and C . This is done in Figure 2. I. 3-i. From thig figure one _nav
S S
choose an available channel bit rate and then locate all those digital televi_,ion
!lm _ystems, compressed or uncornpressed, that will operate within the available
channel bit rate. Notice that many of the uncompressed systems have bit rates
identical with bit rates of one or two other systems. Even in the compressed
I case several systems of diverse parameters have relatively the same bit rate
requirement. Froln Figure 2. i. 3-I the s_,sten_ designer may obtain _e _" _u_q/
,i a feeling for the R, Q, F trade-offs possible within a given bit rate. By reference| to the right-hand column, he may also a hsess very quickly the utility of a simple
(PE) compression systam.
2. I. 4 Coding Bibliography
i
A rather comprehensive survey of the field of digital video data cor_pre_sion _or_n}ques
has been conducted as part of the EMR company- sponsored digita' / program. These
re_ultsarepresentedherebecauseoftheircurrentirterest. The Iechniques were class-
ified as either a digital compression technique or a digitaI com'_ression technique
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I with analog techniques. Table Z. I.4-I lists 54 digitalvideo-compression techniques
that have been either theoretically proposed, esperimentally determined, computer
I simulated, or actually implemented. The table with its associated bibliography isintended to allow a quick look at the fietuof digitalvideo data compression.
I Some of the more promising techniques will be discussed _n detail in Sections 2.2through 2.6. The table does not attempt to normalize the compression ratios
claimed to _ome common parameter, but merely lists the compression ratic
claimed. In geue_'a!, the compression rutios listed are the amount; thatgr_ssis, the effects of noize and synchronization were not consid ,red. Certain compres-
sion techniques may require a rather sizable increase ::, signal-t3-noise ratio,
thus reducing the gross compression considerably. S)ncnronizadon also has tl,e
possibility of decreasing the gross con,pression such that th_ net compression is
considerably lebs than the gross compression.T-
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Z. Z ELEMENT-TO-ELFMENT
Z. 2.1 PE Coding
Relatively few systems proposed for the compression of a television source can use
efficient coding of the digital data, Previous-e_ement coding uses efficient encoding
to take advantage of the correlation between ad.:acent e!4ments along a line. The
system will transmit the absolute magnitude of an element only if it is not exacdy
equal to the ,nagnitude of the immediately preceding element, if the magnitude
of the element is exactly equal to the previous element, a unique symbol, designated
P/"-, is tran,_mitted. Ifthe source that transr_its the PE and remaining signals is
efficiently encoded with an optimum code such as the Huffrnan (I) code, a com-
pression o_ the data can be achieved. To encode the source with an optimum code
for maximum efficiency, the probability distribution of the source must be known
since the !-luffman code depends upon the probability distribution of the source.
The Huffrnan code is an optimum, variable-length code that has the prefix propsrty.
The prefix property enables the set of code words to be decoded since no longer
word can be an extension of a shorter word. ft is optimum because no other coding
technique with the prefix property can have an entropy less than the entropy of the
Huffmar. set of code words. Since the correlation between succe_sive elements is
high, the PE probability will also in general be high; therefore, it is "ssigned the
shortest word in the Huffrnan set. To illustrate the coding technique, assume that
a signal is quantized to n levels and converted to an N-bit PCM signal.
The p'cevious-elernent encoder with the Huffman encoder operates on the PCIVi
source to reduce the entropy by converting the PCl%i source into a PE signal and
a PCM signal for those elements which -'re not PE. The two signals are then
encoded with the optimum code to reduce the entropy.
The Huffrnan encoder assigns code words a_.cording to the probabilities of the
source. The amount of reduction depends upon the PE and (I-PE) P(j) probabJlities.
It is not possible to obtain a genera] expression for the probabilities of the various
levels since the probabilities depend upon the picture being scanned, the resolution,
and number of quantizing levels, However, if the resolution and quantization are
Z-Zl
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fixed, it is possible to determine an efficient code for a majority of the pictures
that may be encountered. This code can be determ._ned by assuming that the
II-PE) levels have a flat distribution. With this assunnption it is only necessary
to measure PE to obtain the efficiency of the system wh_.re the efficiency is de-
fined as the maximum coded entropy divided by the compressed coded entropy.
The maximum coded entropy is the entropy of the PCM source. The coded
entropy is given by
n
= _ P(i) L(i) (8)H c
i= 1
where P(i) is the probability of obtaining level i and L(i) is the number of bits
used to digitally code level i. The maximum coded entropy of the PCM source
is _; that is, H -- N. Therefore, th_ efficiency or compres.ion of a system
max
is
C = N/H . (9)
c
The coding technique must minimize H for maximum compression.
c
A lower bound on compression can be obtained by assuming that the (I-PE)
levels have a flat distribution. Under this assumption the coded entropy is
n,erely a function of the PE probability if N is specified. In general, the (I-PE)
levels will each be assigned N + i bits by the Huffman coding technique while PE
will have a single bit code word. The statistical entropy or the minimum number
of bits pe': element mathematically achievable is
n
= - Z P(i) log? P(i). (I0)H s
i=l
This entropy is always less than or equal to the coded entropy; however, the
Huffman coded entropy is the minimum entropy for a decodable set of code words.
For the flat (1-PE) probability distributior the coded entropy
Hcf = N+ I = N PE (II)
The gross average compression is
H
Cf = max = N / (N + I - N PE ) . (IZ)
Hcf
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Figure 2.2.1-1 plots the average compression _s a function of the number of
quantizing levels in bits parametric in PE while Figure 2. Z. 1-2 plots the average
compression as a function of PE parametric in the number of quantizing levels
in bits. To achieve a compression of 2:i for a 3-bit PCM source requires a
minizrmm PE / 0.833, while to achieve a compression of 2:1 for a 4-bit source
requires a minimum PE = 0.75. Therefore, for the two cases considered, 83.3
and 75 percent of the p_cL-_remust be redtndant.
Although this gives a lower-bound on compression, higher values of compression
can be achieved ifthe (I-PE) probabilities do not have a flatdistribution.
Deriuger_ Z) experimentally determined that the probability distributionof a
quantized television source followed a Gaussian distribution. Assume that the
brightnes s-amplitude-probability distributionis Gaus siz.nwhere levels N/2 and
N/Z + I are most probable. The probability of level n can be determined by
using the normal probability integral,
4.5
P(n) = 1 [ n -t z (13)2 2VF__ e-_-- dt
J-4.____5
n
Tfthe normal distributien is divided into the appropriate number of intervals, the
probabilities for a Gaus.'ian distributioncan be obtained. For n = 8 the coded
entropy for a Gaussian distributionis given by
H - 3. 207 - Z. zb7 PE. (14)
g
Figure 2. Z. 1-3 plots the average compression as a function of PE for a Gaussian
distribution for the (1-PE) levels and N = 3 and N = 6.
To achieve a Z:l compression for 8 levels with a Gaussian distributionrequires
a minimum PE of 0.773. The Gaussian distribution requires PE = 0.773 and for
this value of I:E and flatencoding, the compression is only I.79:1 or a I0.5°/0
decrease in compression by assuming a flatdistributionwhen the actual distribu-
tion is GaussJan. For the Gaussian distributionassume the probabilities and PE that
are given in 'fable2.2. I-i.
The Huffrnan coding tree is given in Table g.g.I-2.
To determine whether or not a coding technique will be useful, itwill be necessary
to d_;termine the range of PE experimentally as a function of the picture material.
A simplified block diagram of the previous element encoder is given in Figure
2.2. I-4. Since the operation of the camera, video processor, and analog-to-
digitalconverter are described elsewhere, only the encoder and decoder will
be considered. The encoder compares successive words and transmits a
PE signal to the Huffrnan encoder whet two successive words are identical.
2-23
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TABLE Z.g.l-I
PROBABILITIES FOR A GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
Level Probability Level ProbabiIity
PE 0. 848 5 0.05Z44
1 0.0005 6 t3. 02037
'i 7 O. 00304
Z O. 00304 I[!3 O. 02037 8 O. 00015
4 0.05244 i[
TABLE 2.2.]-2
HUFFIViAN CODLING WORDS FOR GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
Probability Huffman coding tree Code words
-" PE 0. 848 1
(I-PEiP(4) : 0.05Z44 _ 01
(I-PE)P(5) 0. 05244 _I I i 0 001
(I-PE)P(3) 0. 02037 0 0001
(I-PE)P(6) 0. 02037 00001
(I-PE)P(Z) 0. 00304 000001
0 0000001
(I-PE)P(7) 0. 00304 l
00000001
(I-PE}P(1) 0.00015 !
00000000
(I-PE)P(8) 0.00015 0
If the Second word is not like the first word in store, then it is transmitted to
the Huffman encoder as an absolute magnitude. The Huffman encoder merely
assigns the appropriate Huffman word to the PE and (]-PE) signals. The
appropriate Huffman word to the PE and (I-PE)signals. The Huffman encoder
has been investigated by Novik (3) Gilbert (4), and others. The encoder's
function is to receive the original data at some rate r, and transmit the data to
the channel at a rate rz whe,'e r2< r, for rl a constant. Since the codi,g technique
is an information-preserving technique, the decoding operation is merely the
inverse of the encoding_
The preliminary results from. EDITs indicate the potential of the PZ coding
system. For th_ 11 standard pictures described in Sectior 2.1.2 (Table 2.1. Z-l)
and assuming that a 4-bit PCM signal is to be compressed, the average entropy
Z-Z4
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of th._ compres3ed so,lrce with fla.t encod__ng is Z. 01Z bits per element with the
m:iximu_, and minimum entropies 2_.56Z and 1. 496 bits per element, respectively.
If it is iurther ass-_..c_ Lhat subjecti-tely the picture quality _f a ,_-bit picture is
accoF_ble, th£_ the averag_ compression relative to a 6-bit _'CM source with
flat previous ele,nent coding is Z. 98Z for the I I pictures with the maximum and
rr,inimum compressions of 4. 911 and Z. 343, respectively. A general analysis
of t'_e Huffman coding technique and some preliminary effects of errors on the
Huffman code is given in Section Z. 6. Present indications are that for reasonable
error rates and real-time transmission the effects of errors in the pre ,ious-
element coding system will not _ppreciably degrade £he displayed picture. The
effects of errors are quite similar to errors in a delta-modulation system where
a single error will cause streaks versus the single error in a PCM s, stem causing
a "salt-and-pepper" effect in. the displayed image. Howev'er, compressions in the
order of Z: 1 are reasonable for th_ coding technique ar, d the system can be imple-
mented.
Z. 2. Z Run-Length Coding
The upper-bound on compression for previous-ele_nent coding is log_n where n
is the number of quan_.izing levels. However, for certain probabi_lity _distributions
the statistical entropy is less than one indicating that compressions greater than
logzn exist. To achieve these higher compressions the coding technique should
take advantage of the correlation between ;'na:_7 adjacent element_. Run-length
coding is a two-dimensional coding tech_fique that encodes both the amplitude of
an element and the -mmber of succ__.ssive times the clement at the particular
amplitude repeats itself; therefore, it can be considered as an extension of previous
element coding.
Several investigators havg postulated that television is a higher than a first-order
process; hence, ._.twill be assumed that for run-length coding: the source is a
second-order process. Usl.n 3 this assumption with the ap?ropriate second-order
probabilities, a lower-bound on compression can be obtained. Fcr the'coding
analysis a run-length wi.ll be defined as the number of successive elements at a
specified amplitude immediately preceded and followed by an element not of the
same amplitude as the successive ele,_cnts. To obtain the compression fJr run-
length coding it is necessary to know the statistics of the source.
Although it Would be possible to measure the run-length probabilities directly and
obtain the compression, it is also possible to obtain the compression b7 measuring
the transi_iurt prob_btlities and apply these to a model of the source. For the model
the measurements necessary are n(n +.1) while for the direct run-length probabilities
the measurement_ necessary are nR where n is the number of quantizing levels and
R is the maximum run-length. For a typical system where n - 8, R is in the order
of 103 . Therefore, by using the model, there are 7. 936 x 103 fewer measure-
ments required; however, using the model does require a rather lengthy evaluation
of the compression expression, but this can be eliminated by solving the expres-
sion in general with a computer and obtaining the compression as a function of the
transition probabiiities.
Z-Z5
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Although it appears that run-length coding "::ill result in rather large compressions,
this in general is not valid for mu_tibit oding dye to the large _umber of code
words required to specify all the possible runs of each amplirade '_evel. However,
the technique is extremely useful for a two-level source whe_-e lollg runs could and
do exist. For example, consider a two-levei source where runs to 512 could exist.
Here, 1024 code w,_rds are required =o spec';y runs to 5i_. of each level; there-
fore, each run-length will 0e described by a 10-bit code word. Consider now a
run of Z56. This run would require a 10-bit code word and a 256:1 compression
would result for that portion of the picture. Unfortunate!y, a run of one also
requires a 10-bit word and results in a 10:1 inc;ease in bandwidth. For the system
to effect compression, it is necessary to have an average run-length greater than
10.
However, since there exists the possibility of obt_.ining "large" compressions,
consider a derivation of the compression for a model for run-len[th coding.
Although a general derivatiox: for an n-level video source will be presented later
for illustrativepurposes, assume that the picture is composed of black and white
elements.
From elementary probability theory, the following probabilities can be defined:
P(w) = first-order probability of obtaining _; white element
P(b) = first-order probability of obtRining a black element
Pb(W) = transition probability of obtaining a white element given
the immediately preceding element is black
Pb(b) = transition probability of obtaining a black element given
the immediately preceding element is black
Pw(b) = transition probability of obtaining a black element given
that the immediately preceding element is white
Pw(w} = transition probability of obtaining a white element given
that the immediately preceding element _.a white
P(b,w) = joint probability of obtaining a black-and-white elE;ment in
succession
P(b,b) = joint probability of obtaining a black-and-black element in
succession
P(w,b) = joint probability of obtaining a white and-black element in
succe s sion ( 1 5)
2-Z6
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|A run-length of level black y elements long will be defined by the joint occurrence
of a white element followed by y black elements followed by a white element. Let
this sequence be defined by the variable RbY, Similarly, a run-length of level
white y elements long will be defined by the joint occurrence of a black element
fc_lowed by a y white element followed by a black eiement. Let this sequence be
defined by the variable l_wY.
The run-length probability of a run-length y elements long of level black is then
given by:
P(RbY) = P(w,_ _¢.., b, w) . (16)
Y
This can n_w be rewritten in terms of the first order and transition probabilities
using Equation 15.
P(RbY) = k [P(w)Pw(b, Pb(b)... Pb(b_Pb(W)_ . (17)
where k is a constant to be evaluated.
Equation 17 can now be written in as:
P(RbY) = k EP(w) Pw (b, Pb(b) Y-i Pb(W)_ • (18)
However,
Pb(b) + Pb(W) = i. {19)
Therefore L7 becomes
The e_pression for the run-length probability of a white run can also be derived
which is
i P(KwY) = k(P(b)Pb(W)Pw(w)Y-l_t - Pw(w)_). (Zt)
In order to achieve the maximum possible run-length, assume that y varies
from one to infinity.
Therefore _
y=i
Z-Z7
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Substituting 20 and 2i into ?-2 the constant k can be evaluated.
k .-.-- Pfw) Pwlb) -Pblb + Plb) Pblw} ' "Pw_W)" 1-Pw(w = I.
y._ i
(Z3)
However, for the two-level video
P(b, w) = P(w, b} ; (24)
that is,
Plw) Pw(b) = Plb) Pb(W) . (25)
Applying this to 23 it becomes
kP(w' Pw(b) = tPb(b)Y-_-Pb(b_ + Pw(w)Y-I _-Pw(W =I, (26)
It can be shown that
}-- y aa = . • a < I (Z7)
y = i It-a} ' "
Therefore,
kP(w) Pw(b} _= i {Pb(b)Y-_" Pb(b)_+ Pw(W)Y-l[l-Pw(w -"
Solving for k,
k = i • (zg}
g P(w) Pw(b)
2-28

Equa'cion 27 and 36 below can be _pplied to 35.
a{Z-a) a< 1
y____yaY {1-a)Z (36
)
Therefore
_ + E-Pu,b,::l+[_-,_w,,,,!] D-,',:,,wgl''_
2Pb(b) I -Pw(w) +
[q'--_--_--_t_)l°gz Pb (b) logz logz Pw(W) logz ZPw(W) J
Therefore, the average compression as given by 37 is defined by the transition
probabilities Pb(b) and Pw(W).
2-30
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I Since this expression is a function of only the transition probabilities Pb(b) and
Pw(w), Jt is possible to obtain a family of curves to obtain the expected compres-
I sion as a function of Pw(w) for constant Pb(b). These curves as shown inFigures 2. Z. Z-i and Z. Z. Z-Z show the possible compressions available using the
model. The compression is at least upper-bound since the statistical entropy
implies an upper-bound and it is the least !ower-bound since runs to infinity were
assumed.
The assumption of runs to infinity is rathcr impractical since the maximum runlength is d_ermined by the resolution of the system; however, it is used as a
mathemati _I tool. For the practical case, assume that the maximum run
I" length is limited to some value, _. Consider now how this effects the compres-sion expression previously defined. From Equation Z0 and 21 the probability
of obtaining a bl_ck-and-white run-length y is
PIRby)=k [P(wlPwb(_'Pbb)PbbY'_; 13S)
:k [P1b)Pbw< -PwwPwwY' 1391
Ifitis ass_uned that the maximum run length is ,_, the constant k can be evalu-
i. ated from
I
! Expanding 40 out, it takes the form of
I a+ ax+ ax z + ... Interms), (41)
Ii whichis equalto
(4 _xnl 14Z)
It-x)
Therefore,
t = P1_ y)+ plawYl]
y=l
143)
[ = k [ P(w)Pwb (i-Pbb_'+ P(b)Pbw (i'Pww'_ U'
i 2-31
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However,
P(w) Pwb = P(b) Pbw ' (44)
Therefore, solving for k
k = _ (45)
P(w)Pwb[ZoPbb -Pwwl]'
Substituting this into 38 and 39 ,
P(Rb Y) F (1-Pbb) 1
= .... Pbb y (46)
[ (Z'Pbb_" Pww _) Pbb
and
_-_ ww,' y (477PlRwy)= Pww
(Z-Pbb _) Pw
Since the bracketed tern,s of Equations 46 and 47 are constants, the proba-
bilitiesbecome
P(Rb y) = kI Pbb y , (48)
and
PIRwY )= kz Pww Y . (49)
It is now possible to obtain the run-length probabilities for any value of_,
Pbb, Pww, and y.
Assume that the transition probabilities are specified, therefore enabling calcu-
lation of the run-length probabilities. In the past the average run-length
compression has been obtained by ass_ming or measuring an average run lengzh.
However, if a maximum run length,_6, is assumed, the probability set norma-
lized to one(by truncating the run length to same value less than,_), higher
values of compression can be predicted.
Z-32
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:-'"__:_'_-AS_m_e _l{kt'the normalization process has been performed for a maximum run
_of-"_:2 Gorisider the._e_£ects on corbpressi_n if the equipment is designed
_,_sucKthat :he maximum run length aliowable is _/Z. Therefore, for a run
_.re_ter:_h_-_-,:;:_,TZ_: say k units long where .g/_Z < k < _ , this will be counted
:__un of _]z anda i-un of_k - _]Z; It is" now possib!e,to take the original
" _oB_"biiity$et for rt_ns to _ andconvert it to a new probat _lity set, normalized
trun_atedat _[2._ It is possible then to truncate the runs at any value of
The_c0napression available is a function of k and there exists a
_:h}that_a "max'ma.an_ co'repression exists. Using this technique the data from
_erated on and applied-to Equation-2_ to obtain the lower bound for
i_e_ion aS/a £uncti_0n of- the trunca'tion le'_gth.
-to 256-could exist and the data" from EDITS were used
_-= :'-:reiGn:for truncating tixe run-Iengths at values less than
.... fO_ the Chgsen pict'_re?are gi,_ei_ in Table:2. Z. Z-t.
':;,"f_B ,LE 2.2_ 2-I ' ',FIF_fiT-ORDER AND TRANSITIONAL
_: .....: ..* ;?'.,-:" :,:"' PROBABILITIES OF LINEARITY RETMA
..,::._:-_ . ,. _ . .
--.." : .:: ?: CHART .TAKEN ON EDITS
, -'..-- ,..,
-, .'_"'. :. .:,
: Pblb}.= 0. 869 Pwlw) = 0.943
-i_. ,- ;. ,"
6.."-. ' Pblw.}-::0..131 Pwlb) = 0.057
-.. ,_
,,_....'.,'_ . . .
..." .. ,_,_ -..
_r.es_,ion. for run=length coding was obtained by flat-
tn'l'e_gth..sandis tabulated in 'rable 2.2. Z-2.
2.2.2.-2 LOWER-BOUND ON COMPRESSION,
,. '" ,. FOR VARYING TRUNCATION LENGTHS
: _.-,_,,3 ."
256' "i28 6.4 32 t6 8 4 2
• ['.,, .. LI 3
_:' " : t.3t .t_5 1.67 t.76 i t.53 t. 23 0.99
.'.."_?_s",: ";_
• :..._.!" , ._ _ _..,
;raph_call 7 presents tlii_ results of terminating the run lengths at
0f.'l_:_.':'T , model and the actual statisticscompare quite favorably;
at,.16, tl_e mode pr,_dicted a compression of'2.09 for
i_!'o.fthe linearity-R'ETMA chart while the actual value obtained
2. t0... Truncating' the, maximum runs at 8, the model
the.actual value was I.96. The probabilities obtained for
tabulated in Table 2.2.2-3. '
, o ',', .
_"."" ...:
..: ., : __,_
_,_ _ ,., ', , .
_ -.. -,& .. ,, ,.
,.,_.-'.,e.':'....' .'"
,|. '• o, .
,:, . ._ ._ ." ",. , '., .
i,,:." ..",. " : ,_ (:. .
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TABL.T5 Z. 2. Z-3 RUN-LENGTH PROBABILITI_5
FOR MODEL TRUNCATED AT EIGHT
Level
Run Length
Black White
0.04844 0.03692
2 0.04i24 0.03454
3 0.03582 0.03272
4 0.03113 0.03084
5 O. 02680 O. 02906
6 O. 0235i O. 02740
_ 7 O. 02043 O. 02582
8 0.13_49 0.42068
Therefore, for the values of k chosen the model proved to be quite successful
and illustrates the point that the maximum possible compression for run-length
: coding is a function of the terminating length. From the flat encoding it appears
that for "the linearity RETMA Chart, the maximum compression would be ob-
tained if the run-length truncation is between i6 and 32. However, thi._ value
would vary as the picture statistics change. It would be possible to u_e the
model by writing a computer program and plot compression as a function of
terminat: ,g length for variou_ values of transition probabilities. Such a
plot would" enable an elastic encoder to choose the optimum truncation length
for maximum compression. As a further check on the model the encoded
entropy and the mathematical entropy were compared. For the linearity RETMA
Chart and truncating at 8 and i6, the mathematical and encoded entropy were
±0.00i of each other. One other check was performed on the model to check its
validit 7. The first-order probabilities were measured and were 0. 304 and 0. 696
from the raw data. The mod._.i reduced these probabilities to 0.3ii and 0. 689,
respectively.
Although the model i_ e::_r_mely Useful for a two-leve] source, the majority of
i the applications for sp_.ce _ransmission require an n-level source. Therefore,
the model will be extended and an expression for compression will be given usingthe first-order and trans'tion probabilities.
2-34
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Consider n events E i, E 2 ..... E n with individual probabilities al, a 2 .....
a n and transition probabilities Pij" Tbe joint probability of any two events is
given by P(Ei, Ej) where
P(E i, Ej) = a i Pij (50)
This concept can be exte.ded to the joint occurrence of as many events as
required, that is
P(Ei, Ej ..... Es, Et)= ai Pij'''Pst (5i)
Define a run length y units long of event Ej as the joint occurrence of y succes-
sive E]'s immediately preceded and followed by any other event other than Ej.
Consider a run-length of one and let Ri yi be a random variable that describes
a run length Yi units long of Ej. Therefore,
P(Rj i) = P(Ei, Ej, E i or E z or ... Ej_ t or Ej + i or ... or E n) +
P(Ez, Ej, E t or E z or ... or Ej_ i or Ej = t or ... or E n) + ... +
P(En, Ej, E i or E z or ,.. or Ej_ i or Ej+ i or ... or E n) . (SZ)
This can be rewritten as
P(Rj ) = m IPIj Pjk + a2Pzj " Pjk + """+
k=i kCj k=i k_j
an Pnj _-- Pjk
k = i k (53)
where rn is a constant to be evaluated. However,
n
Pjk = (i-Pjj) . (54)
k=i k_j
2..35
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Therefore,
I °
[ 2--_
Now consider the case of obtaining a run length of Ej Yt units long.!
The constant m can be evaluated from
! Yt max n
i Z _ P(RjY)= I. (57)
Yt=t j=t
Assume that Yi max is infinite in order to obtain a least-upper-bound, therefore,i
Yt =i j = t Yi=t " = t t aJ PJj _ J
I p..Yi -]
"J (t -Pjj) . (58)
I12
Z
i; For (Pjj) _-_< ,,
pjj : pjj _pjj) , (59)yt= t
and _ n n n
_ >-,_<,<_">:,Z _Y-
yi= t j: I j= t _,_= t _+j
I {6o)
i Z-36
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Solving for m,
m = _ , i (6_;
n n
>- _ aP
Therefore,
n
p(RjYl) =_= i _l='jj Pjjyl-i (1-1:'jj} 16Z)n
Z aj (i-Pjj)
j:t
To obtain the average compression it is necessary to obtain the average run
length (1_']_) where it is deiined as
n
yi= i j = t
The compression for obtaining the least-upper-bound for run-length co_ling is
= N R_ (64)
H[p (sY,)] '
which reduces to
n
}-2Z "
However,
n
H [P(RjYl) l = _Z Z P(SYl) logzP(5 yl) (66)
yi= i j = I
I
Z-37
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Therefore, Equation 65 becomes
| n
N Z Z YtP%Y
i - y_=i j.--ICR = _ n (67)
5-
yi=_ j=1
_ Therefore, given the necessary transition probabilities, it is possible to obtain
I the least-upper-bound on the compression for run-length coding of an n-level
video source.
I The expression for run-length coding is quite involved; however, by considering
run-length coding of the PE and (i-PE) source, the expression is simplifie_
so,newhat. Previous-element-run-length coding (PERL) is related direcdy to
run-length coding. Consider a run of level j, y elements Long. In this ,un
there are y - i PE elements or a run length y elements long is a PE run length
of y - i elements long. However, the analysis of the PERL truncated system is
different from the truncation process of conventional run-length coding.
1 Considex a run length of any j, y elements long. APE run-length y - i elements
t long would be the summation of all the possible values of j. However, this
would require sending first a level, then the PE run length. This system does
t have the advantage that since the previous-element encoder has been implement-ed, the PERL system couLt be im lemented with very few modificatio s to the
existing system.
i To define the compression available with PEKL coding, it is necessary to make
the distinction between PE run-lengths and the remaining elements, Let the
I least-upper-bound for compression be given by CpERL where
k i (logzn) k2 (logzn) RL
CpERL H (message set) H (message set)
and k i is the percentage of the elements only requiring one code word. Thevalue of k i will then be the number of times an element is not r, PE signal.
From previous-element coding this is the equivalent of the (i-PE) statistic and
is computed by
n
2k i = (I-PE)= P(_) .j=i
Therefore, k2 is mer_'y equal and equivalent to the PE value, or
!
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n= pEI= i - _ p(j)lk Z $
j=i
1
where P(j) is the probability of obtaining level j after PEC has been performed.
Let the a_rerage previous-element run length be PERL. Given
P(RpEY),
the probability of obtaining a PE run of y elements, the average PE run-length is
I"1%
PERL = k y P(RpEY) ' (69)
y=1
The apper-bound on average compression is given by CpERL and is equal to
CpERL = logzn ° (70)m n
Z -]
y=t j=t
The lower-bound for PERL can be obtained by flat encoding. The total number
of code words necessary is the s(m+n) since each run requires both a magnitude
and PE run length, but not all require two code words and s is a constant for
this. Therefore, the number of bits required is log z s(m+n) = log 2 s + logz(m+n),
The average con%press'-'on for flat encoding is
log 2 P(j - P(j
-- t_j=i "=
c_-:Ep.L = _ • (7i)
log_._ + logz (m+n)_
_twould be extremely useful to relate the Plj)land 1-P(j)Itothe well-known PE
and (I-PE) stat£stics. Consider now Equations 68 and 71 . The number
n
Z P(j)
j=i
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!
is equal to ki, or!
If. + .-. k, then the probability of obtaining the original t-PE statisticsk I k 2
| P P(j) = __ : t-PE.. (73)! k
=i
i
The new value of the probability from the original P(j) can be found. Now
It )_ kl ki PERL
P P(J = k-k I - ki PERL + k-k I " (74)
j = i J k t + PE-----RL
Dividing numerator and denominator of 74 by k i, it becomes
I k i-- PERL
= , (75)
[_ P P(j ki --. k ij = i -- PERL + i -_-k
l: n
However, ki/k = (i-PE) = Z P(J) and 75 can be rewritten as
n (I-PE)p p(j) - • (76)
= i (i-PE) PERL + PE
[
It is now possible to zewrite Equation 70 in terms of the average PE run length
and the PE signal. Thcrefore,
I log2 n PERL (77)
CP---ERL = _ (I-PE) PERL _ PE
I
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The upper-bound on PERL coding can be found by taking the limit as PE ap-
proaches one; 77 now becomes
logzn
lira CpERL = PERL (78)
H (PERL)
PE-_ i
Run-length coding is a highly efficient system for a small class of pictures.
Compressions of 2:I to I_:1 can be shown for a black and _vhite picture, but at
the expense of a highly compl..ex system. Con_pression of an eight-level sou.ce
is in the order of ?.:ito 4:1 for a s,Dall class of pictures.
The compression that can be real%zed by PEI_L cedins is less than the _n_ount
by conventional run-length coding, but the PERL system .ismuch easier to
implement, thus less complex. The transition probability model fo'r run-length
coding is a valid and extr_.rnely accurate model for predicting compression. In
general, the n_odel verified that there ex_.sts an optimum truncation length f6r
compression since the compression is a function of the truncation fun-length.
The compression for truncated run-length coding in general is higher than
conventional run-length coding. This is valid not only for a two-level source,
: but for a nnultilevel source also.
In general, if complexity is traded for compression, run-length coding is pro-
bably not as efficient as PEC. This is valid for both conventional, previous-
; element, and truncated run-length coding duc to the buffer store requirements
_)n run-length coding.
Z-41
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2. Z. 3 Roberts Encoding
Previous attempts at bandvcidth comFression have attempted to either utilize the
statistics[properties ,_f the video signal or to eliminate redundancy. Robert, _ (5, 6)
technique o: bandwidth compression does not utilize either of these properties
directly, but takes advantage of the viewer's eye and presents the video data in
such a manner as to best take advantage of the redundancy and statistics.
Tl_.e system is a convention-_i PCM system with a digital pseudo-random noise
generator and associated circuitry at the transmitter and receiver. The digital
pseu.qo-random no_se is produced by a pseudo-random number generator and is
added to tke video signal prior to quantiz_.t_on. At t_,e receiver, the same noise
(synchroni',_ed with the transmitter) is subtracted after the digital video signal has
been converted to an analog voltage. Effectively the pseudo-random noie addition
and subtraction randomizes the average vid__o and qx_antizes it to several inter-
mediate levels instead of only one icvel. As a result, the no_'n-,al quantization
noise of a three-bit, analog-to-digital converter is effectively reduced and the
subjective re_'ults indicate that the three bits can represent the tonal scale.
Therefore, the continuum of pseudo-random noise, limited in maximum amplitude
to one basic PCM quantization level, added to the signal before quantization, reduces
the tonal error but at the expense of increasing the total mean-square error. There-
fore, an improved pi,zture is obtained by trading noise for annoying contours. Sub-
jectively, the noisy picture is more pleasing to the eye than the coarsely quantized
signal with contours since the eye tends to average out the noise.
Although the addition and subtraction of the psuedo-random noise effectively
reduces the contouring effect, a further refinement is added to take advantage of
the visual process. Since the eye is more tolerant of errors in bright areas
than errors in dark areas, the video signal is companded prior to _he addition of the
pseudo-random noise. An improvement will result if the majority of the errors
are concentrated in tl.e bright areas since the eye responds more nearly to per.
centage of errors than to the absolute error. Thus by employing, a nonhnear
amplifier with a square root transfer function, an improvement will result since
the eye responds to the square root of the intensity; therefore, if xis the video
output, the output of the nonlinear device will be _ The companded signal is
then added to the pseudo-random noisecJ'-.
The pseudo-random noise has rather precisely defmedproperties. Assume that
the video is quantized to n levels and that the total number of elements in the
pucture is m 2. (See Z. z. 3. _ for discussion of pseudo-random numbers. )
The maximum amplitude of the pseudo-random noise is limited to one quantizing
level. The maximum amplitude is then divided into p = _P levels where, &s a
function of time, the p levels are generated in a pseudo-random manner. If the
pseudo-random noise is generated by a shift-register with linear modulo-two
feedback, the number of stages required is S where S must satisfy the relation-
_hip that if (2 S - 1) is evenly divisible b 7 P, then the quotient must equal m z.
However, if (Z S - 1) is not evenly divisible by P, S must be chosen appropriately
in conjunction with P. This will ensure that the P bit sequence generated by the
2;- 42.
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pseudo-random number generato_ will not repeat itself in on r frame, be random
.n time, _nd have x flat distribution. The companced video with pseudo-random
noise is then quantized to N bits where N = log Z n.
The signal to be quantized will be y = f (f-_-+ _), If a perfect char _el is assumed,
the signal y can be converted back to an analog voltage at the receiver. From
this analog voltage the same noise_,synchronized with the transmitter, is subtracted•
Finally this voltage must be squared to reconstruct a close approximation to the
original waveform. Figure Z.Z.3-1 is a diagram of a typical pseudo-random nclse
transmitter.
The receiver has the same pseudo-random noise generator _.o the transmitter
and the two are synchronized. The signal from the trz,,smitter, y, quantized to
3 bits is pasved through a digital-to-analog con,_cter where the pseudo-random
noise with a maximum amplitude of one b:°_c quantization level and variable is
subtracted. This noise subtracted from z effectively increases the 8 levels going
to the display to 64 levels s_r.ce each quantization level may be broken up into 8
additional levels. Tbio _ignal is the'l squared to return the voltage to a good
approximation of the original video. Figure Z.Z.3-2 shows a block diagram of
the rec_.iver•
A block diagram of the complete Roberts system is given in Figure Z. Z. 3-3. The
physical operation of the system imposes no problems with regard to implementation.
The Roberts technique has been built into EDITS as an optional feature and allows
experimentation of combining Roberts technique with other coding techniques.
Before discussing combining Roberts and previous-element coding, a short
graphical analysis of Roberts technique will be given to illustrate how the
technique perforros. Figure Z.Z. 3-4 shows a ramp function to which eight levels
of pseudo-random noise is added. The ramp fuactionplus pseude-random noise
is quantized . :ght levels and is shown in Figure 2..Z.3_5. This waveform is
then transm,. 2 over the channel and should be compared to Figure Z. 2., 3-6
which is the ramp function encoded to eight levels by conventional PCM. From
the PCM with Roberts waveform quantized to eight levels the same. p_teudo-random
noise added at the transmitter is now subtracted as ._hown by Figure i. Z. 3-7.
Figure 2.. 2• 3-8 plots the displayed waveform for the PCM and PCM with Roberts.
From this figure it can be seen how _he techniq,le has reduced the effects of
contouring. For example, consider the time interval between 5 and 10. For
the conventional PCM the value o,f the s_gnal is one, whereas with Roberts the
value varies from 0.7, 0.2, 1.1, 1.4, and 1.6. Therefore, the contour has h=en
broken up into five levels instead of only one. In theory, it is possible to display
a maximum of 64 levels with tP,ree-bit PGM and three-bit Roberts, whereas with
conventional PCM only eight levels can be displayed. However, _his is at the
expense of ha_,ing a larger' total mean-square error which can be eeen from
Figure 2.2.3-9. Probably one of the most interesting aspects of the system is
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that the system requires the same signal-to-noise ratios and synchronization as
conventional PCM.
The compression for Roberts technique is approximately Z: 1 if the subjc,.tlve
results of using three bits of quantization with four bits of pseudo-random noise
is judged subjectively acceptable.
Some preliminary results on subjectively judging the effects of Roberts and
decreased quantization cap be obtained from the comparison of EMR-developed
EDITS I of two subjective reproduction compression systems shown in Section
6. Z. 5. This figure presents pictures obtained from EDITS of conventional PCM
and PCMwith Roberts for varying resolutions. It is apparent that the normal
annoying contours present for three-bit quantization are not present with the
Roberts technique; however, the six-bit PCM is subjectively preferred to the
PCM with Roberts. There are, however, applications where the Roberts
technique with the Z: 1 compression would be highly desired.
The Roberts technique can b_ combined with other coding techniques to increase
the compression by considering the output of the Roberts encoder as an information
source. Although it appears that applying previous-element coding to the
noisy Roberts source would defect the purpose of previous-element, experimental
results have proven otherwise. For six-bit quantization the previous-element
signal is approximatel/ 0.5: however, for three-bit quantization the PE is
approximately 0.8. When Roberts is added to three-bit quantization, there do-s
exist a slight decrease (about 15 percent) inPE, but there is already the 2:1
compression of the Roberts technique to begin with. The only change in the PE
signal is due to the pseudo-random noise addition, but since the maximum change
in quantization level that can be effected by the addition of the pseudo-random
noise i-_ limited to a maximum of one quantizing level, and the probability of
obtaining any intermediate level is the same as the probability of obtaining a
maximum change, the signal statistics do not change drastically for the relntively
coarse quantization to 3 bits.
First order, (1-PE), PE, and run-length statistics were taken on EDITS at 256
resolution of the "girl picture". These statistics were used to calculate the
various values of compression available. Three values of co_pression will be
used to predict the compression for the various coding techniques. The upper
bound is found by using the statistical entropy of the message set, the lower
bound by flat encoding, and the actual compression by using the er, coded entropy
from Huffman encoding the message set.
The encoding techniques to be used are truncated run-length and PEC with and
without Roberts technique. For PEC and assuzning a Z:I cornpression for Roberts
technique, the results are tabulated in Tables 2.Z.3-I and ?..2.3-2.
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i TABLE 2.2.3-I
PEC COMPRESSION FOR GIRL PICTURE
I ...........
Compressl on
i ,, , , ,, ,Coding Upper Bound Actual
I Without Roberts 3.26 Z. 18
With Roberts 3.37 3. 18
I
I
TABLE 2.2.3-2[
ENTROPY OF GIRL PICTURE
Entropy
Coding l_Iinimum Actual
,, , .
Without l_oberts 0.92 I.38
I With Roberts i.78 i.59
l .
[
[
Although basic PEC gives a Z:1 compression without Roberts, this decreases to1.59 wh, n used with Roberts. However, a Z:1 gain is obtained with Roberts;
therefore, a net compression of 3. i6 results.
I Truncated run-length coding was discassed _arlier _nd Figure. Z. Z. 3-10 gives a
plot of average run-length as a function of the truncation length. The black-and-
I white model predicted compression as a function of truncation length and this
was verified for the 8-1evel picture also as shown by Figure Z.Z.3-Ii. The
probabilities were plotted in Figure Z,Z.3-1Z. If the probabilities are considered
I it is possible to relate these to the average run-length, The average run-length
can then be used to predict the compre_-sion. Notice how compressi._n varies
with truncation run-length. Table 2.2.3-3 tabulates the entropy of the girl
I pirture as a function of the truncated rur.-!ength. For analysis the run._enEths
were allcu,ad to vary from Z to 64.
I 2-45
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Average
Run- Lengt|_
8
6
4
3 fq}
/
2__ / Without Roberts
With Roberts -,
i
m
Run-Length Truncation in Bits
I I I I J 1,
: I 2 3 4 5 6
L
FIGURE _. 2.3-I0 AVERAGE RUN-LENGTH AS A FUNCTION OF TRUNCATION LENGTH
WITH AND WITHOUT PSEUDO-RANDOM NOISE MODULATION
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TABLE 2.2.3-3
ENTROPY (BITS PER ELEMENT)
ivia.xi_++Lu++r,._i_mum Actual PE Actual IIMaximum Minimm_ Actual PE Actua
11
11
H 2 2. i6 1.73 1,77 1.38 ,+_.4'_ _7.24 2.26 +.I59
H 4 I.59 i.28 I.29 I.38 2. i0 I.94 I.95 I.59
H 8 I.26 I.04 I.05 I.38 2.07 I.76 I.81 I.59
HI6 ],14 0.92 .. . 1.38 2.r4 1.74 • •• :.59i
H32 I.II 0.85 • .. I.-38 2.52 1.7Z i •• 1.59
H64 I. 18 0.83 . . . I. 38 ..... L I. 59
Figure 2.2.3-11 summarizes the resLxltsof truncating the run-lengths with and
without Roberts and compares the results to PE coding. From this figure the
following statements can be made. PEC compression with Roberts technique is
slightlyless than truncated run-length with Roberts (3.Z to B.4), but itis far
easier to implement PE than run-length coding.
L
Truncated run-length coding co_xpression without Roberts is greater than
trtmcated run-length with, but subjectively the picture is unacceptable due to
contouring.
t
The best over-all system at present considering co:nplexity compression and
picture quality is PEC with Rcberts.
, Compressions of 3:1 are possible for PEC with Roberts.
An addi_tional amount of compression may be possible by combining PEC and
Roberts with the split-band technique.
2. Z. 3.1,+ Pseudo-Random b'urnber Generation
:', ,- Pseudo..random number generation has progressed rapidly to a state-of-the_-art
..... • status_over the_t_ast few years, main!v through the mather_atical efforts of
+' C.olomb _(7) and _0ther investigators.( 8 " 15) The practxcp.l application of
• + .pseudo-ra_dom_number-generati_n ha¢ foUewed the theoretical development
. . " , ,r
_ , rather c!oselyin such fields' as e.rror-correctm_ codes, t16 " 21) modulation,(22)
+ -_ +_3+ + .: + , . +.+ . +
• + + " "" ' " + - _+ J s
'_++;_+_+._='_+ _. +, + :+...+-+ .... . .++ + ... . ++, +. / "
_+_+:+ :d+,+.... ++ ++_+, / _ + ,_ + ?
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bandwidth comp re ssion. (2 3) secure commc_tications. (z4} and scanning. The
generation of pseudo-random sequences can be accomplished through the use of
binary shift-registers witb feedback. The number of sequences that can be
generated and their length depends upon, among other factors, the type of feed-
back employed which can be either linear or nonlinear.
Before going into the actual properties of pseudo-random sequences, it will be
advantageous to discuss the mechanization elements necessary. One possible
method of generation is through the use of re-entran _.shift-registers with
rnodulo-two addition for feedback. A shift-register __scomposed of a series of
bistable memory elements with the ability to transfer the contents of each ele-
ment into the next element when interrogated by a shift pulse. Normally, the
shift pulse returns each element to the zero state with an appropriate delay '.or
the transferring signal. The outputs of the appropriate shift-registers are
connected with the appropriate logic stages such as modulo-two adders, wh ch
can he described by the truth table of Figure 2..Z. 3. l-l_
The outputs of the modulo-two adders are then fed back to the first stage of the
shift-register. When the shift-pulse arrives, the time output of any one of the
shift-registers forms a digital sequence with properties depending upon the
initial condition of the registers, the type of feedback used, and the number of
: modulo-two adder ._.
The shift-register generator can be best described by Figure Z.Z.3. l-g. The
Fj's are flip-flops connected in series to form an m stage shift-register. There
are m switches (5I,•••,C m, which can either be opened or closed depending upon
the desired sequence. Associated with each switch are the modulo-two adders
with the properties of Figure Z.Z.3. l-i. The final portion of the generator is
the shift-clock pulses. The sequence of pulses generated by this circuit will be
a periodic sequence of period Zm -I where m is the number of stages. The
time structure of the sequence will be determined by (1) the ori_ina.l sequence
set into the shift-register, (Z) the type of logic used to combine the outp,'-tof the
last and intermediate stages to the first stage, and (3) the number and location
of the intermediate stages used.
Two types of sequences can be obtained; these are: (I) a maximal sequence
where m is the number of stages, referred to as m seouences, nnd (Z) non-
maximal sequences where a sequence is defined as nomlzximal if the period of-
the sequence is less than Zi_n-l. For the ma-ima! or m sequences the total
number Of sequences can be determined frorn [_D (Zm-l)]/m, _here _ (zm-l) is
the Euler function equal to the number o{ integers (one include_) smaller tl,an
(2m-l) and coprime (no common factor) w_th (Zm-l}. An m sequence contains-
one run ofm consecutive ones, one run of (m-l) zeros, a run )f ones of length
(rn- I), and one of zeros of length (m-Z). In general, the_ e aze Zi runs of ones
O_ I = m-3: _.:,wever, a run ofm
_-nd Z i runs of zeros of length (m-i-Z) for " ": "
zeros does not occur. If the digits in each m consecutive positions of the shift-
register are considered as an m-place binary n,'--nber, a _equence of (2rn-l)
iTt-place binary numbers are generated. Each of the_se binary n,mlbers occurs
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_, 0 l
0 0 1
1 1 0
FIGURE Z.Z.3. I-I
MODULO-TWO ADDER TABLE
FIGURE 2.Z. 3.I-Z
I:'SEUDORANDOM SHIFT REGISTER GENERATOR
once and only once with the exception of all zeros, and the sequence repeats itself
after the generation of the complete sequence, Such a sequence will be called
an M sequence, Although in general it is possible to generate an M sequence
ot any length, sometimes it is necessary to generate a sequence of period
ZM -1, but length S where S<M. It is possible to use the m-stage generator
to generate the S sequence. Consider now an m-stage generator where only s
of t}-e m stages are used to generate the S sequence as shown in Figure Z. Z. 3. 1-3.
Assume that the period of the S sequence must be greatL; than ZS-l. This can
be accomp!ishcd provided that (2m-1)/s is not evenly divisible, and that m and
s are chosen appropr._ately. If, for exa_nple, (gm-1)/s is evenly divisible, then
the length of the S sequence will be (zm-1)/s.
Therefore, it is possible to generate M sequences of length zm-I or S sequences
of length greater than or equal co (Zm-l)/s, and each of these sequences have
definite speLial applications.
Although these sequences generated look random in nature, no finite sequence can
ever be truly random. However, the sequences generated by the shift-register
generator technique will have ccztain properties which can be associated with
randomness. For example, if the output of any stage is taken as a time sequence
composed of zeros and ones, the total number of zeros is nearly equal to the
total nurc..ber of ones with the maximum difference being one. Stated in terms of
conventional probability terminology, the first-order probability distribution
must be flat. This of course implies that the total number of runs of zeros .
must equal the total number of runs of ones. Finally, the autocorrelation function
of such a sequence is two-valued, which gives another mathematical too_ to
analyze generated sequences to determine whether or not they can be classified
as pseudo-random in nature.
Although the earlier investigators spent much time and effort determining the
proper connections for generating m sequences, such an analysis for linear feed-
back is not necessary for M sequences less than 2-0. Fortunately, it is possible
to relate the feedback stages to the roots of irreducible polynomials for specified
m lengths. Marsh (9) ha_ tabulated these characteristics for not only m sequences,
but for nonmaxima! sequences also. Therefore, given the sequence length, it is
only necessary to refer to the table to obtain the propez linear feedback connections.
It is also possible to generate nonmaximal sequences of K bit numbers and have
these K bit numbers presenced in time in apseudo-random manner. Thea'efore,
it can be concluded that pseudo -randomnumber generation has achieved such a
state-of-the-art status that generation is relatively simple to implement and
prediction of the statistical properties o[ the sequence can be accomplished
without too much d,fficulty.
Z.Z.4 Split-Band Coding
Split-band coding is an efficient bandwidth-reduction-coding technique that uses
the statistical redundancies in video signals and certain characteristics c f human
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vision to reduce the transmission bandwidth. The system attempts to match the
video system to the information channel by reducing the information rate to some
lower average value. A television picture consists basically of two kinds of
picture detail: (I) sharp tonal transitions or picture edges, and (Z) gradual
changes in tonal scale between the edges. The eye mair.ly perceives the edges
of objects and has littlesuccess in judging the absolute brightness of any large
area: therefore, sinr.: there are only a finite number of edges in an average
picture and they are cor.c'_ned in the high-frequency components of the video, it
is necessary to sample them at a high sampling rate. The highs can be quantized
coarsely, stored, and transmitted =t a slower, uniform rate.
However, the low-frequency components require li_ere levels of quantization to
prevent contouring. This signal is sampled at amuch lower rate because it is
composed of the low-frequency components. Therefore, it is possible to reduce
the bandwidth required by separating the video signal into its low- and high-
frequency components and requiring the average information transmission rate
to be much less than the conventional systcrr.. Kretzmer (25) in 1956 proposed
such a system where the low-frequency components or the "lows" were obtained
by low-pass filt¢ring the original video signal. The high-frequency components
or the "highs" were obtained by subtracting the "lows" from the original signal
with a delay equal to the delay of the low-pass filter. However, this system
exhibited spurious edge effects.
Tl-,espurious edge effects were eliminated in the system proposed by Schr_iber (g6)
in ]958. Schreiber's system used separate channels for the "lows" and "highs."
Since the "lows" were transmitted in _he analog mode, there was no contouring as
there is with coarsely q_tantized I_CM. However, the eye is extremely critical of
edge position and will not tolerate edge displacement; therefore, the digital edge
information requires a high signal-to-noise ratio and the edges require both a
brightness and position code word. Th_s system requires an elaborate buffer
store to transmit the edge information at a uniform rate since the edges appear
at anonuniform rate. However, the average compression for such a system is
in the order of 4: 1. This system did exhibit a picture whose subjective appearance
was inferior to the original picture.
As a possible improvement to the split-band system, Schreiber {Z7) in 1959 pro-
posed the "synthetic highs" system. The system is a basic split-band system,
but the "highs" are synthesized from a waveform of pulses carrying the edge and
amplitude information only. The leading and trailing edges of the "highs" are
artificially generated and the original waveform can be reconr, tructed by adding
the "lows" and "synthetic highs." However, the system still requires two chan-
nels for operatior along with the buffer store problem, A system w_s built and
i average bandwidth reductions of 4:1 were obtained where the overall picture
1 quality was acceptable. To locate the "highs," a form of run-length coding called
I, "run-end positioning" was employed to obtain the average compression.
I
Newell and Geddes (Z8) in 1961 conducted tests of the last two systems described
.: and the results were startling. The test assumed that the basic operation for the
Z-4_
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"quantized-highs '_ and for the "synthetic-highs _ systems was the same as just
described. .& 2: I bandwidth reduction was reporte_ but at the expense of reduced
accuracy in reproduction; thus, the bandwidth reduction w_e not due to reduction
of redundancy entirely. The reduced-redundancy pictures of both systems were
compared to a conventional system after reducing the ba,'_dwidth by means of
only a low-pass filter ant" simple "crispener" circuit. The split-band systems
were subjectively inferior to the low-pass system. Both the brightness and
position code words required a higher S/N ratio than the conventional system.
Neither system considered the subjective effects of noisej which will be a limit=
ing factor. Howeverj it was concluded that the split-band system could possibly
result in a 4:1 average bandwidth compression.
In September of 1962, Pratt (Zg) presented a system utilizing the split-band-tech-
niques but the over-all system is a hybrid of many compression techniques. Vari-
able-velocity scanning, split-band, delta modulation, run-length coding, and the
synthetic highs were all combined in one system. Although a 7:1 bandwidth re-
duction was claimed, this figure was not verified. However, if the system could
be implemented, an average 7: I bandwidth reduction seems entirely feasible.
The final split-band system was reported by Gicca(30) in 1962. This system as
with Pratt's system was a combination of several compression tec_mlques. The
system combined the compression techn._ques of variable-velocity scanning, split-
band, l_oberts pseudo-random noise modulation, and multiplexing of the "highs"
and "lows" for single-channel operation. A block diagram of the system is given
by Figure 2.2,4-I. T_=view of this accomplishment, spllt-band, PEC, Roberts,
and run-length coding coutd result in a feasible compression system. However,
before considering these systems, consider the general results of split-band
coding..
Split.band coding requires separation of the original video into the "lows" and
"highs;" however, there is no general agreement as to what percentage of the
original will be called the "lows." Instead of assuming a definite percentage, a
general expression for split-band coding will be derived. The following definitions
are necessary for the derivation.
Le_
x = the number of horizontal elements pe_ _ line,
y = the number of lines pe_ _rame,
f = the number of frames per second,
• = average ntu'nber of edges per run-length,
r = the number of bits necessary for quanti_.a_.ion of "highs",
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= percentage of the virleo low passed, and
p = the number of bits necessary for quantization of "lows."
From the above definitions it is possible to calculate the "lows" and "highs 't
digital bit rates. Consider the "lows" digital bit rate.
Let
xy = total elcments per frame,
._xy = total _._rnents per second,
_ _£xy = low-pass scan r_,te,
_/(xy)/Z = low-pass filter cut-off frequency, and
_pf_y = "lows" digitalbit rate.
: Therefore, since the total number of elements per _econd is a fixed quantity,
the "lows" digital bit rate depends directly on'p, the low-pass cut-off perc :ntage
and the "lows" quantization. No specific statement can be made for the low-pass
percentage since this point is a function of the picture deLail; however, the maxi-
mum quantization for the lows is six bits. To calculate the savings in band-
width for the split-band technique, it is necessary to calculate the "highs" digital
_alt rate.
The "highs" digital bit rate can be calculated after determining the average edge
run-length. Assume the element rate is fixed and is equal to f_/. Therefore_
Ixy = element rate,
e = average edge run-length,
efxy = average number of edges per second, and
er£xy .- "highs 't digital bit rate.
The quantization of the "highs" will depend upon the average eclge run-length
and the amplitude quantization of the edges. Therefore, with the "Iows_" element
rate flxed_ the digstal bit rate will depend upon the average edge run-length and
quantizatlon. A general expression for the average compression can be found b_
obtaining the digital bit rate for the conventional PCM system. The PCM dlgital
bit rate is 6fxy. If it is assumed that the split-baud system incorporates the
necessary buffer stores, the average digital bit rate of tl-.e split-band system
will be the sum of the "lows" and "highs" digitzl bit rates. Therefore_ the
average compression C can be found.
2-._1
= Basir PCM Digital Bit Rat___e
Split-Band System Bit R_te
= 6fxy which can be reduced to
erfxy +_pfxy
6
e r +._p
This expression shows that the average number of bits per _le'nent for the split-
band system is er _.._p. 2herefore, it: is possible to plot the average compression
as a function of the average number of bits per split-band element, which is pre-
sented in Figure _-.2.4-Z. Figure 2.2.4-3 gives aplot _f the average compression
8s function of the average edge-run-len_,th. It is also poseib!e to form a homograph
for obtaining spJit-band compression. The I1omograph was constructed and _.$\
given by Figure Z. Z. 4-4.
While the average compression for split-band coding is relatively simple to
determine the splil:-band concept is quite involved to implement. The compression
expression was derived from the basic spht-band concepts without regard to the
type of e._coding and depends merely nn quantities that can be statlstic_lly
measured. Howe'¢er, b_iure e__;,sidering a posglble hybrid s_ystem, assume that
the channel is li_.nited to one megabit per second. It is possible under this
i condition to obtain the r:_aximum frame rate for various resolutions and bit_ per
element. This is plotted in Figure 2.2.4.-5.
Since the average compresoion is a f_mctior of the average r.umber of split-band
elements per second, decreasing this average could result in an increase in
-_ compression. Therefore, several experiments were conducted on EDITS to
../
investigate the possibility of combining sp!it-band coding with Roberts and PEG.l
Among the points of interest is a deterrnir, ation of t;.e effects of *.he low-pass filter
cut.off frequency onthe PE signal. Prev_o_s investig¢,t_ra have determined
that the '.ow-pass cut-off frequency should be between 1/16 to 1/10 the bandwidth
of the video signa[, In this region the PE value varied from 0.910 to 0.880 as
,compared with a PE of 0,843 without low passing the video signal ._nd without the
Roberts technique. However, when the Roberts technique is added_ the PE
varied frgm 0,910 to 0.8j5 as compared with 0.87r.. without the low-pass filter,
Figure 2:2.4-6 plots PE as a function of the lo,:¢ pass filter cut-off. Although
t"is indicates that there is not a substantial increase in PE in the "lows," the
increase is sufficient to warrant further inveo_1_ation of split-band with
Roberts and PEC. Consider the expression for split-band compression.
Combining Roberts and PEG with the "lows" can effectively re_ce the average
number of bits per "lows" element by I/Z. However_ this decrease does not
imply that there is a 2: I additional increase in compression. In f_ctt assuming
the average edge run-length is 1 edge per 10 elements, using ._EC on the "lr_ws",
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results in only a 4. i5:i iocreasc in cor___pressionover conventional _latencoding
of the "lows." Even if the average run-length is assumed to be l edge per 32
ekements, PEC with R.oberts would only _esult in a 1.4:1 increase in c_mpression.
Therefore, the added complexity of Roberts and PEC must be weighed quite care-
fullybefore considering the addition of these techniques to split-band coding.
It can be concluded the compression for spiit-band coding for average pictures
is in the order of 6:I. Combining spht-band coding with Roberts could increase
the compression approxinaa_ely Z0"/0 to 30_/0. Combining split-band coding with
Roberts and PEG does not appear to be too feasible when comparing the increase
in compression with the increased complexity. For example, a Z:I increase in
compression co-_Idresult by combining split-band with PEC and Roberts, but at
the _xpense of a 4:1 increase in complexity as indicated by comparing the
addition _f bo.-_esin Figure 2.2.4-7 to those in Figure 2.Z.4-I.
2.2. 5 Delta Modulation
|. Delta modulation is a digital technique similar to pulse code modulation; how-
ever, the delta system takes advantage of the information previously sent to
- reduce the number of bits per element. Delta modulation had its co._cp_ion inFrance in 1946 " •and since that time many investigators{32-48} have applied
the technique and modifications thereof to the transmission of video and speech
_i signals. The basic idea of delta modulation can be obtained by considering the8 ngle-bit system. Th slngle-bit system block diagram is given in Figure
2.2.5-I and its operation is qui_e similar to a servo loop.
_i The input analog voltage to be transmitted digitally,ei, is compared to an ap-
proximation of the input voltar_efed back, ef, through an integrator. The
_ difference voltage between these two signals, e, is applied to a pulse modulatorwhich gen rates a puls whose polarity depends upon the polarity of the ifference
signal. This pulse is sent tc the transmitter and to an integrator to form an
l" approximation of the input waveform. During the next sampling interval, theinput and the approximation of the input are compared and the new difference
signal is sent to the pulse mo!,dator. Therefore, the time output of the pulse
I modulator is a sequence of positive and negative pulses whose polaritydepends upon the difference signal. If itis assumed that the receiver conditions
the transmitted pulses, the slngle-bit encoder consists of merely an integrator
i,. and low-pass filter.
The single-bit delta system can be modified to optimize the performance by the
i appropriate trade-off of system parameters. The integrator could be a simplelinear integrator with a long time constant in comparison to the sampling
period; however, ithas many undesirable characteristics. For example, a
I noise pulse in the data link can cause an error to propagate over many elementsuntil _he integrator is reset. Also, the totalnumber of levels possible is
limited by the integrator characteristics. Both these problems can be reduced
I by employing either double integration or an exponential integrator.
I 2-53
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One of the znajor limitations of the delta system is the high sampling rate
_ required to obtain a subjectively acceptable picture. Unless the sampling rate
is high enough compared to the highest frequency component in the video, the
advantages gained by going to a nonlinear integrator are lost. From this it _s
apparent that a delta system is slope-lirnited rather than amplitude-limited.
i The maxirnurn slol. e or rise time that can be reproduced is dependent the
upon
delta step height and the sampling rate. This maximum value can be increased
/or a fixed sampling rate by a multi-bit delta _ystem, However, as the number
I of delta quantizing bits is increased, the complexity increases, thussystem
defeating somewhat the main advar.-'._*;_._ of the del_a system, simplicity. An
alternate method would be to use L&£ modulation. Here, the steps are weighted
_' in increasing amplitude provided the difference siena}, maintains the qame
polarity. This system has a better s_ep function _.-esponse.
I" In the multibit system the difference sign_] is quantize:l into several discrete
positive and negative levels. Figure Z. Z. 5-Z gives a block diagram of an N-bit
delta modulation system. If the delta step height is h and the sampling period
I is k for a single-bit system, the maximum slope that can be reproduced is h/k.
However, if the difference signal is quanhzed to n levels where N = log2n, the
-- maximum slope _vill be greater than h/k. The subjective performance of an
i N-bit system increases, but at the expense of the increase in complexity and
an increase in the output bit rate by N for the same sampling frequency as a
Ill s ingle-bitsystem. A compromise rr_ust be reacb edbetweenthe step heightsize, sampling rate, fidelity, and bandwidth for the correct integrator.
_i A linear integrator definitely places rather severe restrictions on the systemperformance. The number of reproducing levels is limited and constant be-
cause of the relatively long time constant of the integrator. With a finite
[ nu_nber of possible levels, a single-bit system will display a certain amount ofcontouring. To decreas the contouring a s aller step h¢._ght could be used bu_
this limits the maximum slope that could be reproduced. It is necessary to
I] compromise between fidelity and contouring. The noise performance of a linearintegrator in the system s rather poor since a transmis ion error will smear
along an entire line instead of effe_ting only one element as the I-'CM system.
These particular features of the linear integrator can be reduced by emplo_ringan exponential inte:_rator.
If the response of the integrator is related to the sampling period, the compro-mise between the step h ight and sampling period can be reduced. Contouring
is reduced because of the nonlinear characteristics of the integrator, that is,
Ii the integrator rarely decays to the same intensity value for two successivesteps. Therefore, the number of intensity levels for the exponential integrator
is almost infinite and a continuum of intensity levels is produced. The noise
I performance of a delta system with an exponential integrator is increasedconsiderably since the integrator has a finite response; thus, transmission
errors could propagate to only a few succeeding elements. However, if the
I sampling rate is too low in comparison to the video, an annoying oscillationoccurs. It is then necessary to compromise between th_ sampling period and
i 2-54
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= :_ tirne_constant of the integrato'r, Fortunately, an optimum relationship can
=}_ -,,_- be _cl_ievedbetween these two quantities_ The advantages of the exponential
_ _ integrator for-the delta system are: reduced contpuring since the number of
- .posSible rep'roducing levels is nearly co l_tinuous with variabIe steps, good noise
imm-,_,ity since the time constant of-the integrator is finite, and advantageous
,_.a_istlca, properties c : the video since the correlation between
-::._ == USe of the .' "° "_ '- _
successiv--, e_lerne.nts _s high.
: . -. "_ThefinR1 delta:system will represent a compromise between (1) image fid_.lity,
.... (_jJdata_ink noise sensitivity, (3) transmis,sion bit rate, (4) physical size,
._=c __ _'" • -'_ ".
_.- . .(5) weight, (6):power, and (7)complexity. In general, a PCM system uses the
_?>-: : " bandwidth more efficiently than a delta system, but requires a sizable increase
::_._ _";= in-_dmplexity to achievc this_ The major limitations in _:he subjective quality of
'J _."' : • the delta- system ar-_ the magnitude of :he minimum change in signal that can be
: et c ed, andthe time in which a change in amplitude can occur. Althougha
si :, em OUld: pp0 rto equi eamuchi hersignal-to-noise than
_:_':-_-: i_-_PC_ sys:rem, it has beeh shown that the delta system requires only one db
:_-:-_-:__:_mo_e_.s_gnal-to-no_s_ ratio than a PCM system.
:_-_ " :_-To illustrate some of the previou_l 7. mentioned characteristics of a delta system,
_;_ ; _ i a=graphi'_l analysis of a typical waveform is performed• The fidelity of the
_? ;_ __, displayed Waveform can be improved by increasing th._ sampling _ate, Figure
i_"-:_'_ ._ Z. 2.5, 3 pl.ots the displayed waveform for a single-bit system sampled at fs and
--- :Zfs ar_dassurning a linear integrator for graphical convenience, If, however,
" _ ,the sampling rate is fixed, the fidelity of the delta system can be improved by
empioylng a muitibit de!ta encoder; therefore, Figure 3. Z. 5-4 shows the
" 0utput_of _ two-bit delta system_ The quantization was accomplished under the
o _:. , assurg_ption that the large step should be log2n where n is the number of levels
" which requires that the large step be 5Er_.x/28. To obtain a better reproduction
" " = of the.waveforrn, the large step is t=ken if t;:e diff-.fence sigval is gre__ter than or
}f./ ":_ equal _o 4_'ms.x/Z 8. Since there is an inherent ,'._ay in the _ielta encoder, thei. displayed'ovtput waveforzn was advanced in time one sampling interval and plot-
,;:, ted In Figure Z.Z.5-5 to illustratethe fidelityof the two-bit delta system. Since
•f - "delta modulation will be _compared to PCM, the waveform was encoded to three
_,'_,_. bits and is plotted in Figure Z. 2.5-8. A three-bit PCM _v_ern will display
/_....._ " :contouring_ therefore, thre_ bits of pseudo-r_ndom noise is _dded to the wave-
_,_/<.,.,-'_._ for,m-before.quantizatior,_nd the waveform plus noise is quantiz.edas shown in_. _ " Figure E. 2.5-7. This is'one- alf of R berts technique. Figure 2.2.5-8 shdws
,:,_- .-tthe:displayedwaveform __,ftdrthe pseudo-random noise is subtracted. Therefore,
::_ _:for the given wave-forn_, itis possible to compare t _-bit delta and three-bit
, _ _ Roberts.! _ The displayed waveforms for both systems are given in Figure Z,2.5-9,
_: _ _ _From this figure the fidelitiesof the two systems appear to be about the same.
i_:[I '_ _However, the-resl)_lts obtained ,tom EDITS do not agree wit]-this assumption,'_i,,6 '_•_Ince the Roberts pictures are subjectively better titanthe delta pictures_at +.he
'_ _- • :m_tme r.esolution, Theaver_tge compression for the delta system is C = 3:_.
,][_ .'_,_ -_ _
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I
The discussion of the delta system up to this point represents the basic concepts
of the system. In keeping with EMR's philosophy in coding, the delta encoder is
I considered information to determine whether further compressions
as an source
could be achieved. Normally the statistical properties of the source can be de-
fined from the first-order probabilities; however, the statistics for the delta
I source must be determined from the difference signal and not the original video.
Without too much difficultyit can be shcwn that the probability distribution of
the difference signal is given by Figure 2. e. 5-!0.
I SIGNAL PROBABILJTY
DIFFERENCE
i -V 0 +V (VOLTS)}
DIFFERENCE SIGNAL
7 "
:- F I GURE Z. 2. 5-10
DIFFERENCE SIGNAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
i
! The type of distribution is well-suited for previous-element coding to decrease
the entropy of the source. For example, assume that difference signal is
i quantized to four levels and previous-element coded. Assume that t}_elarge
._ step occurs with a probability of x. A good approximation to the probability of
the small step would be kx where k >= i. Ifthe probability oi PE is y, then from>
probabilit V theory y + 2x (k + i) = i. Assumlng the y = 2x(k -_i), it i_= possible
to assign a Huffman code for the five events and obtain _he encoded entropy or
the average nun_ber of bit_ per element. Table 2. Z.5-I gives t_e Huffman code
fork= Z.
Unfortunately, the entropy of the delta source depends upon the Huffman code,
which in turn depends upon the probability of the event; therefore, a general
expression cannot be given. Figure 2.2. 5-11 was constructed to show the re-
lationship between encoded entropy, delta probability, and PE probability. This
imposes some rather severe restrictions on the PE. To achieve a gross cora-
l pression with previous-element coding and delta of 3:1, the PE must be greaterthan 0.5 for k = g. In fact, to increase the compression from 3:! to 4:1 with
PEC, it is necessary that the PE be greater than 0.75. For k), Z, the require-
ments on the PE are lessened somewhat, but a new set of Huffrnan code wordsmust be defined.
t
_l Z . 5 6
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TABLE Z.2.5-I
HUIVFMAN CODE FOR PREVIOtIS ELEMENT
CODING OF A TWO-BIT DELTA SOURCE
EVENT PROBABILITY HUFFMAN CODE
PE • I
.! +I Zx Oi I
-i Zx OiO
+5 x 001
i -5 x 000
i
If the sampling rate is high enough, a two-bit delta system is subjectively
equivalent _o a six-bit PCM system. At lower sampling rates PCM is superior
to delta. It would be possible to increase the compression of a d lta s;'stem
i by employing previous-element coding if the statistics of the difference signal
can sa+isfN the previously mentioned requirements. However, this increases
the complexity of the over-all system by a considerable factor; thus eliminating
simplicity -- a major advantage of a delta system.
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2. 3 LINE-TO-LINE CODING
Previous-element coding takes advantage c_ the redundancy that exists between
adjacent elements along a line. Previous-element previous-line (PE PL) 2od;ng
extends previous element coding in the vertica_ direction to take advantage of
the correlation between adjacent elements in successive lines. Thus, PE PL
coding is a two-dirnensional coding technique '_hat "_Ltlizes both eternent-to-
element and line-to-line redundancy.
The basic system operation will be briefly described. A picture will be PEC
coded into the PE and (I-PE) signals. Adjacent li_cs will be compared and if
the (1-PE) signals on the two adjacent lines are alil.e, a previous line (PL)
signal will be transrnitted. Although it would have been possible to encode the
PE signals on adjacent lines with the PL signal, experiments indicate this
would degrade the over-all system performance. Obviously encoding the PE
signals with the PL criteria would decrease the PE vllue, thus reducing the
effictiveness of the Huffman code. However, it is possible to estirna_e the
compression that could be achie,,ed by assuming statistics for the video.
As a lower bound on compression, assume that the (1-PE-PL) statistics have
a flat distribution. Further, assume that the ",_L probability is greater than
the sum of the probabilities of the signals tha_ a_'e neither PE or PL. For a
flat distribution of the .(1-PE-PL) statistics the Huffman code words can be
determined. Each of these elements wil' then have N + Z bits, the PL signal
will have two bits, and the PE signal will have one bit. The encoded entropy
can be determined by
h
H = _-- L (i)P(i)
i=l
where L is the number of bits for event i and P(i) the probability of event i,
For the flat distribution the encoded entropy is H F = PE + ZPL + (1-PE-PL)
(N + Z) which reduces to H F = N + 2 - (N+ 1) PE - NPL.
The compress-on can then be determined from CIr. = N/(N+ Z - (N+ 1) PE -
NPL).
Two cases will be given to illustrate the effectiveness of PE PL coding of a six-
bit and three-bit PCM source. For certain applications the three.bit PCM with
Roberts will be subjectively acceptable. Therefore, assuming athree-bit
PCM source is to be compressed, the compression for a flat distribution is
_'F3 = 3/(5-4PE-3PL). Since the compression is a function of PE and PL and
at present the statistical relationship between PE and PL has not been deter-
mined, a plot of compression as a function of PE parametric in PL was plotted
in Figure 2.. 3-I. Given the values of PE and PL, the compression can be
Z-dZ
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determined. As an illustration, assume that _ is desired to have a minimum
com_-_ress_on of 2:1. What must be the statistics in order to achieve this?
As an approximation to an upper and lower bound, it has been experimentally
determined that for three-bit quantization, PE generally varies from 0.7 to
0.9. Therefore, for PE = 0.7, PLmubt be at least 0.233 to achieve the de-
sired corr,,pression; however, for PE = 0. q, PL mu._t be at least 0. 033. That
is, thp _'.'=r=.gz nur.,ber of bits per element must be I. 5 for a PE PL system.
l_:sults inust be obtained from EDITS to determine whether or not the system
will be feasible.
During prelim;nary investigations, it was noticed that the PE signs[ was
approximately _he same regardless of whether or not the picture was scanned
vertically or horizontally. Therefore, if the correSation is reduced in one
direction, then tt, e elements that are alike in the other direction should be
related to PE. It seems reasonable that the approxlmation of PL = PE (1-PE)
could be valid. Un_ier this assun_.ptiov it is only necessary to specify PE to
obtain an ,-stimate of the con__pression. The compression is given b_ CFR = 3/
(4-5PE + ZPEZ), This expression is plotted in Fisure 2.3-2. To achieve a
Z:I compression it is necessary that PE be gr_-ater than or equal to 0.69. The
value of PE does not _:ppear to be too unrealistic for three-bit quantization.
Although the fl:_t distribution sets a lower bound on compression, it is possible
to increase the compression by making maximum use of the Huffman code.
Although the Gaussian distribution is n_ an optimum distribution, it does pro-
vide an improvement over assuming a flat distribution. Several investig%tors
have stated that the video statistics are Gaussian in nature. Therefore, he
Gaussian distribution was div._ded into eight equal parts and the associatec
probabilities were obtains6. 'These probabilities were coded with the Huffman
code and the encoded entropy for a Gaussian distribution with the PE and PL
" = 3/(4. zo7 - 3.z07signals were obtained. The compression is given by CG3
PE - Z. Z07 PL). For a 2:1 compression with PE : 0.7, PL must be at least
0. Z09. However, with PE = 0. 9, the compression for a Gaussian distribution
is greater than Z:I independent of PL.
For various other applications it may be necessary" to compress a six-bit
source. For a flat distribution of the (I-PE) stat'_stics the compression is
CF6 = 6/(8-7PE-6PL). Figure 2.3-3 was cor.Jtructed plotting compression
as a function of PE parametric in PL. To achieve a compression o_ 2:1 for
the six-bit source it is n_ce.sary to determine the relationship between PE
and PL. Fortunately, for six-bits statistics the average value of PE was ob-
tained. Nine pictures were processed on EDITS and the average value of PE
was 0. 519. The pictures and PE are tabulated below in Table Z. 3-1.
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TABLE 2.3-1 PE AS A FUNCTION OF PICTURE MATERIAL
!
Picture PE
MIT girl 0. 509 i
Moon 0. 479 i
Inside view, Mercury capsule No. 1 0.416
_- Inside view, Mercury capsule No. ? 0.526
Interior vie,v, Apollo No. 1 0. 517
Interior view, Apollo No. Z 0. 544 -_
- OAc" satellite 0. 605 i
RETMA test chart 0. 466
Starfield 0. 609
i Figure g. 3-4 was constructed assuming that PE = 0. 519 and PL allowed to
vary to a maximam of (].431. The restriction of 0.431 was imposed such that
[ the minimum number o._:(1-PE-PL) elements are five percent of the maximum
I number of elements. For the flat distribution and a PE of 0.5, PL must e,qual
0.228 to obtain a Z:l compression, while PLmust increase to 0.395 to ob'_a,n
i a 3:1 compression.
Assuming that the (i-]_E-PL) statistics are Gaussian, the requirements on PL
[ will lessen. For the Gaussian distribution the entropy can be calculated. With
! the restriction of PE + PL _ 0.95, the compression is given by CG6 = 6/
(5.90q - 4. 909 PE - 3. 909 PL)_ Assuming the PE = 0.519, to achieve a 2:1
[ compression, PLmust be at least 0. 118, while to achieve a 3:1 compression
i PL-must be at least 0.374. The value of PL for a 2:1 compression for a
Gaussian distribution is less than the value required for a flat distribution.
This indicates that compressions larger than those that can be predicted fromthe assumed statistics could exist; however, the flat distribution do_s establish
a lower bound on the compression that can be achieved with PE PL coding.
Ii A block diagram of the system given in Figure 2.3-5. Since the system i$
an extension of PEC in the vertical direction, the system operation will not be
L discussed.
PE PL coding was designed to fillthe void leftby PEC for lower values of PE.
At high quantization the value of PE decreases to approximately 0.5. which is
not extremely well suited for PEC; however, for this value of PE_ the PE PL
$ystem has the possibility of increasing the compression by a factor of two
over PEC. Experimental results w_ll ver::y or disprove thir# later; however,for PE -- 0. 519 and PEC, the expected compression is 1.8:i, but assuming
PE _. PL= 0.95, the PE PL compression would be 3.6:1, or there is a potential
increase in compression of 2:1 by using previous iine correlation.
!
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For three-bit quantization two pictures were processed on EDITS to determine
PL, These pictures were the Moon Picture and the MIT Girl Picture. As an
aid to statistically determining PL, each level wa's displayed as a black and
white pictare if successive elements were not PE. It is then possible to
rnanual!y count the number of PL's present in each level. Once these are
determine-,, xt is possible to obtain the (I-PE-PL) statistics and PE statistics
and Huffman encode these events. Figure Z. 3-6 shows the displayed results
for levels 0 through 7 for the Moon Picture and Figure Z.3-7 for the Girl
Picture. _Che statistical results are tabulated in Tables Z.3-2 and 2.3-3.
TABLE 2.3-Z PE AND PE PL STATISTICS FOR GIRL PICTURE
t Eve:xt Probability Event Pro_babi!ity
: PE 0.78Z0
PE O. 78Z0 PL 0. 0988
(I-PE) 0 0. 0Zl l (I-PE-PL) 0 0. 0079
_ (I-PE) I 0. 0351 (I-PE-PL) 1 0. 0203
(I-PE) Z 0. 0333 (I-PE-PL) Z 0. 0165%,
(I-PE) 3 0. 0318 (I-PE-PL) 3 0. 0191
(I-PE) 4 0. 0361 (I-PE-PL) 4 0. 0199
ii (I_PE) 5 0. 034Z (I-PE-PL) 5 0. 027.2
g
(I-PEi 6 0. 0165 (I-PE-PL) 6 0. 0106
(I-PE) 7 0. 0043 (I-PE-PL) 7 0. 0030
TABLE Z.3-3 PE AND PE PL STATISTICS FOR MOON PICTURE
Event Probabi]it}, Event ProbabilityJ
. ,,, , , . ,., , ....
PE 0.73Z0 PE 0. 7320
(1-PE) 0 0. 0100 PL 0. Izg0
'_ (I-PE) I 0.0746 (I-PE-PL) 0 0.0037
(I-PE) ?- 0.0960 (I-PE- PL) 1 0.0377
(I-PE) 3 0.0459 (I-PE- PL) Z 0.0467
_ (I-PE) 4 0.07.1i (I-PE-PL) 3 0.0Z66
(I-PE) 5 0.0116 (I-PE-PL) 4 0.0130
(I-PE) 6 0. 0064 (I-PE-PL) 5 0.0077
(I-PE) 7 0.0031 (I-PE-PL) 6 0.0037
(I-PE-PL) 7 0.0014
...... ,,,,, ....
If these statistics are now encoded with the optimum Huffman code, the com-
pressions for a three-bit picture using PEC and PE PL coding can be tabulated.
These results are given in 'Fable Z. 3-4.
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TABLE Z. 3-4 COMPRESSION OF TWO THREE-BIT PICTURES
FOR PEC AND PE PL CODING.
Coding
Picture PEC PE PL
bAoon '[' 1.81 i. $6I
i
Girl I 1.86 t. 9Z
I ..,
AIthough these results for three-bit coding do not appear too promising, the
PE PL system could possib'y b:-. extremeiy uselul. For example, Figure Z. 3-8
plots the upper and lower bounds on bits per element for PE PL _:oding of a
three and six-bit source.
It is apparent that PE coding is a lower bound to PE PL and implementation is
straightforward extension of PEC. The PE PL system uses both element-to-
element and line-to-line correla_,ion and statistics can be obtained from EDITS.
PE PL designed to operate in regions v, here PE = 0. 5 for 6 bit quantization where
PE PL has the potential to increase the compression by a facto_ of two over PEC.
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I 2.4 FRAME-TO-FR/_E CODING
The correlation be*ween successive frames is large because of the repetition
I in time necessary to achieve continuity of vision. The bandwidth required for
real-time transmissior is directly proportional to the frame rate, therefore, if
the correlatien between buccessive frames is by necessity high; then a con-
f siderable savings in bandw._dth could be achieved by transmitting only thedifierence between successive frames. A ,_signal is transmitted when there is a
_ change between frames. The _nly infornnation transmitted is the new information
represented by changes in the p._cture; that is, the amount by which each frame
differs from the prev{ous one. If only this difference is transmitted, the band-
width should _e reduced considerably.
t The previously discussed coding systems utilized only the short-term redun-
r dancy such as element-to-element or hne-to-line, whereas the frame-to-frame
! coding uses the long-term redundancy. Therefore, the long-term redundancy
elimination techniques by necessity require extremely large buffer stores since
i an entire frame must be stored. However, the size o{ the buffer store could
J possibly be reduced by reducing or eliminating the short-term redundancy.
For example, consider PE coding where a Z:l bandwidth reduction is achieved.
The size of the buffer store could be reduced by 50% if PE coding is used prior
i to frame-to-frame coding. It appears that if frame-to-frame coding is to be
practical, it must be used in cascade with other coding techniques.
There are several possi_,lemethods of frame-to-frame coding. The most
logical is an extension of the PEPL coding techniques that is,code the source
I with the PEPL technique and then previous-frame (PF) encode the (I-PE-PL)| elements. However, this does not appear to be too practical or profitable.
For example, assume that a source is encoded to three bits. The value of PE
'. is approximately 0.8 and PL ;r_ustbe less than 0.2. Therefore, this implies
that at most only 20_0 of the total elements have the possibility of being PF
coded. In addition, by PF coding another code word is added to the code set
I and one more digitis added to the (I-PE-PL-PF) words, thus, the codede tr py c uld be ncre sed ifPF is not high enough. The coded entr py is given
by
Ii 'H = N+ 3- (N+ 2) PE- (N+ 11PL- NPF,
C
_ which must be compared to the coded entropy of the PEPL system, which is
H = N + Z - (N + I)PE - N PL
! °!For N = 3, H = 6 - 5PE - 4PL- 3PF, and H_= 5 - 4PE - 3PL, and if it is
assumed thatCpE = 0.8, then H --Z - 4PL- 3PF and H = 1.8 - 3PL. Now
while PL _ 0. 2 for Hc. To achieve the r_inimum HctPL.  PF<0.2for H i c c
and Hc for maximum, compression, let FL = 0. ?; therefore, H c = 1.2 = H c or
the PF system doer not improve the maximum efficiency. In fact, if the
1
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additional size, weight, and power are considered, the PF coding would
actually decrease the net compression. Therefore, consider an alternate
approach to PF coding.
For this eystem assume that frames k and k + 1 are PE PL coded and then the
two frames are compared and PF coded. This system achieves the com-
pression of the PE PL on the two frames, but on the k + 1 frame additional
compression is achieved. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the
correlation between frames k and k + i. This correlation in general is high,
b_t once again the maximum achievable compression is logzn since the PF
must have one bit to describe it. However, it is necessary to perform a
trade-off in assigning the Huffman code words to the PE, I:'L, and PF
probabilities. Therefore, it becomes quite obvious that frame-to-frame
coding using PF correlation in the same manner au PE coding do_ s not pro-
vide a sufficient increase in the amount of compression.
It would be advantageous to determine an entirely new approach to frame-to
frame coding. The most obvious choice is to transmit only the difference
between successive frames, that is, both the coordinates and intensity of each
difference signal is transmitted. However, this imposes rather severe
restrictions on the .amount of redundancy between successive frames. For
example, consider a picture composed of m E elements where each element is
encoded to n levels. The total number of bits required to describe this picture
is Nm $' where N = logan. Further, assume that the PEC system achieves a
• r_ 2
2:1 compress,on of the number of bits for PEC inN__m_. The number of bits to
specify the location of each element is logzmZ= ZM and xntensity is N or each
gA
element in the PF system requires ZM + N bits. Now, determine a value of
p, the correlation between successive frames such that
(1 - p) (ZM + N) m z ( NmZ
2.
That is, (l-p)(ZM + N) <=N/Z. The minimum p is when the equality sign is valid;
that is p _ N . For N = 3 and M = 8, p = 1 _ 3/Z (19) = 0.9Zl, wh'-ch
Z(ZM + N)
implies that 9Z. 1% of the elements in the successive frames must be of the
same magnitude to achieve a Z:l compression with prevJ _us-frame coding.
However, this is the same compression as with PEC. One desires that the
PF system have a compression greater than the Z:l of PEC; therefore it is
necessary to determine what percentage of the elements in frame k + 1 must be
tl_e same as the elements in frame k. To achieve a 4:1 compression p = 0. 961
or 96.1 percent of the information between successive frames must be
redundant. This may or may not appear to be a realistic estimate on
frame-to-irame redundancy. A system _f this type Is extremely sensitive to
errors and it is conceivable that if for example every T frames a new picture
is transmitted, that an error in frame T-k could totally destroy the remaining
frames. Therefore, an alternate possibility exists where, instead of every T
frames sending the complete frame, x percent of each frame is transmitted in
Z-.68
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Jreal-time, thus at least x percent of each picture would not allow an error to
propagate through the remaining frames,
In genera], it appears that frame-to-frame coding is somewhat unrealistic in
view of the large buffer store and error effects. Statistics are not now available
t,_ determine whether or not further investigation of frame-to-frame coding should
be undertaken.
Z. 5 OTHER
Z. 5. I Area Coding
The correlation between n elements in an area or block of elements is much
• higher than the correlation between n elements along a line or between n lines.
Therefore, if this correlation is properly used, the compression for encoding
areas should be higher than the compression for line-to-line or element-to-ele-
ment coding. The results presented by Schaphorst I, 2 on area encoding appear
to be encouraging; however, closer examination of the experimental results
indicate that some of the results could be in error. The statistics are based on
a picture containing" 3.2 x 106 elements; however, only 104 elements are actually
sampled and measured.
A picture was reduced to approximately I00 randomly located samples and each
sample was comprised of 100 elements. This means that only one out of every
320 elements was actually measured. This in general will not give a very true
indication of the actual statistics. Since the compression is based on these
statistics, it is debatable whether or not the compression ratios obtained are
valid. However, ignoring this, the system operation will be described.
The area-coding technique had as a design goal a 10:1 compression for pictures
of "average" redundancy where "average" redundancy was not d_;ined. The
coding technique utilizes bo+h the horizontal and vertical redundancy in a single-
frame and achieves compression by combining variable-velocity scanning with
pattern-recognition techniques. The overall system employs three modes of
__ operation where the mode operation is determined by the intensity distribution
in a $ x 5 area of elements. Block diagrams of a simplified area-character
encoder and decoder are given in Figures 2.5.1-I and 2.5.1-Z respectively.
In Mode 1 the Z5-element area is scanned and if all Z5 elements have the same
intensity level, the area is rescanned at a rate Z5 times the normal scanning rate
and transmitted in analog form in one Nyquist interval. In areas where the
conditions necessary for the opera_ion of Mode 1 are satisfied, a Z5:I bandwidth
compression is achieved, if an intensity change occurs during Mode 1, the
sys.tem goes into Mode Z operation. In Mode Z operation the area is rescanned
at the norlnal scanning rate and 27 different area characters must be recognized.
If any one o4 the area characters is recognized, the information is transmitted
in six Nyquist intervals as amplitude-modulated pulses. This results in a 4:1
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bandwidth compression for Mode 2 operation. Hr,_vever, _ none of the 27 area
characters are present in the scanned area, the system enters Mode a operation.
In Mode 3 each G[ the 25 elements is trarLsmitted in one Nyquis_ into _ val, but
s'nce tt.e mode ,9eration must be specified, there is an increase i_. ba.udwidth
by a factor of 1.12:1 for Mude 3 operation.
The compression was determined by manually simulating the modes of op, ration
for several pictures. The simulation consisted of measuring the intensity of
each element in the randomly selected areas. This made it
possible to tabulate the percentage of time each mode will be in operation. From
these pezcentages it is possible to estimate the compression for each particular
picture. However, stressing once again that only one out of every 320 elemente
was measured, it can be inferred that this approach may yield results that are
only an app_,oximation to the actual compres3ion.
The manuai simulation was ,."ompared to experimental results by implementing
Modes 1 and 3. Unfortunate'.y, experimental results were not obtained for Mode
operation. The experimental results and manual simulation were in close agree-
ment; however, the reconstructed picture exhibited a certain amount of distortion
due to the interpretation of slightly curved transitions as straight-line transitions
and thinning or broadening of transitions. Expert, mental results indicate that at
least one percent of the areas in Mode 2 wilt be distorted; however, since the
video was quantised to only 15 levels, this percentage of distortion may vary
with quantization.
Although the area-character coding technique is a combination of analog and
digital transmission, it is possible to analyze the coding technique by assuming
a true digital operation. Fortunately, the percent of operation of the three
modes for various pictures was given. Assume the area-character coding
parameters of a 5 x 5 elemental area, 16 brightness level_, and 27 area-characters
for Mode 2. For a typical picture the percent occurrence of the three modes
are: Mode 1--40%, Mod_ 2--40%, and Mode 3--20%. To describe Mode 1, each
area-character requires four bits for intensity and two bits to indicate the
operating mode, or oits per area for Mode 1. In Mode g operation, the
area-characters recta, re five bits, four bits for intensity, and two bits for the
mode of operation, or to describe each ai'ea in Mode 2 operation requires eleven
bits per area. In l_tode 3 operation, each element in the area requires four bits
for intensity and two bits for mode operation or each element requires six bits
per element; therefore, each area for Mode 3 operation requires 150 bits,
Using tnese quantities, the number of bi_s per mode can be tabulated ar, d are
given in Table 2.5.1-1.
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___i._.] _/l.:- : _ . - 9.6 x 104
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tic,,ularpicture the totalnumber of bits per fi'ame is I.47Z x l 0 6.
i:pi_ctg,_.e r equi_es 4 x l06 bits per frame; therefore, the c6mpres_ion
;The _imulated digital=analog area-character coding reported a 3.33:_
-pict.ure. - "
;th-exp'erlment.aLresults for.'area coding suggest that compressions
exi-s-t_ _t.rem&ins to be seen whether or not these compressions
coding_.sho'uldprovide an improvement in compression over
but implementation of th*:"_/-ea-coding systemz
lyncb_onization quite difficult;_=-_:. :.
......stoat areacoding-should be investigated further to'
_ .the .pra.cti_:al [ivgblems of implementation, such _
be el.imindfed:a.q .well as fife effects of errors on the system
factor of_the system. The implemented system
Re_at_Lon and the size and complexity of the
_.p_o_ablyex_ludds the possibility of obtaining a space-
,¢
?'.. " %": , . . "1
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,:!'El a6ti'c" •Systems
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_the,_tatistics of the source, change from picture to picture, frame to frame,
;argOt element to "e!er:_'ent, the optimum compression technique would
sy';'tem where the coding technique would match the source
itid_; ..W..ith the exception of the delta .modulation and the Roberts coding
the amount of compression achievable is totally dependent upon the
bf the .,o,_rce..If the source statistics were known prior '.o trans-
av opti'.-.n'u,.-n coding technique could t)e applied and maxinmm com-'ression
bbt.ai/_ed_however,.:.. for'space avplications the sou.rce statistics are not
it is essential that the coding technique be elastic
" is desired'. ,,
• ': _ "' .i ""
iqding is a.compute," teclm_que that operates on the source and determines
or:,near optim <ujn code to be used during a specified time interval.
'"-that the coding techflique has the cg_ability of recognizing certain
..._,. ,,_ ,
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statisticalcharacteristics of the source and of determining _he Gpti_um or near-
optin_um code to be used. The statisticalcharacteristics of the source need not
be determined precisely, but an cstimatc is sufficientsince the coding efficiency
remains relat.;.veIyinsensitive to small errors. However, should vio]e._t
changes in the source statisticstake place, then the coding technique must
adapt itselfto the change.
The amount of compression that can be achieved by elastic coding is a function
of the fidelitycriteria of the user. The fidelitycriteria will determine the amount
of redundancy that can be removed. Once the amcunt of redundancy that can be
removed has been determined, it is necessary to ensure that during periods of
little or no redundancy, the coding technique is capable of reproducing the data
to the desired fidelity criteria. This is to say that an appropriate trade off
must be n_ade between the amount of redundancy to be removed and the buffe_
store size. The larger the redundancy to be removed, the larger the buffer
store required along with its many associated problems. However, it is possible
to reduce the fidelity of the system during periods of little redundancy, thus
reducing the buffer store requirements.
Althoughthe elastic systen, would be optimum for a finite time interval, the
coding must be such that during periods of little or no redundancy, it must be
capable of reproducing the data to some specified fidelity criterion. Not only
must it have this capability, it is also necessary during these intervals that the
coding technique achieves compression. If the statistics of the source should
change drastically, it is possible that the coding will lead to a bit rate that
exceeds the maximum entropy of the source. This would increase the bandwidth
thus defeating the elastic coding purpose. Not only would the bandwidth be
increased but it is possible that during these intervals the buffer store would
be taxed to a point exceeding the maximum overflow, thus degrading the informa-
tion to a point where the original information of the source could not be recovered.
Therefore, it is necessary to trade theoretical entropies for practical considera-
tions to achieve compression. Thus, elastic cod.ng is a compression technique
that is a cbmpromise between the most efficient ceding (when the source statistics
" are completely known) and maxilrmm entropy coding (straight transmission when
the source statistics are unknown).
Consider a set of source statistics to illustrate the value of the elastic system.
For the Cooper No. 1 standard picture at 356 resolution the (1-PE) and PE
probabilities are given in Table Z. 5.Z-1.
Assume that for the probabilities of Table 2.5.2-1 that three coding techniques
are to be used.. The first coding technique x,_il! encode the data with the optimum ....
Huffman code. The second coding technique will assume that the (1-PE) levels
have a flat distribution and encode accordingly. The third coding technique
will assume that the (1-PE) levels have a Gaussian distribution and the Huffman
code will be assigned. It is possible to calculate the coded entropy for each
coding technique from the probabilities, Table Z. 5.2-_ ta_'dates the number
of bits [L(i)] for each level for each of the ceding techniques.
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I
i TABLE 2.5.2-1
COOPER NO. 1 PE AND
i (1-PE) PROBABILITIES
I LEVE L PROBA BILIT Y LEVE L PR OBABILIT Y
0 0. 0303 9 0. 0099
] 1 0. 0448 10 0.0U89
g" Z 0. 0306 11 0. 0070
l
3 O. uc-,-.-_='_ 12, O. 0053
i 4 0. 0225 13 0. 0027
| 5 0. 0179 14 0. 001Z
__
6 0. 0171 15 0. 0005
|
|_ 7 0. 0135 PE 0, 7501
d
_- 8 O. 0i23
, J
_[_ " ,
[
[
[
|
!
i
I
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TABLE Z.5.2.-2
BITS PER LEVEL ]:OR
CODING TECHNIQUES
L(i)
Level Huff man Flat Gaus sian
0 4 5 13
1 4 5 11
2 4 5 9
3 4 5 8
a 4 5 5
5 5 5 5
6 5 5 4
7 5 5 3
8 5 5 3
9 6 5 4
10 6 5 5
II 6 5 6
12 7 5 7
13 8 5 10
14 9 5 12
15 9 5 13
PE 1 1 1
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From Table Z. 5. 2_-?. it :.s possible to ca:,culate the entropy and compression
for each of the coding techniques. The compression is tabulated in Table
".5.2-3.
TAELE Z. 5. Z-3
COMPRESSION FOR CODING VARIOUS DISTRIBUTIONS
Coding
Distribution Huff man Flat Gaus sian
Actual ,_. ] 083 Z. 0004 1. 4957
Flat 1. 8420 Z. 0004 1. 5424
Gaussian 1. 9382 Z. 0004 2. 3036
In row one of Table 2.5.2-3 the statistics of Table 2.5.2-1 are encoded with
the three coding techniques. This illustrates the possible potential of an elastic
system. For example if the elastic systemwere using Gaussian coding with
a Gaussian distribu it,,-, and the statistics changed to the actual statistics of
Cooper No. 1, the compression would drop to 1.4957 from 2.3036 or the
compression weu!d decrease 35%, whereas if the coding could change to
the Hu_fman code there would be little decrease in compression due to changing
of the source statistics.
There are several possible methods of implementing an elastic system. The
simplest method would be to have a computer with a stored catalog of probability
distributions, compare the snurce statistics with the stored distributions, ant
encode the source with an optimum or near optimum code; that is, the source
statistics would be continually monito--ed and when a specified threshold is
exceeded, the most efficient coding technique is employed. An alternate
approach to eliminate the large buffer store would be to transmit a sample of
the statistics of the source to the ground station, have the statistics analyzed,
and transmit back to the vehicle a command to actuate the most efficient coding
technique, it may also be possible to determine the statistics on the space-
craft and have the operator on the vehicle determine the optimum code for
t r ansmi s sion.
The possibilities of an elastic system are unlimited, but require a sizable
trade-off between fidelity, buffer store requirements, and compression.
However, with the advent of mic.rominiature circuits and more efficient
buffer stores, elastic encoding may prove to be quite feasible,
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2.6 OPTIMUM ENCODING
2. 3. 1 Efficient Codes
In o-der to achieve maximum compression the compression technique must
use efficient coding of the digital data. Among the coding techniques with
the prefix property, that is, in which the set of code words is decodable,
the Huffman code is an optimum code while the Shannon-Fano code is optimum
or near optimum in many cases. Therefore, consider how the coding effects
the efficiency of the overall system.
Assume that an information source consisting of an ensemble of tt of M
messages gl, }s2.... _tk.... _tM with corresponding" probabilities P{_tk)
is given where
M
P(_k)= I.
k=l
It is necessary to find a coding technique tha, will assign to each message a
sequence of symbols belonging to a prescribed alphabet where the average
number of symb_,ls for all the message_ ic minimum.
Mathematically a lower bound to this average number of symbols can be
determined. The entropy(l) of the message ensemble is the lower bound of
the average (over the message ensemble) number of binary digits sufficient
to represent the mesnages of the ensemble. The entropy is given by
M
H{_t) = - 7"- P{_t k) log 2 P(_tk).
k=l
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With the exception of the case when P(FtK) = 1/M, that is, the probability of
each message is the same, no coding _echnique can achieve the lower bound.
For the "flat" distribution of message probabilities the fixed-length coding
technique achieves the lower bound. However, when this is not true, and in
general this is the case, it is possible to determine a code such that the average
number of binary digits per message will not exceed the entropy of the message
set by more than one binary digit.
Although it is possible to find the mathematical lower bound, a more practical
value can be obtained by finding the encoded entropy of the message ensemble.
The encoded entropy is given by
M
H(E) = _ P(_tk)L(k),
k=l
where L(k) is the number of binary digits assigned to message _tk of the ensemble.
The basic cgding theorem states that itis possible to encode an ensemble of
messages by means of sequences of symbols belonging to the prescribed alphabet
in such a way that average number of symbols {digits) per message [encoded
entropy H(E)g satisfies the inequality H(_t) _-<H(E). That is, the encoded entropy
cannot be smaller than the entropy. The problem now is to find the codhtg tevh-
nique that gives the minimum H(E). The Shannon- Fano( 2) code is an encoding
procedure that approaches the minimum H(E), but it is not nec.-_,z.arily the
optimum set.
A systematic codi,.ig procedure was discovered by D. A. Huf" .n(3) and this
procedure always yields an optimum set of code words; that no orY er coding
technique exists that yields a smaller encoded entropy. Bowe ez_ Lh_.s coding
technique reqt'ires a priori knowledge of the statistics to achieve the rn_" , ....
encoded entropy. The coding technique will assign the _,bortest code words t_ the
most probable messages and the longest words to the leacr l_robable me ssages.
It is a coding technique that matches the encoding to the source stati'.Lics. It
is a minimum redundancy encoding technique that among all variable-length
binary encoding techniques having the prefix property (that is, it is decodable
since no longer word is an e._tension of a shorter word) none of these other
encoding techniques can have a lower encoded entropy.
An example ot _h," coding technique will be given to illustrate how the coding is
performed and a comt_._rison with another coding technique will be made later
to verify some of the previcusi_r mentioned propert;.es. The procedure will be
given in general and an example will follow. Therefore, consider an ensemble
of M messages btl, bt?..... tim occurring wi_h probabilities P(btl), P(btZ) .....
P(I_M) and an alphabet of D symbols. The following procedure leads to an
optimum set o£ code words and is taken directly from Fano(4).
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Step 1. The M messages are arranged in order of decreasing
probability.
Step 2. Let l_'.o be the integer satisfying the requirements that
(1) Z < <
, "-: I'n O _ D _,
M- nao
(g) D - 1 - positive integ,:r.
Gx'oap together the mo least prc_bable messages and compute the
total I_robability of such _ message subset.
Step 3. Cwns'ruct an auxiliary ensemble of messages from the
original ensemble by regarding the subset of m o messages formed
in Step Z as a single message with probability equal to the probability
of the whole subset. Rearrange the messages of this auxiliary
ensemble in order of decreasing probability.
Step 4. Form_ a subset of the m o least-probable messages of the
auxiliary ensemblc and compute its total probability.
S_.ep 5. Construct a second auxiliary ensemble from the first
auxiliary ense_T1ble by regarding the s_,bset of the m o messages
formed in Step 4 as a single message with probability equal to
the whole subset. Rearrange the messages ef this second
auxiliary ensemble in order of decreasing probability.
Step 6. Form successive auxiliary ensembles by repeating steps
4 and 5 until a single message of unit probability is left in the
ensemble.
Step 7. The preceding steps, when formall_ carried out by drawing
Ii-6"-_ joining the messages of stlccessive subsets, yield a tree of
which specified mcssages are terminal nodes. Code words can
then be const.ructed by assigning different symbols from the pre-
scribed alNhabet to the branches sten'maing from each intermediate
node.
As an example of how the coding techmque is applied, assame t'_.at the number
of messages to be encoded (M) is eight, the number of symbols of the alphabet
(D) is two, and the message probabilities [P(_tk)] _.re given in Table 2.6. 1-1.
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TABLE Z.6. I-I ASSUMED MESSAGE PROBABILITIES
Message u k 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 8
Probability P(_k) 0.70 0. ! 5. 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.01 0. 005 0. 005
The encoding steps are given in Figure g. 6.1-].
I Auxiliary Ensemble ProbabilitiesILk P{gk) 1 Z 3 4 5 6 7 Code
1 07 07o707070707,;,0,
3t
'_lr'O.
Z 0., 15 0. 15 0, 15 0.15 0. 15 0. 0]
0060 006006 000
0o_ 0o_ 0040o_)io"06t 00,0
%"
o.o_ o03 o.o_/;o.o_1 oo,,,(
6 o. ol o. ollr-o, oz! 1oollol7 . os{_f--o,il llool
8 O. O05J ]0011000
4 Step 1 Step 3 Step 5
Step Z Step 4 Step 6
FIGURE ?,.6.1-I HUFFMAN CODING PROCEDURE (STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS)
Altho_Igh Figure 2.6. I-I is u,_efulto illustratethe step-by-step coding procedure,
the Huffman coding tree appropriately drawn is given in Figure Z.6. l-g.
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0.7 II
0.15 1 [
0
O.06 OI--O
0.04 0]__I03 I __
1
0.01 _--0
O.005 l
O.005 0
FIGURE Z. 6. l-Z HUFFMAN CODING TREE
For the message ensemble the entropy and encoded entropy can be obtained. The
entropy is
8 bits
H(_) = - Z P(_k) l°gz P(_k) = 1.495 messagek=l
The encoded entropy using the optimum Huffman code is
8 bits
H(E) = Z !O(Mk)L(k)= 1.610
k = i message
As predicted earlier, the entropy is less than the Huffman encoded entropy. The
set of code words resulting from the Huffman procedure given in Figure 2.6. I-I
meets the requirement that no word be identicalto the prefix of longer words.
The set of code words so obtained is optimum since it can be shown that no
other set of code words would exist with a smaller average number of sy_nbols
per message [.encoded entropy H(E'J]. If it is assumed that the time to transmit
each symbol is the same, then the time required to transmit the entire message
is directly proportional to the number of symbols associated with the message
ensemble. Hence, the Huffman code which achieves the minimum number of
symbols per message is an optim,am code for this consideration. Although the
Shannon-Fano code is not an optimum code, it will be briefly discussed for
comparison purposes.
The Shannon-Fano encoding technique usually produces a fairly satisfactory set
of code words, but notnecessarily an optimum set. Assume that the messages
61, _Z .... _M with probabilities P(_k) are given and a binary representation
is to be used for the alphabet symbols. The following coding procedure will yield
a set of Shannon-Fano words.
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Step 1. The M messages are arranged in order of decreasing
pr_,babilitie s.
Step 2. The ensemble of probabilities is divided into two
auxiliary ensembles of near-equal probabilities.
Step 3. Each auxiliary ensemble of probabilities is assigned
a symbol from the alphabet,
_tep 4. The auxiliary ensembles formed by Steps Z and 3 are
divided into successive au×iliary ensembles until no further
division_ are possible.
Step 5. The code words have then been constructed with the
coding procedure.
A_ an example of the coding procedure, consider the same probabilities used
for the Huffman code given by Figure i. The step-by-step coding procedure
is given by Figure Z. 6.1-3.
' /k'uxiliary Ensemble Probabilities
_k P(_k) I Z 3 4 5 6
1" 0.7} A
Z 0.15 0.15 A
3 0.06 0.06' 0.o4! o,G4}A
A
0.04 o.o_ o_o31 o.o31BI
B
5 0.03 0.03 "B 0.06 _ 0.06} A
I
6 0.01 0.01 0.01 i 0.01 k 0.011 A
.B P
7 0,005 0.005 0.005 0.005bB 0.005] 0.005}AB
8 o.00_ o.005,_o.005. o.005 o.005, 0.005[ B
FIGURE Z.6.I-3 SHANNON-FANO CODING PROCEDURE (STEP-
BY-STEP ANALYSIS)
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Although Figure 7.6. 1-.3 is useful to i!lustrate the step-by-step codin k procedure,
the Shannon_Fano coding tree is given in Figure g. 6. 1-4.
P(_k) Code Words L(k) P(_k)L(k)
0.7 1 1 0.70
0. 15 01 Z 0.30
0.06 00Ol 4 0.Z_,
0.04 0010 4 0. 16
0. 03 0011 4 0. IZ
0.01 00001 5 0.05
0. 005 000001 6 0.03
0.005 000000 6 0.03
FIGURE g.6..1-4 SHANNON-FANO CODING
From Figure Z.6. i-4 itis possible to calculate the encoded entropy H(SF) for the
Shannon-Fano coding which is given by
8
H(SF) = Z P(_k)L(_k) = I_630 bits
k = 1 message
However, notice that in auxiliary ensemble there are many possible ways to
divide the probabilities near equal. This choice will then affect the encoded
entzopy. For example, a*_ alternate choice, but a valid choice, for the auxiliary
ensembles will result in an encoded entropy:
bits
H(SF)2 = I.65-__nes----_age •
Therefore, the Shannon-Fano coding technique is dependent upon the ensez.nble
choice whereas the Huffman coding technique is a systematic codi**g _chnlque
yieldzng an optimum set of code words. It is now possible to state the following
relationship:
H(_) <= H(E) (= H(SF);
That is, the encoding entropy for the Shannon-Fano code is always greater than
or equal to the encoded entropy of the Huffman code.
The Huffman coding technique is the only optimum code that yields an entropy les;J
than any other coding technique. The Shannon-Fano coding technique in general
'i
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as +the Huffrnan coding techi_ique. The H_fffman.,code has a
i_>roperty.-in that it is Self-synchronizing; 151 that is, if the
idiild_get_at oI:synch_ronizat_on, the Huffman-decoder w£11 regain
, :.-[_,) a dtom-R_ica!l}: _ffer a_few elements, Whereas f_r PCM-it
r_:!t_:tr "-a_asmit :xve-rtl-,svncheonizing and-if theme s sage become s
the PGM message is completely-lost without word syn-
S.,ls £1_adv_nt_age t# be considered fully-in compax-:xg the
_:_-- However: .° _h effects of errors on the Htfffman
-t.o;._'i!7"evaluate the coding_technique, -:
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code would _ be a formidable task
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first order prob '.bilities P(i) (which is the limiting distribution of the random
variable i) is the only stationary state and may be found from solution of the
equations, (14)
P(j) = _ P(i) Pi(j). (79)
i
The._e data will thenbe encoded by elements of the foregoing ensemble ()so . . _ )Sn)
by encoding the level i as go or Pi according as i was or was not preceded by
itself in the data stream. The probability of occurrence of go will then be
related to the Markov process by
PE--- _-- P(i) Pi(i). : (801
"' i
Classification of Errors
Consider the effects of:a rat/dora error occurring in the sequence of encc-lcd
infor:nation. Since this sequence is composed of words of variable length, '-
the effects (;f aparticular error will depend strongly, on C;he exact location of
-the error. The main possibilities are as follows:
= 2 C" - . .
• o . The error can occur in a Po" This will cause this element
and the next N bits to be read together as a spurious level.
/In addition it wili cause a ioss of "word synchronization"; _,
i. e_, because of-the variable word length the receiver and
,r
: transmitter will no longer come to the end of a "word" at the -- :':,
',-i" c, same,point in the _ data stream. The Huffman code has a
self-syn_chronizing property, but it will take time for re'-
synchrpnizatio_ to occur. :_
"L "
/ o The error mawr occur in the fi_-st bit Of a member of the- :
:" :. - _k ensemble (k / 0). ,_. this_case _he first bitof p. : :
-. would be read _s po,and word synchronization would again .; .
'> _ be lost. -. : = '-
.::_, .o _ The error may occur in any o£ th_dsNsucceeding bits of Pk"
"- :,.-Inthis cRse there w,[IIbe no loss.,of-word synchroniz_/tion,
" " ' .. " - "- Butamerelyan error in reading _k'-' _ :"-
i_biii-ties
J < Pro ,a_ . of Occurrence o _ _'- ./. . .
p' ,,} - _ / , "J
•.L - / j, o - _ - : _ ' . _ /- _ t} - . _ ( . s , _!
•_--_"h_'average number of'bitspe_-worffin tliedncoded d'ataisglven_by- " "
• .... " " ....
- - -_ o _' "' = "_:_ " "_ _ " _ r ,, -0 <:
q - :;as . :% __ .. 2 "'" ..C.:_ ''iJ - """ - ":"_ '- - ='_'"J -- . _o "
_, ,,_,q_ _,]" j.,,. ._.,;. ,, -,,_u_.:_, ,, _ :- - , -) - ' _ ,o _ .. ' - .-- " ,_ . .53 -
:- _ ' " i;".",'_ . _ ._ . x, ,:. "" "" " _ .', " " . - " ;_"."C_" _'_' " _ :'"• ": "" (' "_"'" -
_'" . _ _±_':_._:t:','.'."'..:, _::,' .,."._,: -,,':",_mx::-:._,_,_
• "_ _..N ....., ,, _,@s,..=,_. _i " '.,'_ _ '." "."" "" -_ "-: _.
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The average number of bits per element that refer to _o is 1 (pF.). Therefore,
the probability that a random error in the encoded data will occur in a Fo is
PE
Pi = 1 + N (I-PE) _ (8Z)
which is the probability that a random error will be of the first type.
If the error does *lotoccur in a _to, then the pr:,bability is I/N + l that it will
occur in the first bit of one of the }:k" The probability that a random error be of
this type is therefore
PZ = I 1 " PE !" 1[_ 1 + N(I-PE) ( N + 1 )
I-PE (83)
1 + N (I-PE)
The last type of error occurs when the random error falls in any of the last N
bits efa _k word, and is therefore exactly N times as likely as one cf the
second type. The p;'obability of occurrence of this type of error is
L
N (I-PE) (84)
P3 : i + N (I-PE) "
Figure Z. 6. Z-I is a plot of P3 vs P.E.
Effects of Errors
The most serious problems in analyzing the effects of errors on a Huffn_an
code stem from the loss of word synchronization encountered with errors of the
first two types. As previously remarked, Huffman codes are self-synchronizing
"' in the sense that this loss of word synchronization will eventually be restored
by the structure of the code itself, but the time required is dependent upon the
structure of succeeding words and is too complex to analyze completely at this
juncture. In addition to the propagation of the error for an undetermined
,distance there is also the problem that synchronization may occur with significant
shortening -ofthe message length. In the case of a TV picture, this would require
some type of outside synchronization at the end of each line and would mean that
a portion of a line might easily become displaced by a number of places. The
effects of this on picfure quality have not yet been determined.
_--fIfthe random error is of the first type, the first effect-will be to introduce into
:, the data.a spurioas level. If the error is followed by a saccession of N or more
' pE elements, the code will regain word synchronization at that point, and-the
-- message wil!/6e sh,orte_ed by N elements, The probability that an error of type
_ I, will folldw this, patter 9 is PE N . _ ii
- - 2-85
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_O.Z
[] N ,: 6 bits
L_ N = 4 bits0.i
(_ N = 3 bits
0 .I .Z .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 -l,O
PE
FIGURE Z,6.Z-I PROBABILITY OF ERROR OF TYPE 3 PER RANDOM ERROR AS
A FUNCTION OF PE PARAMETRIC IN N
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I
l
I
" the random error is of the second type, an element }_k will fail to be recognized
i'
as such a'.,d w .1 be read as a message beginning with the element _o" If it was
I t':e element of the ensemble which contains N ones, then the will be
_zn message
lengthened by N elements, the N + 1 bits of the gn word will all be read as _o,
and the code will then regain word synchronization at the end of the word. The
] orcbability that a:: error of type 4 will follow this pattern is (1-PE)/N.
In neither of _hese cases does regaining word synchronization mean regaining
accuracy in the data. The code is resynchronized, but it is synchronized on an
incorrect level, and this error wlli remain until corrected by the next _tk word.
The chaI,ge in message length will also remain until corrected by external
- synchroni:ati._n at the end of the l_ne.
If the error is of the third type, disturbance of the data is minimal and the loss
of synchronization that was ch_rac:eristic of +-he first two types of error does not
occur. However, the error w:ll not in general be confined to a single word but
will be propagated by the _o words in the encoded message. In this case one
will be able tc determine the average picture degradation in terms of the average
i len__th cf this sequence of erroneous da_a.
The average length U i at a sequence of elements _ti _oUo .... referring to the ith
z level, is
! i
L i = I + l_i(i) _-Pi(i)Z + ... =
I - Pi (i)" (85)
i
L
Therefore, if an error occurs in one of the last N bits of _i it will cause an
average of L i errors in the encoded data. Since a run of M elements _ti _o" ••_o
requires N+ i + (M-l) • 1 = N + M bits in the encoded one can also conclude
'" from Eq,_ation 8 that an average of N + Li bits of ercoded data are required, each
element referring to the level i. ThusL,i the probability that a random error
refer the level i is P(-) Wi this the
to If the error does refer to level,
W
probability .is N/N + L i that it will be an error of type 3. Therefore, the proba-
bility that an error of type 3 will refer to the ith level (and hence introduce L ierrors into the data) is the probability that a random error will be an error
of type 3 referring to the ith level divided by the probability that th_ random
error will be a level error_ or
t.
Prob. = P(i) __Wi . N + Li N (!-PE)
I W 14 I - N(I-PE) ' (86)
which sirnplifies to
I Prob. = l-PYd
I Z-,86
!
.... F
'. u
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The number of errors introduced by this error is
Li = 1
1 - Pi(i) '
and hcnc.e the average number of errors {R) introduced by an error of type 3
is
R = _P(i)[l-Pi(i)] I : /_----P(i)I-PE 1 - Pi(i) I-PE
i
1
- I-PE ' (88)
which is also the average run length.
A plot of R as a function of PE is given in Figure Z. 6.2-Z.
Finally one can ask for the expected number of errors of this type per random
error in the encoded data. The probability that a random error wall be an
error of type 3 in _i is given in (86) by
P(i) Wi N + Li P(i) N (l + Pi(i))
W Li W (89)
This introduces an expected L i e.'rors, and therefore the expected number of
errors of this type (E_ introduced by a random error is
E_ _-_-- P(i) N [l-Pi(i)] 1 = N (90)
W l-Pi(i} I + NII-PE)i
A plot of E3 vs PE is given in Figure Z.6.Z-3.
A future program to continue this analysis of the effects of noise on Huffr,'.ancode.
would be to investigate the effects of loss of word ._ynchromzation and alteration
of line length on picture quality. In the firstcase the problem would cent_;ron
finding the mean resynchronization time and the average change in line length,
while the second problem would be concerned with evaluation of the loss o_Edata
involved in alteration of line length. The final step woul,/ be to investigate
the effects of errors on synchronization of the overall system. Such a program
would b,:more fruitfulifaccompanied by an exper'mental program which
! included transmitting the Huffman data stream over a controlled-nois_ • binary
symmet tic channel.
i Z-_7
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2.6.3 References for 2.6
I Although not references were quoted in the memo, they are
all of tl_e below
incJuded as reference¢ which pertain to coding and r._ay prove useful for an
insight into coding in general.
1. Shannon, C. E. ; Weaver, W. : The Mathematical Theory of
Communication, the University of Tllino.:s Press: Urbana, 1959.]
2. Oliver, B. M. ; "Efficient Codin_ " Bell Syotem Technical Journal,
Vol. XXXI, No. 4, July, 1952.
3. Huffman, D. A. ; "A Method of Construction of Minimum Redundancy
Codes, " Communication Theory, Jackson, ed., Butterworths S
: Scientific Publications, London, 1953.
4. Fano, R. M. : Transmission of Information, MIT Press, 1961.
_ 5. Gilbert, E. N. ; Moore, E. F. : "Variable Length Binary Encodings, "
_' Bell System Technical Journal, July, 1959.
6. Wozencraft, J. M. ;and Reiffen, B. :Sequential D_codin_, JohnWiley and Sons, Inc., _961.
7. Woodward, P. M. : Probability and .h_formation Theory, withApplications to Radar, Pergamon Press, 1957.
8. Wolfowitz, J.: Codin_ Theorems of Information Theory, Prentice-
. Hall, 1961.
Inc.,
9. Brillouin, L. : Science and Information Theory, Academic Press, Inc,,
1962.
I0. Baghdady, E. J. :Communication System Theory, McGraw-Hill Book
I Company, Inc., 19_I.
_I. Blold_ E. L.. "Short Articles on the Transmission of a Nonuniform
Binary Seqaence by Means of a Uniform Code, " Elektros_, No, l,
l 1959.
12. Novik, D. A. ; "Decoding Methods for Nonuniform Binary Codes, "
I Elektrosvyaz, No. 5, 1959.
13 Fano, R. M, ;The Transmlss._on of Information, MIT Res. Lab. of
I Electronics, Tech, Report No. 65, March 17, 1949,
14. Takacs. L. : Stochastic Processes, John Wiley, pp 15-16.
I
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2, 7 NOTE ON TEMPORARY STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
The buffer storage requ._.remen_ in the previous-element coding system is
easily met using flip-flops since a delay of only, 1 _ see is required for 3 or
4 bits in order to compare the current picture eleme_,t with its previous
neighbor, The other area of buffer stoi'age, tha_., of matching a constant word
frequency-variable word length source to a cons rant bit rate channel is avoided
in the system discussed in Section 1 by using the encoder to control the rate of
the source (vidicon).. in fact, this is a very significant point in the design of
the system.
The line-to-line compression systems (PE-PL, for instance) impose a much
more severe storage requirement since the three or four bits must be delayed
(on a continuous basis) for one line time. One line time is, in the MSC case,
Z56 _ sec. If the system is operated synchronously, then this delay-bit number
product is easily met (See Figure Z. 7-1) with a wire-sonic NRZ delay line
(Tempo Instrument, Inc., Plainview, New York, 4.0 inc. with delay to 800
sec). However, if the system operates asynchronou_ly, as in Section 1, then
the previous line delay store must operate asyncbronousiy also. In this case
three or four (depending on the number of bits quantization) Z56 stage, 1 inc.,
shift registers are required for previous-line storage. This is a formidable
shift register requirement, yet it is not an impossible one considering the
current state of the semiconductor integrated circuitry art.
Compression sy3tems involving frame-to-frame cor:elations impose the most
_evere requirements on storage equipment. The PE-PL-PF compression
system compares a given element in the current picture frame with the equiva-
lent element in the preceding picture frame. This is done on a continuous basis
and necessitates the storage on a continuous, and probably asynchronoas_ basis
of Z56 x Z56 x 3 or 4 bits. This Z00- to Z60-kilobit, l-inc, storage requirement
indicates that the use of magnetic core storage is mandatory. This order-of-
magnitude of storage requirement is similar to that indicated in Section 5. Z. 2
where a core store is considered as the heart of a scan-conversion system.
General spacecraft storage of program material is the next higher step in
storage requirements. One hour of MSC v'ideo requires the storage of
3600 x 106 x 4 = 1.44 x 1010 bits at 106 4-bit picture elements per second.
This magnitude of storage requires either photographic or magnetic-tape
storage. Some aspects of the problem are treated further _.n Set.don 4.
e
Z-83
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SECTION 3
RF LINKS
3.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The bandwidth required for the transl.i_sion of digi)al televisiofi data from a
spacecraft was calculated for the specified p'_rameters of Conditions I and II;
the upper bound on the bandwidth is 23.4 mc and 6.46 mc for Gonditiens I and
II, respectively. If it is assumed that the transmitter power is fixed at 25 and
1000 watts fo. Conditions I and II, the maximum trame rur.c ,*ha: can be achieved
at 525-1ine resolution for a compressed and uncompres_ed system can be cal-
culated. For a 5g5-line resolution and six bits per element the maximum frame
rate for Conditions ! and II is 14. 15 fps and 3.91 fps, respectively. However, she,_ld
the coding result ._n a 3:1 compression, then at 5ZS-line resolution and two bits
per element, the maximum frame rate is 42.45 fps and ll. Tg fps for Conditions I
and II, respectively.
Although compression would result in a subjectively acceptable picture, addi-
tional compression could be acbieved by decreagin,_, the resolut'Lon, and the dis-
played picture would be subjectively acceptable. Experiments indicate that Z56-
line resolution is sufficient for most o¢ the ,::,plications. Assuming for Condi-
tion I that the minimum frame rate is 15 fps, a compression of 3:1 would result
in a savings of prime powe-" (assuming 33-1/3% efficiency} of i2.60 watts, where-
as for the same compressiox, and frame rate for Condition II. but assuming g0%
efficiency, the compressed system would result in a saving of 30.39 watts of
prime power. The power Icq, dred for these sFstems would be Z. and 303.9 watts,
respectively, for Condition I and II.
3.1 RF ANALYSIS
The general derivation of the bandwidth formula for digital television transmis-
sion from a r:pacecraft is presented below. From this equation it is possible
to relate the frame rate, resolution, coded bits per element, bit rate, band-
width, transmitter power, and losses for a spe:;!fied set of parameters. The
nomenclature used in the _eriv tion is given in Section 3.4.
The received pewer from the spacecraft is given by the familiar "radar range
equat_ _n" stated in Equation 1.
!
P_ GIG2d 2
Pr = ..... watt s; {1 ) !
16 _ g R Z
3- I ._
,,.;:,. ':,e "
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However, : r.
= -, 16_ Z RZ
is designated "as the path loss and Equation I can be re,vrit_en as _: i
1 7
"_ - Pt G 1 G Z ' :
l Pr : -, watts. ,:
: "2 .
The net transmitter power is the total available power divided by the losses;
that is, : : :
: pt ] Pt= watts, -- (3)
and Equation 2 c=n be rewritten as
Pt G1 G
Pr = Z _, watts. (4)
: ' LP2
Although it would be possible to continue the derivation in watts, it is con-venient to use decibels. Equation 4 can be rewritten in terms of db's using
cap.:tal subscript.,, indicating decibels; therefore, in decibels, Equation 4 be-
i- comes
PR = I=T + G 1 + G - P - L, db. (5)Z L
The received power can be related to the signal-to-noise ratio and noise power
by
S
PR- N + N, db, (6)
w._ichcan be substitutedinto Equation 5, and by re-arranging terms itbecomes
N = PT + Gi + G2 - (PL+N--$ + L), db. (7)
However, the noise power N is related to the bandwidth B by
l
3-2
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N = k i T + B, db, {8)
which can be :substitutedinto Equation 7, which becomes
i"
: B = PT + Gi +G2 (PL _ S + k+ T rib: (9}" • " N
If the pa=arneter_ of Equation 9 are specified, it is possible to obtain the band-
width required in decibels and then convert to cycles per second. Consider for
example the parameters of Table 3-1 as conditions for a space mission.
i
- TABLE 3-i. _ARAMETEP.S :FOR TWO SPACE MISSIONS
Parameter Condition I : Condit;on II
Range (R} 250, O00 stat. mi; 53,000,000 _tat, mi.
• Spacecraft transmitter power (Pt) Z5 watts I kw
Spacecraft transmission line loss {L1) 1.5 db 1.5 db
Freqtmncy {1] _. Z. 3 krnc 2. 3 kmc
Spacecraft antenna {_.GI} 5-ft. parabola 10-ft. parabola
Space.craftantenna pointing loss (Lz) I,0 db I,0 db
Ground station antenna {_ GZ) 85-ft, parabola gZ5-ft, parabola
Ground station receiver bandwidth {B) To be determined To be determined :
Ground station excess noise temperature {T) 330°K 30°K
The total losses for +.he parameters of Table 3-1 are a lower bound on losses.
To determine ._he upper bound on space communication system losses a short
_urvey was conducted to tabulate some of the losses in the RF link. Among the
losses to be considered along the transmission path are: gaseous absorption,
Faraday rotation, ionosphere reflection, rain attenuation, g._lactic noise, trans-
mission line, system noise, antenna pointing, system deterioration, system de_
sign margin, theoretical design, fading, and miscellaneous spacecraft power
losses. These losses are tabulated in Table 3-2 along with the reference.
Alth_,ugh Faraday rotation has been considered, it will be assumed that this loss
can be neglected for future space communications systems. The theoretical de-
sign loss is used in conjunction wit}', the sign;t!-to-noise ra'.zo. The theoretical
curves of bit error probability versus signal-to-noise ra_io for various systems
necessitate the theoretical design loss. JPLhas assumed that it is possible to
design within !.5 db of the theoretical expected value. Therefore, for upper-
bound calculations the theoretical des._.n loss should be considered. The system
design margin varies from 6 to 10 db; however, JFLhas determined from ground
evaluation of Mariner that 8 db of margin is sufficient. Antenna pointing and
transnqission-line losses are generally specified and are not discussed.
The fad.;ng loss, Hke the system design margin, is quite ambiguous at the present
time. In F;xplorer VI, 10 to 20 db of fading was experienced at VHF, which was
3-3
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?__'-. _".'not-eXpl_.ined. - Several authors'have conducted the p_d'tical •studies Of fading; Such '-
" - '- a-b"Raylelgh ,:- Gaussian, and expoflential for .tl_e v_arious, type sol. modulation;--The _"
_,-:--¢: -ar_ea_effading rcqqires addi-tionaIi.nformati0n b_re the fading loss can be"deter-
_-'- mined. Fo r ex_na,p,le,to have_coufidbnce limits 0£5Oto99 per ce-ntfor Rayleigh _ '"
-' "'-"'__adi0g requires a systern design-margin of.:i8d-b-,White the>mar gin _or Gaussian
-= - a_-de'xppuend_! fading is only I. 5 db; _For ,the1ower-_o,_t_dcalculations the Ioss_eg_
_o be c_sidezed aT.e-'i.0 db for antenna-pointing, -I.5:db f0r transmission-line -
:losd'or a totalioss excludin _ free-space transmission ofZ. 5 db. -: -'
,. T LE 3-Z. "LOSSES ASSUMEDBY S AUTHORS
L°S_s:(db)-l"l Z _ I- " " -- ."
bLe - - lf5 i. 5 1.5 -_ .... _. -< - _-: -
"_bf ':' - ..... :1.5b - - -_ =. _ ?c
bxn Z.0 1.3i - Z.0 6.0 1.0 .... =- 3,0 Z.0 -
L,s ._ , 8.0 - - 8.0 6.8 ..... 5.0 - 6.0 8.0 7.8
r_,t - [ - - - _ - - Z.O d 18.5 e 1.0 1.5 - - 1
!
a. La = antenna pointing loss
Lc = polarization 1%ss --since the path loss is referenced between two
isotropic antennas, the antenna gain must aiso be referral to isotropic.
However, Jt is also necessary to know whether tPe rceeiving antenna is
of the same polarization as the transmitted wave. If not, the effective
receiving antenna gain will be approximately 3 db lower.
Le = theoretical design !oss--in general when coasidering mechanizing a
system, the system will perform to within 1.5 of theoretical perform-
ance.
Lf = fading loss
l,m = miscellaneous spPcecraft power loss
Ls = system design margin--in general the system design n_arg_n should in=
clude detex ioration of equipment and unusual propagat'on conditions
from either solar flares or naan-made interference.
Lt = transmission line loss
b. For Pe = I0-5, exponential fading auto-correlation and second order diversity.
c. At VHF Explorer IV experienced I0 to Z0-db fading loss.
d, At Z000 Mc
e. For Rayleigh fading of desired signal and normal fading of the undesired sig-
nal and for 50 to 99 per cent satisfactory operation.
3-4
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6_r-upper-bo d alculation the losses ",_ill be 1.0 foz/-_antenna point , 1, 5°
db" forT tl_doredcal- design:',/l. 5 db _of transmission l'ue loss,/8.0 db for" system _" _) _ =
clesig u rnargir_; and O. 5 db f_6r fad lng.;-,-or a total loss exclt,_d_ng fre'e spahe" trans- _' -.
mission of 1Z. 5db. = - _ : _" :
It is now possible te calculate m,_ upper[and lower bounds on the bandwidth'-re- -' 3 --
quiredfor: conditions ._Iand IL ; - -- '--
" fS '
_3. Z REAL_TIME TRANSM SION - " :3
For -real-time, transmission the. parametd_s: for calculatin_ the upper and lower : :
bound of the, bandwidth necessary, to evaluate Equation 9 can be obtained_irbm :
Table 3-1 and are :tabulatedin Table 3-Z. _ : : ' =
• " f =" c "
T-ABLE 3-2. PARAMETERS FOR:REALyTIMF, T-RANSMISSION : -: : :, -i-
_.; = o
Parameter (db) PT G 1 " GZ _ P:L: '__ :'T L- S/N: t _ -'\
D _.
!$pper-Bound 14 Z8.4 53; 0 Zll. 8 .-ZZ8.6 Z5, Z Z. 5 I0.8 :
Lower-Bound 14 28.4 53.0 all. 8 -228.6 Z5. g Ig. 5 10.8
Substituting Table 3-Z into Equation 9 the upper bound on the bandwidth for real-
time transmission is
BTU = 73o7 db
which expressed in megacycles becomes
BIU = Z3.4 inc.
The ].c,v,erbound on bandwidth for real-time transmission is.
BIL = 63.7 db
which expressed in megacycles becomes
B1L = 2..34 inc.
Although this gives an upper and lower bound on bandwidth, Equation 9 was
written as a function of a constant minus tosses and is given by i
B I = 76. Z-L, db, (10)
3-5
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Therefore, giv-en the losses, th@-band,_idth as a function of losses for Condition
: ! was plotted in Figure 3. z-i2 Although Figure 3. Z-I is sufficient for losses less
:_ = than 10 db, the readability_ofthe graph is decreased for losses greater than I0 db.
For large iosses, Equation I0 was plotted on sen_i-iog graph paper arid is given
in Figur_ 3. Z-Z. However, for both figures the upper and lower-bound bandwidth
points are_ appropriately located.
_-. - . z" 2
OnCe t_he tosses are determined, it is possible to obtain a graph of the transmitter
power requir4d as a function of the di_iLa|, bit rate. For differential ce_._rent-
phase-shift-keying modulation, the bandwidth is related to the bit rate ty the re-
lationship that zhe bandwidLh required is One cycle per bztor the bandwidth ie equal
to the bit rate. With this relationship, Equation 9, and Tabie 3-Z, the transrr'tter
:" power as a function of the bit r_te is
P_ =_Bit Rate - 59.7 db, (11)
;_which can:be re_vritten_in_terms of the bit rate iu bits per ;econd. Therefore,
_, ,, j:Equation 1 l becomes = :
:= _ Pt = 1.07: (Bit Rate) x 10 "6, watts. (lZ)
Figure 3. Z-3 plots Equation lZ for the upper= and lower-bound conditions for
Condition I. Alf houg_ this curve is extremely useful in relating _he bit rate to
the required tr&nsmitter power, additional information could be achieved by re-
lating the frame rate arid resolution to the transmitter power required.5
TSe digital bit rate is determined by the resolution, frame rate, and quar, tization.
If it is assumed that the horizontal and vertical resolution are equal and _qual to
R, f is the frame ra_:e in frames per second, and b is the coded bits per element,
the bit rate is
D = RZfb. (1-_)
For illustration, assume that the coding used is previous-element coding that
encodes each element on the average with two bits. Therefore, using this arid
substituting Equation 13 into Equation 12, the transmitter power required is
Pt = _" J4 RZfx 10 -6, watts. (14)
Equation 14, which is th_ transmitter power as a function of the resolution and
frame rate, is given by Figure 3o 2-4.
Although Figure 3. Z-4 gives suffic_.ent information concerning frame rate and
transmitter power at various resolutions° additional information can be achieved
by plotting transmitter power as a function of frame rate for various encoding
techniques. Tberefere, Equation 13 is rewritten in terms of variable-encodlag
bits at a fixed resolution R = Z56 _udis given by
3-6
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Pt = ?'UI fb x i0 -Z, watts. (15)
Therefore, Eqaatioa 15 is plotted in Figure 3. Z-5 for previous-_lei_ent coding,
PCIvl with Robor_s, four-bit lzJCM, and six-bit PCM coding. Thls curve is e,_-
tremely useful to 11[ustrate the saving,t_in power due to coding. For L,xar_ _le,
assuming 30 fps, 6-bit PCM requires _Z. 6 watts while previous elemant c'_ding
requires only Z watts. Assuming ,,.transmitter efficiency, of 33-I/3 _I_,the
savings in prime power for PEC is Z5. Z w_t_s.
However, assume that the transmltter power is fixed at £5 watts. Itis possible
to obtain the relationship between frame rate, resolutien, and coding bits per
element.
Assume again that lhe horizontal and vertical resolutions are equal and equal to
R. F_'om Equation 9 the relationshi F between the three parameters is given by
Z
Z3.4 x 106 = R f b. (16)
Therefore, Equation 16 is plotted in Figure 3.2-6, which plots the frame rate as
a function of the resolution parametric in f. Therefore, assurn_n£ 600-line re-
solutioa, the maxir_um frame ,'atew_ries from I0.83 fps at 6 bits net element f,
32.5fpsatZbitspe_ etement. H_,re, it is assumed that the transrr_,tter power is
fixed at Z5 watts; }_owever, it is necessary to minimize lhe power, which was
pointed out in Figure 3. Z-5.
3.3 STORAGE TRANSMISSION
For storage transmission {he parameters for calculating the upper and lower
bound of the bandwidth necessary to evaluate Equation 9 can be obtained from
Table 3-I and are tabulated in Table 3-3.
TABLE 3-3. PARAMETERS FOB ST ,')RAGE TRAbISMISSION
 ppe,130 34416 108I
Substituting Table 3-3 inLo Equation 9, the upper bound on the ba,ndwidth for
storage transmission is
I
BII U -"68. I db, :
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which expressed _n megacycles beco.nes
BII U = 6.46 me.
The lower bound on band.width for storage trans_:ission is
BIi L = 58. 1 db,
which expressed in megacycles b_comes
BHL = 0. 646 rnc,
Although th._sgives an upper and lower bound or, bandwidth, Equation 9 w._s
written as a function of a constant minus losses and is given by
B H= 60.6 - L, db. (17)
Therefore, given the losses, the bandwidth as a function of losses for Condition
TT was plotted in Figure 3.3-I. Although Figure 3.3-1 is sufficient for losses
less than I0 db, the readability of the graph is decreased for losses greater titan
I0 db. For large lo_ses, Equation 17 was plotted on semi-log graph paper and
_s given in Figure 3.3-Z. However, for both figures t/'.eupper and lower-bound
bandwidth points are appropriately located.
Once the losses are determined, it is possible to obtain a graph of the transmitter
power required as a function of the digital bit rate. For differential coherent-
phase-shift keying modulation, the bandwidth is related to the bit rate bv the re-
latiohship that the bandwidth required is one cycle per bit or the bandwidth is
equal to the bit rate. With this relationship Equation 9, and Table 3-3, the trans-
mitter power as a function of the bit rate is
P --Bit Rate - 38. I db (18)t
whichcan be rewritten in term3 of the bit rate in bits per second. Therefore,
Equation 18 becomes
P = 154. 8 (Bit Rate) x I0-6, watts, (19)
t
Figure 3o 3-3 plots Equation 19 for the upper and lower-bound conditions for
Condition II. Although this curve is ex£rernely useful in relating the bit rate to
the required transmitter power, additional information could be achieved by re-
lating the frame rate and resolution to the trausmi.ter power required.
The digital bit rate is determined by the resolution, frame rate, and quantization.
If it is assur_ed that the horizontal and vertical resolution are equal and equal to
R, f is the frame rate in frames per second, and b is the coded bits per elelnent,
the bit rate is (as was shown before)
3"'8
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D = RZf _. (13)
For illustration, assume that the coding used is previous-element coding that
encodes each element on the average with two bits. Therefore, using H**s and
substituting Equation 13 into Equation 19, the transmitter power required is
Pt = 3. 096 R g f x 10 -4, vcatts. (Z0)
Equation Z0 which is the transmitter power as a function of the resolution and
frame rate is given by Figure 3.3-4.
Although Figure 3.3-4 gives svdficient information concerning frame rate and
transmitter power at various resolutions, additional information can be achieved
by plotting transmitter power as a function of frame rate for various encoding
techniques. Therefore, Equation 13 is rewritten in terms of variable-encoding
bits at a fixed resolution R = Z56 and is given by
: Pt = 10. 13 f b, watts. (Z1)
Therefore, Equz.*-on 15 is plotted in Figure 3.3-5 for previous-element coding_
PCM with Roberts, 4-bit-PCM, and 6-bit PCM coding. This curve is extremely
useful to illustrate the savings in power due to coding. For example, assuming
30 fps, 6-bit PCM requires 18Z4watts while previous-element coning requires
only 608 watts. Assuming a transmitter efficiency of Z0%, _lat savings in prime
power for PEC is 6080 watts.
However, assume that th _. transmitter power is fixed at 10()0 watts. It is dossible
to obtain the relationship between frame rate, resolution, and coding bits per
element.
Assume again that the horizontal and vertical resolutions are equal and equal to
R. From Equation 9 the relationship between the three paranmters is given by
6.46 x 106 = R z f b. (2.2)
Therefore, Equation 22 is plotted in Figure 3.3-6, which plots the frame rate as
a function of the resolution parametric in f. Therefore, assuming 600-line re-
solutio_t, the maximum frame rate varies (rom 2.99 fps at 6 bits per element to
B. 97 fp8 at 2bit8 per element. Here, it is assumed that the transmitter power is
fixed at 1000 watts; however, it is necessary to minimize the power, which was
pointed out in Figure 3.3-5.
3-9
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!
' 3.4 NOMENCLATURE
T_ P = Received power, wattsi r
Pt = Transmitter po'/er, watts
p'
t = Net trans- .eter power, watts
G 1 = Gr ._d antenna directivity
(: - Spacecraft antenna directivity
I j_ = Wavelength
R = Range
P1 = Fath loss (or free space transmission loss)
S/N= Signal-to-noise ratio
, N = Noise power1
i k = Boltzmann's constant
B = Bandwidth
:
e = Data bit error probability! Pb
Lp = System design pad
L m = Miscellaneous spacec-aft losses
i L = Tota_ losses for s,¢st_m!
D = Digital bit rate
f = Frame rate
i1, R = Horizontal and vertical r_ solutiou
b = Coded bits per element
J
t
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' However, the film recorder must use (and the spacecraft must carry) enough
film to cover the entire picture taking time, regardless of the opportunities
to transmit a portion of the data to earth. The weight of film recorder _s
tk, erefore given by
: w',= w "+ c" t (3)O
and:there is no maxirmim limiting weight. Functions Z and 3 are graphically
illustrated in Figure 4.q-l, and it is readily seen that no matter how much
S_ll He _Wi_'h i;h ?vai_ _Wo_ "peats;°teem fiB :/o 1 ?e aPhi°t; grnaPhc_a_ t°s;:ged Yc_teiTe.
one must obtain an estimate of Wo', Wo", c', c", T and also the total length
Of time:t that the television sensor willbe in operation during the mission
_ime, tm. ;In general,' - "" _
• tz - . (4):- ¢.-. ; -t ,
--- C -2'
:'-arldifti < tz choose the:tape recorder; if t 1 > t 2 choos e the film recorder..
_i_he argument just give n is simplified in thee interest of presentation, but it :
could eqUally well apply to tuf_i volume or _totat energy consumed as well as
to total sy_ien_ weight. _ There are also additional consideratiens such as re-
liabiiity_ maintenancej radiation resistance, st0rabilitv Of photomaterial and
chemiqais _, possible contgmination of spacecraft interior by photochemicals,
and probably many:0thers. '-_
Another aspegt of_the problem' is that:on any long, manned" exploration, cameras
arid photoprocessing equipment of one sort or-another will-be inc!uded f0r_its __
_
9wn_s_k'e in the table of organiza%ion and equipment. Therefore, it s.eems
/ 2
desir.able to l_av_e on boa/_d hhe spaceshi p a TV fil-m pickup capabil/_y. However,
to havre 100Y_ film storage in the ,l_a2sic TV i0o p is open to seriou// question on
the basis of the large amount of film expectr..d to be used. ActuM17, the study
of the film versus videotape question:is worthy of a six-months' study in itself,
arfd_such study shou.ld be related to a relatively well-defined interplanetar 7
mission wherein tm _Lnd t2 have bee.n reasonably well determined.
.G
4. Z VIDEOTAPE P,ECO,DLNG _ -,
- , .?
' Small videot_ape recorders on the fnarket *.oday are made bT_fwo' companies: :-
Ampdx, Redwood City, California, and-Machtrgnics, Mr. View, Cal_¢.0rnia. :_
The basic recorde: characteristics are_gix;en in Table 4.2-1.. We'al_preciate the _
personai' assistance of Mr. David C. Thompson of Machtronics, Inc. in obtaining :_
a_look into°thefu%ure trends_of _,._deotaperecording. His ,comn3ents follow:
., , _ ,) ., 2 -
_) . ."
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TADLE 4.2-1 SOME VIDEOTAPE RECORDER PA1KAMETERS
Recording
Manufacturer Model Size Weight Power BW Time
(cu ft) (lb) Iwatts )., (mc) (hours)
Ampex AR-300 3..5 175 ? 4 1
Ampex V[_.-1500 4.4 !20 ZOO 4 1
Mac tronics MVR-10 Z 65 350 3.5 I.6
Machtronics MVR- ? 0.5 30 ? 3-4 1
TABLE 4.Z-2 STATISTIGS ON TAPE PARAMETERS
Tape Volume /
Reel Diameter Length of Tape Speed Width Reel Thickness
(inches) Tape (ft) (IPS) (inches) (cu. in. ) (inches)
14 4800 15 Z 1230 0.001
10-1/Z 2400 7-1/2 1 345 0.001
8 1200 3-3/4 1 g00 0.001
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"General Comments Regarding Advancement in the
State of Television Tape Recordin_ Through 1970
1. Tape will be 1]2 mi! (0. 0005 inch} thick.
2. Tape speed will be 3-3[4 ips.
3. Helical scanning wilt be used.
4. The reel volume and size'will be a minor over-all factor
in recorder.
5. Writing speed will drop down to maybe 350 to 400 ips. (This
will szill have 3- to 4-inc. range. }
6. For strict military use, the size may go down to even 0. 35
to 0.40 cu ft. Weight will be about the same (30 lb minimum).
Here the tape would be built into unit instead of on standard
removable reels. "
Table 4.2-2, from Machtromcs, gives some statistics on tape parameters.
Figure 4.2-1, from Machtronics, estimates the tape volume required for one
hour of TV recording as a function of year. Figure 4.2-2, from Machtronics,
estimates the weight and volume of a one-hour TV recorder. Finally, Figure
4.2-3 shows the configuration of a possible videotape recorder as projected
by Machtronics.
State-of-the-art figures may be taken as 30 lb., 0.5 cu. f_., and approximately Z00
watts power for a one-hour, 3- to 4-inc., videotape recorder de_eloped for
space use in the later 19601s. The MSC-recommended system parameters
of 256-1ine resolution, square format, approxirnately 15 frames per second
and compression result in a digital bit rate on _:he order of Z me. By using a
subcarrier this digital signal may be placed on the one-hour, 4-inc. tape
recorder.
4. 3 RAPID FILM PROCESSING
Data in the field of miniaturized, airborne, rapid-processing systems is even
harder to obtain than equivalent tape-recorder data. Much information is
published about the sensitometric qualities of the various rapid-processing
techniques, and a fair amount of information may be found on the methods by
which the photochemicals are applied to the film. However, for miniature
systems, information on over-all system size, and in some cases weight,
must be inferred from the illustrations of typical systems now in existence.
4-4
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Almost: no information is comn_only available on power consumption. Neverthe-
less, Table 4. 3-t summarizer, the data available and inferred. Size, weight,
and power data on the larger, commercial-type processors is easier to obtain
from dal_ sheets, but even t'lough some of it is included in Table 4. 3-1, it is of
little use in inferring ultim_.te size, weight, and power miniaturizations.
From the table it can be ccncluded that for complete {tanks, film, reels, chem-
icals, etc. ) airborne systems approximately one cu. ft. of volume and 25 !b. ei
weight _Jhould be allowed. However, for the processing station alone, exclusive
of reels, and tanks, on the order of 0. Ol cu. ft. and 1 lb or less "is needed. Con-
sidering that the data in Table 4.3-1 are lot film sizes of 16-ram or larger, it
appears reasonable to assume that an 8-ram processor could be made for a
couple of pounds wifl_ reel drives and miniature pumps included. Reels, film,
tanks and chemical weight are extra "expendables" to be averaged on a per-
frame basis.
4.4 COMPARISON AND CHOICE
Consideration of parametric values from the preceding sections allow the
placement of typical values on the quantities Wo' , Wo" , and c" defined in
Section 4. 1. Let
W o' = 30 Ib (5)
Wo" = Z ib (6)
c" = I0 mg per frame (7)
The I0 mg per frame is derived from measuring a strip of 8-mm home movie
filnland finding its weight at abou[ 5.5 rag. per frame. Photomechanisms, Inc.
indicate that chemical consumption can be as low as 0.1 cc per square inch of
film. Assuming a chemical specific gravity close to unity, thisworks out to
about 3 mg per 8-mm frame. Finally, allow approximately 0.5 mg per frame
for the fluid tanks (7:1 mass-ratio of tank plus fluid to tank} and 1 mg per frame
for reels {6.5:1 mass-ratio of loaded reel to empty reel}.
The film weight nomogram in Figure 4.4-I yi£'_'_ a quick estimate of expendable
weight c"t. Since the difference between W o' and Wo" _s 28 Ib (12.75 kg.) and
since the MSC frame rate is 15 per second, 80, 000 {"_ I aaF} of picture taking
will result in a rap_d-processing system having an over-all weight equal to the
videotape recorder. Any amount of totalpicture-taking time in excess of 24
hours or so will result it.a weight balance in favor of the video tape. Since mission
';irr,es of 400 days and such are being considered for the manned Mars missions,
antlsince two hours a day TV for earth transmission is also a reasonable
{probably fowl assumption, itwould appear that putting a rapid processor in the
4-5
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I04 I
FIGURE 4. 4-1 FILM WEIGHT NOMOGRAM
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spacecraft TV-to-earth loop for temporary program storage purposes could
result in a totalsystem weight some 30 hmes that of the videotape recorder.
It is concluded that a videotape m_.itis the preferred spacecraft TV program
storage medium. It iz also concluded, however, thata small, rap.d processor
should be inchded in the spacecraft equipment roster for its proper and very
useful place oiprocessing exploratien mo._les of short duration b,tthigh value.
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the converter optical system) and in the white region (primarily produced by
display-tube saturation effects). The compensated video signal is fed to the
TV display and amplitude-modulat_ s the display beam during each dis play gating
period {see Section I. 1. Z for a discussion of this technique which is related to
the asynchronous operation of the compressed digital TV system).
Horizontal and vertical deflection voltages, which are locked to the appropriate
synchronization output from the Huffmaz._ decoder, feed the display deflection
plates. Electrostatic deflection is used to achieve the desired sweep response
speed in the display.
Selection of the optimum display phosphor is intimately tied to the selection of
the vidicon tube photoconductor type. The optimum signal storage and decay
characteristics of these transducers will be determined on the basis of the best
compromise between allowable signal carry-over from framc to frame {pro-
ducing smear on moving images) and allowab:_ brightness "flicker" or "shutter-
bar" signal {caused by variations in display brightness as seen by the TV camera,
due to differences between input and output frame rates).
The displayed image is optically coupled to the vidicon camera, which operates
with the standard broadcast scan format. The camera video output feeds the
variable gain amplifier, which, in conjunction with the flicker correction circuit*
acts to reduce the above-mentioned flicker effect to an acceptable minimum. The
flicker correction circuit consists of a peak white detector and low-pass filter
combination which is "tuned" to the flicker frequency. The detected flicker volt-
age triggers a correction waveform generator, the output of which modulates the
variabh_.-gain amplifier in the proper phase to reduce the flicker component in
the cam..'ra video signal.
This c_rcu:'.t is followed by gamma-correction and aperture-correction circuits
which compensate for camera deficiencies in these particular areas. Finally,
the video distribution amplifier provides n,ultiple signal outputs which are fed to
the data recording and display equipment.
5.Z ALTERNATE SCAN CONVERSION TECHNIQUES
Several other scan conversion methods have possible application here. The TV
display-to-TV camera method discussed in the previous section is believed to be
_he best ans_ver, since it makes use of relatively simple, established techniques
and direcdy provides the desired video signal at broadcast standards. Other
possible approaches which may, in certain special in_.£ances,offer a_vantages
to the Manned Spacecraft TV System are discussed in the following sections.
*K. Belair Bensan: "CBS Television Standards Conversion Techniques. "
Journal of the SMPTIE. Vol, 70, 1961,
572
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5. Z. 1 Recording Storage Tube Scan Converter
This conversion technique makes use of recording storage tube devices, such as
produced by Raytheon (QK-685 single gun andQK-7702 dual gun types, for ex-
ample).
These tubes operate in an electronic read-in/electronic read-out mode without
the requirement for intermediatc optical ccupliug as used in the previous system.
Presently, the principal use of equipment utilizing this type of tube is in radar-
scan conversion applications. In these systems, the variable signal storage and
erase characteristic of these tubes permit enhancen':ent of moving targets, which,
of course, is iia addition to the principal tube function of converting fror.1 radar
scan standards to the desired TV scan standards (to achieve greater operating
ease and flexibility of the radar =iisplay complex).
For the present compressed digital TV system application, video conversion is
required from 15 frames per second to the 60-field-per-second rate. The erase
characteristic of the storage tubes which works to their advantage in the radar
case becomes a disadvantage for this TV system. Due to the time required to
erase the storage surface of previous data. and "prime" it in preparation for a new
frame of video data (this time is typically one to several tenths of a second), and
with the requirement to continuously convert from a lc,-¢ to a higher frame rate,
it becomes necessary to use three storage tubes ope_-ated in a time-sequencing
arrangement. While the first tube is reading out da.ta at the desired new rate,
the second tube (which has just been erased and primed during the previous frame)
is writing in the current data at the original rate, and the third tube (having just
completed the "read" cycle) is being erased and pri,.vmd. Thus, a fairly complex,
though feasible system, results from having to meet the Manned Spacecraft TV
System requi rements.
One potential advantage which this technique offer s is complete elimination of
the _'shutter bar" or "flicker" effect previously described. Should this prove to
be a serious problem wi_h the display-to-camera conversion approach, the storage
tube type system could be adopted.
5. Z. g Magnetic Devices Scan Conversion
This section is included to indicate the possibility of using addressable, magnetic
devices (cores, drums, perhaps discs) as scan-conversion devices, In this case
scan conversion is taken in the context of the MSC ground equipment whose pur-
pose is to convert from a low (,\' 15 fps) to a high (Ix.' 60 fps) frame rate. Ba-
sically, this operation entails sequentially reading out in a nondestructive manner .
the store at a high rate whi_e simultaneously sequentially reading into the store _
in a "write-over" mode the new (updating) information at a low rate.
5-3
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Let the read address ar(t) be given by
ar(t) = rep T I (kit), (11
and the write address aw(t) be given by
aw(t) = rep Tz(kzt ), (Z)
where rep T ( ) is read "repeat function ( ) with period T", and where k 1
and k2 are cunstants. Further, let
k] = A kZ, and (3)
T Z = A T I" (4)
These relations are shown in Figure 5.2. Z-1 for the case of A = 4 where & is
the ratio of read-out to read-in speed. Actually, the functions a_t) and aw(t )
are point functions defined only at specific instants of time t i = to + /% i, i = 0,
I, Z.... ,-,. From Figure 5. Z. Z-I it can be seen that during one read-in
period T L the follo_cing relation
ar(t) = aw(t )
occurs four times, at points PI, PZ' P3' and P4" At that time the information
read out is the same as the information being read in, and read-out is switched
to read the input information straight through to the display.
In order to as :ertain the demands placed on the storage device by this scan con-
version system, consider the following parameters:
T1 - i (6)
and
T z = A /_'_1 (7)
where
. _ = O.Z5 tJ.sec,
"_1 = x = 65,536,Z56 256
A =4.
Thus, I/T ! is about 61 frames per second and I/T Z is apprcximately the 15-
frames-per-second average for the MSC system. These parameters place upon
the store a nondestructive read-out time of 0.Z5_sec and a write-over rea.d-in
cycle time of _-,_0.25 = 1 _tsec. The total storage capacity is 65,536 q bits where
q, the quantization level, is recommended as 4 in the MSC system. In order to
5-4
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FIGURE 5, 2.2-1 SCAN-CONVERSION FUNCTION
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be econo)nically competitive with the$Z5K to $100K storage-tube scan-conver-
sion systems the complete storage unit must become available for about 10 cents
per bit. Current prices (Burroughs} for high speed(.P.. 1 _tsec} fe":ite storage
run about 50 cents per bit for the storage alone, exclusive of address circuitry. {
Perhaps drum storage is competitive and a drum rotation speed of 3600 rpm
(60 per second} is certainly compatible with both existing drum technology and i
display frame rate characteristics. Drum read-out at current technology is in ;_
the one to five _tscc range (example+ 180 kb rate for Bryant drums} so there
exists a distinct problen_ of securing 0.25 _tsec rpad_out_. This problpm could
be approachedfro:_ the z.tandpolnt of staggered read heads _ide-by-side, dis- i
placed around the drum periphery by one bit each and read in overlapping se-
quence. S_nce one bit is on the order of 1 to 3 x 10 -3 inches around a circum- _
ference of perhaps 30 inches, the head displacement and alignment problem is
a formidable one. i
In spite of the above-mentioned mechanical and economical difficulties, it is
nevertheless instructive to return to the basic mathematical definition of a func-
tion to be performed and then to proceed from this point into alternate techno- l
logies to see if their current state-of-the-art is capable of supporting the required
#,
parametric values. It is with this spirit that this somewhat speculative discussion
of scan conversion is offered.
5.3 DATA RECORDING
Due to the asynchronous nature of the spacecraft camera scan (i.e., variable i
element, line, and frame rates, which change as a function of picture statistics},
the demodulated video signal from the A to D converter is not directly amenable
to recording by conventiong.1 kine-photo or magnetic-video-tape techniques. This i
is because of the problems involved in asyvmhronous operation of film and tape
transport mechanisms. Considerable simplification of the data recording pro-
cesses would result from operation with synchronous video data employing com-
mercialbroadcast scan standards. This is the approach adopted in this study
program. The scan converter equipment described in Section 5. 1 furnishes the
output video signals with the desired format, i
To obtain permanent data recordings for detailed analysis and for archival i
storage, the scan-converter video output is fed to standard kinescope film re-
cordin_ and processing equipment. Also, the video output feeds Ampex magnetic-
video-tape equipment which provides a recording that may be easily and rapidly
edited for later transmission e_rer the commercial television networks.
I I
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SECTION 6
EXPERIMENTS IN DIGITAL TELEVISION
6.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
EDITS is a digitat television research tool with variable para_:eters capable of
taking statistics on an uncompressed and compressed video source. Not only
does it have the capability of obtaining subjective results of parameter variation,
but it also has the capability of determining the subjective effects of bit errors in
the channel. The parameter variations are:
(1) The resolution--51Z, Z56, and 128,
(g) The frame rate at 51Z resolution--19 Z (maximum) to 0. g (minimum)
frames per second.
(3) The quantization--l, Z, 3, 4, 5, and 6 bits.
As a result of the subjective experiments performed on EDITS, the standa_.d
digital television parameters for a manned space application are (i) Z56 reso-
lution, (Z) 15 frames per second, and (5) four-bit quantization. This results
in a Ig: 1 over-all reduction in bandwidth by parameter reduction alone. This
parameter reduction combined with an efficient coding technique results in an
extrenJely efficient system.
Several of the more promising coding techniques have heed simulated on EDITS,
and when the statistics warranted it, the system was actually implemented on
EDITS. It is then possible to combine the efficient coding techniques with the
parameter reductions. The conventional PG_/[ system was compared to a two-
bit delta system and to the PCM system with Roberts and BE coding. Although
the complexity of the delta system is much less than the Roberts system, the
picture quality is not as good. The three-bit PCIVI system with four bits of
P_oberts pseudo-random noise and PE coding appears to be the most efficient
system with a compression of 3: I. Although this comparison was performed
independently of noise, the effects of noise in the chulnel can be simulated on
EDITS.
For the uncompressed PCk4 system a 10-3 bit error probability will allow ade-
quate rendition; however, this bit error probability must be less for the com-
pressed syst'ems utilizing efficient coding. Both the delta system and t}le3-4 i
l<oberts-PEC system are expected to require about the same bit error probability
for a subjectively acceptable picture. The effects of errors in both systems is
quite similar in as much that a single bit error will cause a streak in the dis-
played scene instead of the normal salt and pepper effect observed in noisy PCM.
These conclusions are based not only on the subjective experiments performed
6-I
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on EDITS, but also on the statistics obtained from EDITS.
For the II standard scenes the statistics are given in Section 6. Z.4. These
statistics include (I) first-order, (Z) second-order (3) PE and (I-PE), and
run-length statistics. For the standard scenes the average entropy of the 3-4
Roberts-PEC source is 1.9 bits per element, which represents a true 3: l
coding reduction in bandwidth relative to a 6-bit PCM system.
6. 1 EDITS
EDITS I (Experimental Digital Television System) is one answer to a long-
standing need for a variable-parameter laboratory television system that is dig-
ital, highly flexible, and capable of taking information-theory statistics from an
actual television video signal. Designed primarily as a took for television com-
pression research in earth reconnaissance and planetary exploration systems,
EDITS Ioffers such a variety of parameter changes and combinations that its
applications are practically unlimited. Potential uses range from a determina-
tion of the optimum design characteristics of high-data-rate systems to sub-
jective studies of human reaction to resolution-limited surveillance systems.
The EDITS I is specifically designed to explore:
o Effects of bit errors on PCM pictures
o Redundancy elimination and efficlent encoding !
o Picture (actual video) statistics
o Display and conversion problems i_
o Subjective picture parameters !
j'
The system is currently supporting on a daily basis a comparative study of _
television compression systems. In addition, it is being used to receive, re-
produce, and statistical[yanalyze pictures of weather, reconnaissance material,
aircraft, line drawings, and other subjects sent to EMR from government agencies.
In these applicatit,ns EMR's system design has been characterized by flexibility, _
moderate cost, low engineering time requirements, and short time schedules. _,2
To meet the requirements of these programs, EDITS I was implemented with dig- _;
ital modules, thus enabling EMR to proceed virtually from logic diagrams directly
to a working digital subsystem. _;
EDITS I,,block diagrammed in Figure 6. I-I, is truly digital in the sense that the
camera and display sweeps are staircase waveforms derived digitally from a
master clock. The sweep speeds may be varied continuously over a. 10-to-I
range, affording the television experimenter exceptional flexibility in studying _.
6-Z
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such effects as flacker, flicker, and display phosphor decay memory. The video
obtained at each step of the sweep is saT, pied and the resulting '[_¢el is l'eld un-
til :t is enco ed by a _uccessive-approximation, aualog-to-digi a] converter,
This convez,er can encode the held video s'gnal to 1, Z, 3, _, ." ox 6 bits at the
experlmenterOs command. The PCM-encoded video is sent to th._ display system
via a controlled noise-corrupt:ion circuit which allows the experime_te- to simu-
late the binary symmetric channel by inverting PGM bits at random on a "con-
trolled-average" basis. For instance, one may x_ish to assess visually the ef-
fect of a 10 -Z bit error rate on a given picture scene. With EDITS Ithe experi-
menter adjusts the level of a threshold circuit sc that an average of one oat of
every 100bits is :mverted. Thus, rme may experimentally assess the maximum
tolerable bit error rate for digital television encoded to any of six quantization
levels. Other parameters of the system are also variable. For example, the
digitally derived sweet_s may be set to either 1Z8, Z56, or 512-line resolutions;
a 10Z4-1ine resolution is planned for use in assessing the signal characteristics
of high-detail recor maissance and planetary exploration photographs. The EDITS
I system design will be expanded to incorporate redundancy-elimination circuits_
efficient encoding circuits, sync-transmitting circuits, efficient decoding circuits,
redundancy-restoratLm circuits, and sync-separation circuits to check out corn-
pro s sion implementation de s'igns.
EMR's camera system Js built around the all-electrostatic Westinghouse WX-
4384, electro-optically equivalent to the Westinghouse WL-7Z90 magnetic slow-
scan vidicon. The tube's slow-scan capability, when coupled with the EDITS
display storage capability, makes possible an exact assessment of how low the
television frarr, o rate may be for adequate rendition of given types of motion.
A future display system will employ a selective-erasure, direct-view s£orage
tube that receives its analog input from a digital-to-analog converter. A con-
ventional cathode-ray-tube monitor is available for current c_mparison studies.
The converter receives its video from the noise-corruption circ.it simulating
the channel. The direct-viewing storage tube is ore. of the mGst advanced ob-
tainable: it can ,sed to simulate a variable-decay phosphor; it may be op-
erated so tha*. it res one written television frame and then erases it as the
next one appears; it may be operated to erase the old information line-by-line
just prior to writing in the new information; and it is capablu,:-" (according to mana-
facturerts specification) of storing aad displaying half-tones to seven levels of gray.
L
6, EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS _,
6.2. 1 Variable Parameters
I
If maximum compression is desired, then along with efficient encoding and re- !_
dundancy elimination, the three basic parameters of frame rate, quantization, :i
and resolution must be reduced. Although there is some published literature on
the ._inimum frame rate for real-time television, the frame rate on EDITS was
made variable to allow for a subjective evaluation of the displayed picture at
va,:iou'J resolutions and quantization. The frame rate on EDITS for the stand-
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that is, the data are passed through a binary symmetric channel and the noise-
-_ .
corruptea picture can be displayed. The effects of noise on the uncompressed
data must be ebtained along with the effects of noise on the compressed data to
evaluate the compression system.
The uncompressed data were subjected to bit-error probabilities from 10 -5 to
10 -1. For the uncompressed data a bit-error probability of 10 -3 is sufficient
for space applications since the digital errors cause only a salt-and-pepper ef-
fect in the displayed image, in a real-time system at 15 frames per second and
assuming that the errors are random, the eye would tend to integrate out the
10 -3 bit-error uols_. The mi,,imumbit-error probability for uncOmpressed
da¢a is a function of the frame rate and resolution. Experiments were performed
on EDITS on varying the bit-error probability, resolution, frame rate, and quan-
tization, and some of the subjective results are given in the photographic matrix
in Section 6. Z, 5. The noise effects on the uncompressed data are quite readily
obtainable; however, theramifications of compression complicates the error
_effects for compression systems.
In general, one expects thai the compressed data will be more vulnerable to er-
rors since a single:bit error in the uncompressed system will effect only a single
picture elemen`t, :w-hereas a single bit er/Znv in the compressed data will effect
many picture elements or lines. In many of:the con_pressed data systems a
sifigle-bit error will cause streaks to appear in the displayed image instead of
the usual _digita!-salt-and-:pepper effect. For example, the photographic marl'ix
inSection 6. Z. 5 compares the digital noise performance of an uncompressed
system with two different compressed systems. :
The compressed system in general will require a low bit-error probability_
h0wever, there are exceptions. For example, the Roberts coding technique re-
quires the same bit-error probability as the uncompressed system; however,
other coding techniques- such as redundapcy eliminztion techniques (i. e., PE
codirlg)', do requi_:e a lower bit-error prob/bility. Experimentally it has been
determined that the delta system requires only ! db signal-to=-noise ratio more
than the equivalent PCM system.
It is absolutely necessary to perform a complete error analysis accompanied by
experimentation ;_._ each_coding technique before the net or over-all compression
can be stated. It is conceivable that a compression techniclue could achieve an
apparent compression (hat dould be nullified by a corresponding increase in re-
quired signal_to-noise ratio. Whis possibility emphasizes the necess_.ty for -
studying the effects of noise.
6_ Z. 3 Variable Encoding
EDITS:currently has the.ca pability of simulating 10 compr e s s(on technique s. ;:
These are (1) previous-element coding_ (Z) run-length coding, (,3) truncated run-
ien.gth coding, (4)previous element run-length coding, (5) previous-elemen_ pre-
vious-line coding, (6) delta with previouszelement coding, (7) delta with run-length
.... 6 5_-- - -- j [,
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coding, (8) Roberts with previous-element coding, (9) Roberts with run-length
coding, and (10) split-Land coding. The simulation is not necessarily ,ufficient
to obtain subjective r_sults, but rather to obtain the statistics of each coding
technique ae an inforr._at_on _our,ce to determine whether or not the coding
technique can achieve a sufficient amount of compression to warrant" farther
investigation. The statistical results of EDITS compression technique simula-
tion are given in Section b. 7.4. Alc_,g with the source simulation, EDITS also
has built into it three digital coding techniques. The digital coding techniques
are (1) pulse code modulation, (Z) Rober'_s coding, and (3) delta modulation. The
pulse-code modulation experiments are summarized in Section 6. Z. 1 where
the three basic parametc_'s were varied.
The delta system of EDITS is a two-bit delta with an exponential integrator. The
delta system required many experimental trade-offs to determine the optimum
system. These were performed to determine the appropriate trade-offs between
the delta step-height sizes, integrator time constant, resolution, and noise
effects. In general, the delta system performed as px'edicted especially with
regard to the effects of noise. Although the two-bit tunnel diode analog-to-digital
converter is somewhat novel, the overall complexity" of the delta system is much
less than the PE coding system. While the delta system is a promising candidate
for a compression system, the subjective result:_ to date are not quite as good as
the Roberts techniquo results.
The Roberts coding technique is among the most promising coding techniques.
A partial implementation on EDITS has been accomplished. This partial in,plementa-
tion appears to be one of the major reasons why the subjective results of the
Roberts technique are not as good as the four-bit PCM, although L. G. Roberts*
contends that when the technique is fully utilized, the three-bit PCM system with
Roberts is subjectively equivalent to six-bit PCM. At the present time the
squaring amplifier of the Roberts technique has not been constructed; however,
it is anticipated that when this problem is eliminated and the over-all system
transfer function is optimized with respect to the coding technique, the Roberts
coding technique will perform as specified. The Roberts coding technique, com-
bined with previous-element coding to obtain the most promising and efficient
coding technique, is the coding technique recommended.
Complete statistics were obtained on the effects of varying the basic PCM quantlza-
tion with the Roberts pseudo-random noise quantization. The end result o_ these
experiments is that the three-bit PCM with four bits of Roberts pseudo-random
noise is the optimum combination. This decision was based on not only subjective
results, but also the compression achieved when the previous-element coding
technique is combined with Roberts.
*Roberts, L. G. : "Picture Coding Using Pseudo-Random Noise." IRET on Informa-
tion Theory, February 196Z.
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The photographic matrix in section 6. Z. 5 compares the subjective and noise results
of the basic si_-bit PCM systems the Z-bit delta system, and the 3-bit PCM-4 bit
Roberts system with and without noise. The PCM-Roberts system is about as
tolerant of channel noise as is the straight PCM system. The delta noise is
subjectively different in appearance due to the propagating effects of the delta
receiver integrator.
6. Z. 4 Picture Statistics
EDITS was designed not only to be an experimental tool for the subjective evalua-
tion of compression techniques, but also to be a statistics taker for the many
coding techniques. Although in the past the statistics of _ television source
have been'based on _he actual photographic or scene content, the statistics from
EDITS are the statistics of the actual video. The statistics that have been taken
o** EDITS are: (I) First-order, (Z) Second-order, (3) PE and (I-PE), and
(4) Run-length statistics. The II _%andard scenes were processed on EDITS and
the results tabulated. Table 6. Z.4 -I_ gives the first-order probabilities for the
standard scene_ quantized to four bits.
Although this taFle enables the evaluation of efficient encoding of the data, the PE
and (I-PE) statistics we._ taken to evaluate the efficiency of the PE coding
technique. The PE and (I-PE) probabilities for the standard scenes for PE
ceding are given in Table 6. Z.4-Z, These statistics, when properly applied,
will give the efficiency of the coding technique.
While the PE coding technique alone appears to be a very promising compressior_
technique, the theoretical results of the Roberts plus PE technique appear to be moro
promising. Therefore, the first-order probabilities for a 3-bit PCM source
with 4 bits of Roberts pseudo-random no._se weretaken. These statistics are
tabulated in Table 6. Z.4-3. However, to achieve the optimum efficiency, the
coding technique should employ efficient encoding of the digital data. PE
coding was applied to the Roberts source and the PE and (I-PE) probabilities
for the standard pictures were tabulated in Table 6. Z. 4-4.
These probabilities were then converted to the common parameter of the entropy
nf the source, that is, the average number of bits per element. Two distinct
_.nd seuarate entropies were calculated and tabulated. These entropies are
defined by
n
HIN = - y-- P(i) log z P(i), (I)
j= 1
n
HIp E = - 7- P(i)' log z P(i)'- PE log 2 PE, and (Z)
j=l
n _
HCN _ P(i) L(i). (3)
j=l
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The minimum or statistical and the flat coded entropy are tabulated in Table 6.2.4-5.
Although the entropy of each standard scene is given, the average entropy for
the 4- and 3-bit sources is also tabulated. As expected the average entropy of
the three-bit source with Roberts is less than the entropy of the conventional
4-bit source.
Although the entropy is a common parameter for coding comparisons, the final
parameter desired is the compression. Therefore, the average, maximum,
and minimum compressions for each technique are tabulated in Table 6.2.4-6.
This table along with the size, weight, power, and noise considerations enabled
the most efficient system to be specified. The statistics for several other
promising coding techniques were taken.
Although run-length probabilities are somewhat time-consuming to obtain, the
Moon scene was processed on EDITS and the run-length probabilities were
obtained for run-lengths truncated at eight. These probabilities are given in
Table 6.2.4-7. The compression for run-length coding is given by
y = 1 j = 1 14)
C= k n
y=l j=l
TABLE 6.2.4-5 ENTROPY OF STANDARD SCENES
Entropy*
Scene H14 HpE4 HC4 HI 3 HpE3 HC 3
1 2. 169 1.557 1.860 2. 008 1.61g 1.875
2 2.226 I.532 I.841 2. 116 I,642 I.399
3 2.415 I.905 2. 174 2.071 I.631 I.895
4 Z.408 I.700 2.000 2.095 I.481 I.862
5 2.990 2.289 2.490 2.394 I.880 2.073
6 3.215 I.791 2.036 2.551 I.665 I.890
7 I.615 I.044 I.518 I.621 I.177 I.549
8 1.612 0.973 1.496 1.883 1.352 1.907
9 3.043 2.217 2.562 2.212 I.709 2.002
I0 3.882 2.083 2.254 2.918 I.851 I.995
l1 3.653 I.61 l I.901 2.894 I.692 I.865
Average 2.657 I.700 2.01Z 2.251 I.608 I.892
_HI4 = First-order statistic entropy of 4-bit soui ce.
HPE4 = PE and {I-PE) statistical entropy of 4-bit s_urce.
HC4 = Flat-coded entropy of 4-bit source.
HI3 = First-order statistical entropy of 3-bit source.
HPE = PE and {I-PE) statistical entropy of 3-bit source.
HC4 = Flat-coded statistical entropy of 3-bit source.
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TABLE 6.2.4-6 COMPRESSION OF STANDARD SCENES
Statistic
Parameter C_, CpE4 CC4 C 3 _'I_E3 CC3
Average 2. Z58 3.529 2.982 2.665 3.72! 3. 171
Minimum 1. 540 2. 621 2. 342 2. 050 3. 191 2. 894
Maximum 3. 722 6. 166 4. O11 3. 701 5. 098 3. 873
TABLE 6.2.4-7 TRUNCATED RUN-LENGTH PROBABILITIES
FOR MOON SCENE AT 256 RESOLUTION
J
gt 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 0.0058 0.0378 0.0893 0.1131 0.0921 0,0397 0.0146 O. 0012
2 0.0043 0.0258 0.0511 0.0577 0.0411 0.0208 0.0080 0.0001
3 0.0027 0.0159 0.0299 0.0344 0.0197 0.0110 0.0043 0.0001
4 0.0017 0.0101 0.0174 0.0197 0.0125 0.0060 0.0024 0
5 0.0014 0.0068 0.0113 0.0126 0.0072 0.0034 0.0014 0
6 0.0019 0.0052 0.0089 0.n078 0.0047 0.0018 0.0005 0
i
0.0019 0.0039 0.0056 0.0051 0.0035 0.0015 0.0003 0
- 8 0.0316 0.0184 0.0236 0.0249 0.0107 0.0030 0.0003 0
For the Moon scene the compression is 1.77:1.
Another form of run-length coding is PERL (previous-element-run-length)
coding. For the Moon scene the PERL probabilities are tabulated in Table
6. Z.4-8. The compression for the PERL coding technique is given by
_ (log2n) P(j) + [l-P(jf] y (5)
CpER L = j ---I y = I i
n k
j--I y=l
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T:_BLE 6.2.4-8 PERL AND (I-PERL) PROBABILITIES FOR MOON SCENE
AT 256 RESOLUTION
Level ProbabiJ PE Run- Probal-ity Length ility
{l ]RL} 0 0.0078 l 0.2386
(I ]RL) I 0.0385 g 0. 1348
(I ]RL) 2 0.0776 3 0.079Z
(I _RL) 3 0.0906 4 0.0505
(I ]RL) 4 0.0649 5 0.0351
(I _RL) 5 0.0304 6 0.024Z
(I ]RL) 6 0.0112 7 C:.0198
(I-P ]RL) 7 0.0005 8 0.0965
Substituting the probabilities into the compression expression, the PERL com-
pres_ionis 1.56:1. This compression is somewhat less than the compression
for conventional run-length coding, but this was predicted. These compression
figures do not appear to be too promising. However, another coding technique
does have the potential for increasing the compression over PE coding.
The PEPL coding technique, which is an extension of PE coding in the vertical
direction, does appear to have the potential for increasing the compression.
Statistics were taken to obtain the PE, PL, and (I-PE - PL) probabilities
for the Girl scene. Since a compa.rison between PEC and PEPL is desired,
the PE and (1-PE) statistics were taken on the same picture and the results
are tabulated in Tables 6.2.4-9 and 6. Z. 4-10.
TABLE 6.2.4-9 PE, PL, (I-PE-PL) PROBABILITIES
FOR "GIRL" SCENE AT 128 RESOLUTION
Event Pro bability
PE 0. 78Z0
PL 0.0988
(I-PE-PL) 0 0.0079
(I-PE-PL) I 0.02.03
(I-PE-PL) 2 0.0165
(I-PE-PL) 3 0.0191
(I-PE-PL) 4 0.0J 99
(I-PE-PL) 5 0.02ZZ
(I-PE-PL) 6 0.0106
(I-PE-PL) 7 0.0030
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TABLE 6. Z.4. I0 PE AND (I-PE) PROBABILITIES FOR
"GIRL" SCENE AT 128 RESOLUTION
Evcnt Probability
PE 0.78Z0
(I-PE) 0 0.0211
(1-PE) 1 O. 0351
(I-PE) Z 0. 0333
(I-PE) 3 0.03]
(I-PE) 4 0.03(,I
(I-PE) 5 0.034Z
(I-PE) 6 0. 0165
(I-PE) 7 0. 0043
The compression for the PEPL and PE coding techniques is I. 9Z:l and I. 86:1,
respectively. Thus, experimental results verified the increase in compression
by PEPL coding. The amount of the increase must be weighed with the increase
in complexity.
These statistics are but a few of the many that could be taken on EDIT.B; however,
they are representative and illustrate the remarks and conclusions in _oction 2
on coding.
6. Z, 5 Photographs
Prints of the following scenes are presented in this section.
Scene 1: APOLLO 1 (Variable Quantization)
Scene l: APOLLO 1 (Noise Effects)
Scene Z: APOLLO Z ( Variable Quantization)
Scene 2.. APOLLO _ (Noise Effects)
Scene 3: Cooper I (Variable Quantization)
Scene 3: Cooper I (Noise Effects)
Scene 4: Cooper Z (Variable Quantization)
Scene 4: Cooper 2 (Noise Effects)
Scene 5: Cooper 3 (Variable Quantiza£ion)
Scene 5: Cooper 3 (Noise Effects)
Scene 6: Laboratory (Variable Quantization)
Scene 6: Laboratory (Noise Effects) "
Scene 7: Celescope (Variable Quantization)
Scene 7: Celescope (Noise Effects)
Scene 8: Emission Nebula (Variable Quantizatioaj
Scene 8: Emission Nebula (Noise Effects)
6-15
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T TSECTION 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATI(DNS
7.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This section is omitted due to the Lrevity of the succeeding sections.
7. i CONCLUSIONS
i. It is concluded that a compressed digital television system of the
foilowing characteristics is feasible of implementation, compatible
with future world-wide ranges and will transmit television pictures
from deep space to earth with minimum possible power drain from
the spacecraft and stillr_i,,ta.in an acceptable error rate at the
earth receiving _ern_i; a!.
System Ci,a.racteristics
Sensor: Slow s can electrostatic
vidicon
Resolution: 256 lines (51Z and I024
!in s future)
Quantization: 3 bits of PCLI plus
4 bits of Roberts
encoding
Frame rate: 15 frames per second (Less for 5!2 and
1024 lines)
Redundancy Element-to- element
elimination: with Previous Element
Coder (_EC)
Coding: Maximally efficient cod- (Modified Huffrnan
ing with prefix propert. code)
Buffer store; None - efficlent coder
controls information
source rate
Input picture I0 6 picture elements per
element rate second_ long-term
average
'7-I
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Output bit rate: Constant at 2 megabits per
second
Spacecraft store: Videotape capable of 2 megabit
read-in and I. 2 oi Z rnegabit
read-out compatible w_,th futr.re
world-wide ground range_
Ground scan TV-disp!ay to TV-camera
co.re rs iorl:
Construction: Semi-conductor integrated
circuitry or dis_--ete m rized
parts d(.l;_nding on reliability vs
size, weight and powe_ trade-of.',J
2. It is concluded that the size, weight, power and complexity of the
referenced compressed digital television system is less by a factor
of Z than the size, weight, power and complexity of a comparably
miniaturized standard analog system of _qual frame rate and equal
horizontal and vertical resolution.
• I_.i) can be obtained by3. It is concluded that useful co;npre.ss_ons _,
considering only digital modulation svstems.
4. It is copcluded that useful compressions {3:1) may be obtained by
utilizing i_o more _han the redundancy inherent in element-to-element
correlations, and that high compressions I'- 6:1) r_ay be obtained
with further study of the utilization of the r,_.dundancy inherent in
higher order correlatio.,s.
5. It is concluded tha_ the use of an efficient (modified Huffman) coding
technique is necessary to utilize the maximum benefits afforded by
the reduction of element-to-e]ement redundancy.
6. It is concluded that a differentially coherent phase shift keying rf
modula.tion systen, imposes no restuictions on the referenced com-
pressed algital television system.
7. It is concluded '-t,.atfor Condition i (of the RFP) the horizontal and-
vertical resolutions can be 525 lines and that the frame rate with
3:1 c,ornpression is then 42.45 frames per second for real-time
trans rrLission.
8. It is concluded that for the path described as Condition 2 (of the l_FP'
frame_3 of 525 by 525 line resolution can be transmitted with 3:1 com-
pression from a storage medium at the rate ot 11.72 frames per
second.
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9. It is concluded that for Condition 2 videotape recording is the pre-
ferred storage systezn cjhen compared with rapidly and simply
developed motion picture film.
10. It is concluded treat no work was required on the rf modulation portion
of the syster.n beyond incorporating the information in the RF.P.
tl. It is concluded that the earth-based scan conversion portion of the
s-f stem, be=ng ba_ed on YV broadcast practice, poses no exceptional
problems m receiving and converting compressed digital television
to commercial analog TV staudards.
lZ. It is finally concluded that the immediate development of compresset
digital TV laboratory engineering hardware is warranted based on
the findings of this study.
7. Z RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations of _h_;qstudy deal with two areas: (I) Follow-ou de-
velopment of the s_'stem originates, aad _,'_further study of more efficient
syst=ms which came to light during the current study.
It is recommended that
i. Manned Spacecraft Center have fabricated as the next phase of this
work a complete laboratory engineering mode[ of a 3-bit PCM -
4-biz Roberts compressed digital television system employing
previous-element redundancy elimin._tion and efficient (modifierl
Huffman) encoding.
Z. Manned Spacecraft Center initiate a comprehensive, o,ie-year,
theoretical and experimental study of those video conlpression
techniques expected to yield large (>- 6:1) compressions, such
study to be conducted from the source-entropy point of view and to
run concurrently with (I) above.
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Zd_PENDIX A
RFI z EXHIBIT "A"
STATEMENT OF WORK
FOR
MANNED SIz'ACECi{AET Ai)VANtLEF) TELEViSiOi'_ STUDY
I. Intent
This Statement of Work describes a study which is requlred for the de-
velopment of an advanced and highly efficient modulacJon system for
transrnittin Z television inzormation from manned spa_:ecraft in deep space
- to earth. This task. is a study only; no deliverable equipment is require,J.
HoweJer, all important assumptions made in the study must be proved by
results obtained fro:._, tests made on "hreadboa- 2" models of circuits in
question and must be well documented by test results, written discussions
and schematic diagrams (where applicable).
If. S__e cific l_equir ernents
A. The prime requirement of this minimum weight and volume system is
that it transmit television pictures from deep space to earth with the
minimum possible power drain frorn the spacecraft and still maintain at,
acceptable -_.rror ra_,:e at the earth recelving terminal. This system would
not be considered to have e_n advant_..ge over the standard U. S. broadcast-
ing television system, for exalmple, if:
I. Its bandwidth requirernent for real time trans_nission were n_arkedly
reduced from the 4 mc of commercial television but its sensitiwty to errors
were increased so tha.t approximately the same trans_itter output power is
required.
Z. The trans_mitter power and weight can be reduced only to have :his
advantage offset by a comparable increase in the power and weight of the
television ter_ninal equipment inside the spacecraft.
B. The study is to provide tracte-off corrtparisons on reliability, size,
weight, power and comp]exit? of this system vs. a comparably miniaturized
standard analog system of equal frame rate and equal horizontal and verti--
cal resolution.
C. Only digital modulation systems are _o be considered in this study.
A-I
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D. The study is to ccnsider eliminatlom of reJundancy of element-to-
element, !ine-te-line, and frame-.to-frame information. Any special
coding techniques which the contractor may propose are also to be
considered.
E. The ri modulation to be used in the spacecraft may be assumed to be
differentially coherent phase sl_.iftkeying for the purpose of this study.
Aplot of the probability of error vs. input slgna_-te-nol_._ ratio is included
as Appendix I of this outline and was extracted from Report RADC-TI_I-
58-91, AD 14fi'803 prepared _- _.heCornell Aeronautical Labo_-atory, Ap-
pendix II contains two _'ondition_ for which information or_ the system under
consideration :s required. For Condition l, the contractor is to provide
inforn'.ation as to _,_,efra_e rate and vertical horizor, tal resolutions which
can be obtained for real time trans,-nission, (The term "real tittle"does
not prevent the contractor from electrically storing several frames of in-
formation before actually starting its t_ansmission). For the path des-
cribed as Condition Z, the contractor is to provide information as to the
rate of transmission which can be obtail.ed for 525 line x 525 line
resolution frames from a storage rnediulr,'. _'his information should be
estimated in the proposals, and the final re_ort is to contain a comparison
of the expected frame rates and resolutions ef the prap_sal with those
which are to be expected from the finalized system.
F, The storage mediums to be considered for Cor_ditio:_ 2 of Appendix II
are _ and_ developed motion picture filrr_(su_.'has the saturated
web process) and the various types cf video tape recorder. The contractor
is to investigate both processes in this stud_ and is to adequately document
his choice by comparison of weights, volumes, power requirements and
complexities.
G. No work on the rf portion of this television system i_ required other
than incorporating the information given in Paragraph E. it,_he necessary
computations.
H. The earth-based portion of thc system is the picture reconstructio:.
equipment and is to include the necessary post detection der_odulation
equipment, and 8 inch monitor scope and a translator which converts the
signals received from the spacecraft to a regular commercial television
5Z5 line, 30 frames per second format for recordJng on an Ampex video
tape recorder and later broadcasting by commercial television stations•
The size, weight, and pow_.r consumption of thls equipment are not
important fv_ctors.
I. Ten ccpies of the final repoiL are required• The report is to contain,
in ,iddition to the information required i_ the previous paragraphs, a
description of the operation of each stage of the system and a presentation
of the design information for each unusual s'tage involved. Sufficient in-
formatioh is to be presented to enable a co._plete engineering rr_Jdel of
the syst_n to be fabricated as the next phose of this work without the
necessity ._fdeveloping new concepts or c(rcu_ts.
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J. All equipment fabricated for this contract or p_,rchased and charged
to the contract is tc be the property of the Manned Spacecraft Center.
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APPENDIX iI
Fa_rs to be Considered in Inforrnation Rate Determination
Range _uu,000 _'_ U00 _ ""_D. iV£I. J J9 UUt-'9 ._, LV_I,
Spacecraft transmitter power Z5 watts _ KV_
Spacecraft transmission line loss _. 5 db I. 5 db
Frequency Z '__'MC 2. 3 KMC
Spacecraft anlenna 5 tt parabola J0 ft parabola
Spacecraft antenna pointing loss I.0 db I, 0 db
Ground station antenna 85 ftparabola 225 ftparabola
_round station receiver bandwidth As required As required
for system for system
under consid, under consid.
Ground station excess noise te_np. 330°K 30°K
(Includes temperature of distan_
body, antenna, feed line and pre-
amplifier)
All- I
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